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$2.00 a Year

L,t. Comm. John Philip Sousa on “What Every Music Lover Should Know About the Band” jZ? Felix
BorowsRi Presents a Lesson on His Famous Composition,“Adoration”
From Coney to Carnegie,”
The Noted Tenor, Allen McQuhae jZ? Eighteen Exceptionally Interesting Music Compositions
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A Selected List
for Soloists, Choirmasters
and Organists
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Are You Seeking More Pupils?

——--

Anthems, Solos, Duets,
Services, Cantatas and
Organ Numbers

Here is a thoroughly practical exceedingly
inexpensive plan created by THE ETUDE
MUSIC MAGAZINE as a real service to
music teachers everywhere.

Anthems fop Easter
MIXED VOICES
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Price

Enterprising Educators are Enthusiatic Over It
e had already planned a letter campaign t<

eady had made up that we

e have used letters as a means of buildin
take hold of it the way they shoul

ilK

use this form of advertising continuously with regular follow-up. We have found that

r for the teacher to send out over his own signature
s of n
beTroughtlo the child" only through the actual study of an

-

ThiTis a strong, interesting and convincing letter as will be seen by
nature reproduction of it made below. If a teacher endeavored
to have 100 copies of this letter reproduced by local printers and multigraphers in the actual printed through ribbon imitation typewriting as we
offer it with the name and address imprinted on the first page, the costs would
1 $16.00. Through quantity printings and our buying f
y the letter paper, for only
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fortify your position.
This letter and the plan of its use, we
strengthen the position of the entire teaching
parents to realize that there is a mind training of
lefits which come through the
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in that it brings
value beyond all
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Theodore Presser Co., Publishers

1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE ETUDE
A Collection of Unusual Interest to Pianists

MODERN PIANO PIECES THE WHOLE
WORLD PLAYS

Our Latest Music Book Publications

If it is your pleasure to revel in beautiful piano
compositions by famous modern composers, you
will derive an unlimited amount of enjoyment
from this book, which contains more than seventy
masterpieces by Brahms, Chaminade. Debussy,
Granados, Grieg, MacDowell, Moszkowski, Rich¬
ard Strauss, andmanyothers. Each composition
is carefully fingered and phrased. The book con¬
tains 256 pages,
his is the (
“

Teachers and Active Music Workers Will Enjoy Knowing About These Excellent Re¬
cent Works. We Will Enjoy Extending Examination Privileges to Those Interested
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THE “WHOLE WORLD” MUSIC SERIES
is the world’s premier line of musical collections
for piano, violin, voice, organ and other instru¬
ments. Each volume contains 256 or more pages
devoted to the choicest classic and modern compo¬
sitions. Printed from engraved plates on clear,
white paper, and substantially bound in either
cloth or paper.

Here is the Complete List of “Whole World” Collections

This “Whole World” Catalogue
Is Sent Free
to every music lover in the United States (not in
Canada) on request. It is an intensely interesting
booklet, profusely illustrated, containing the titles,
descriptions and complete contents of all the books
listed above. Whether you are a teacher, a student
books for violin, piano, voice, organ, saxophone,
etc., which will prove the most satisfactory collec¬
tions which you have ever used. Mail us a post¬
card today with your name and address, and the
catalogue will be sent by return mail.

D. APPLETON & COMPANY

35 West 32nd Street, New York City

My Adventures in the
Golden Age of Music
By HENRY T. FINCK
(For Forty-three Years Musical Editor of the New York Evening Post)
There are reminiscences about Theodore Thomas, the de Reszkes, Patti,
Caruso, Anton. Seidl, Eames, Calve, Nordica, Melba, and the others in
that glorious galaxy of stars down to Maria Jeritza,. Bori, Easton, GalliCurci, Percy Grainger.

SUMMY’S CORNER
New Offerings

1 = THEODORE PRESSER CO.

in

Attractive Teaching Material

Brilliant Pen Sketches of Musical Celebrities
“Place it in company with Huneker’s ‘Steeplejack’ and you have the
two chattiest, most discursively enter¬
taining books of their kind ever writ¬
ten in this country.”—Charles L.
Buchanan, in the Herald Tribune,
New York.
“This autobiography of Henry T.
Finck, for forty years the dis¬
tinguished musical critic of New
York, is without exception the most
interesting book of its kind published
for many years. Not only does it
give a fascinating account of the
author’s remarkable training for and
interesting experience in his chosen
profession, but it is an accurate his¬
tory of the music of New York for
the last half century, and contains
charming pen-pictures of all the great
artists and composers who have been
heard in America during that period,

= PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Everything In Music Publications =

Crown 8vo.

dealers

many of whom were his devoted
friends. This delightful book has not
a dull page in it, and should appeal
to every music lover and find a place
on the shelves of every library.”—
Mrs. Theodore Thomas.
“What has always impressed the
readers of Henry Finck’s colorful
observations in our world of music
has been decidedly and pre-eminently
his fine courage to sustain his own
opinions, the while voicing no corro¬
sive acrimony in as frank disapprovals
as he found necessary. His natural
kindness and understanding, his belief
in constructive criticism made it
worth while for any conscientious
artist to pause, peruse, and ponder.
Grateful for the' manna of his artistic
encouragement, I feel doubly enriched
by the happy ties of long friendship
with the lovable author and his wife.”
—Geraldine Farrar.

Cloth. 478 pages. 31 full-page illustrations.
$5, net; $5.18, post-paid.

At All Bookstores, or Direct from the Publishers

CLAYTON F. SUM MY CO., Publishers
429 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Ill.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, 354 Fourth Avenue, New York

THE ETUDE
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The Theodore Presser Co. Catalog
Each month it is planned to bring before the musical world a few of the excellent conip y
by foremost composers that are represented in the Theodore Presser Co
Y°U
will become acquainted with many interesting works by watching o
p g
Adoration .. • • -$0-40
Adoration (Concert Edition)....... .60
Chant du Soir.
-60
La Coquette .35
Danse Rustique .M
Mazurka No. 1.'■ • • • *30

pELIX BO'ROWSKI was born in England,
* March 10, 1872, of Slavonic parentage. He
early achieved success as a composer, gaining
high recognition even before he came to Amer¬
ica in 1897.
The Theodore Presser Co. catalog includes
some of his most outstanding compositions,
among these being the famous “Adoration,”
which ever seems to grow in popularity and which has been in¬
cluded on Concert and Radio programs of the better violinists
perhaps more than any other number.
ADORATION
(Catalog No. 18483)

ASTERN

BECKER^

Mazurka No. 2.
Mazurka Caprice .40
Minuet ...
Nocturne .45
Serenata .50
Valsette .30

Outstanding Violin Compositions by Felix Borowski
Humoresque .$0.60
Ritournulle .50
Villanelle .50

Adoration .$0.65
Cantilene .60
Chanson Du Berceau.50
Dance Rustique .
>50

DANSE RUSTIQUE
Price, 40 cents.

By Felix Borowski

By Felix Borowski

(Catalog No. 4536)

Also Published for Violi
A Selected List of Piano Compositions by Frederick A. Williams

FREDERICK A. WILLIAMS
A LTHOUGH Mr. Frederick A. Williams is one
4*- of the busiest teachers of the middle West, he
still finds time for valuable work in musical composition. His piano pieces are known everywhere and
he is especially happy in the Intermediate Grades.
His pieces are never trifling; all are melodious, with
something good to say. From the educational stand¬
point, they combine technical excellence and musical workmanship.

Butterfly Dance .
Chase of the Butterflies..
Cradle Song . ...
Cuban Serenade .
Elfin Dance .<..
Firefly, The ...
Forest Sprites .
Frolic in the Snow.
Hobgoblins .
Humming Bird, The.
In Joyful Mood..
In the Boat.
In the Fairy Dell.... >.
In the Gipsy Camp.
In the Park..
Jolly Cobbler, The.
Joyous Youth .
Lotus Blooms .
March Triumphant..

ON THE LAKE
Price, 35 cents (Catalog No. 4584) Grade 3)4 By Frederick A. Williams

BENEATH A COTTAGE WINDOW—SERENADE
Price, 25 cents (Catalog No. 17891) Grade 3y2 By Frederick A. Williams

R. R. FORMAN

.40
.40
.25
.35
.30
.40
.40
.35
.35
.30
.40
.35
.35
.30
.35
.40
.35
.35
.40
.40

Merry Elf ... .25
On Lake, Chautauqua..35
On the Lake .
O’er Hill and Dale. .40
Playful Rondo . .35
Song of Spring, A. .30
Song of Summer, A. .35
Spider Dance . .35
Squirrels at Play. .35
Summer Dawn .... .40
Swing in the Grove, The. .30
Swing Song .. .40
Thistle-Down . .35
Through the Forest. .25
Titania’s Dance .. .40
Waltz of the Flowers. .30
Water Wheel, The. .40
Wayside Flowers .
When All is Fair.

THEODORA DUTTON

TyT RS. R. R. FORMAN, who has spent the better part of her life in
Hightstbwn, N. J., is an experienced educator and writer. She has
the rare knack of creating tuneful and interesting teaching material. Her
music is natural and spontaneous. She writes piano pieces, songs, partsongs and sacred numbers, also cantatas and operettas. As a teacher her
life is a busy one.

^JpHEODORA DUTTON was born in Springfield, Mass. She has writ¬
ten a great deal in various forms, but she has achieved particular
distinction in writing successful teaching pieces of the higher class, which
combine melodic charm with true musicianship. The listings below are
confined to a few of her outstanding piano compositions which possess these
merits and which are. of lasting educational value.

Around the Maypole.
Cupid’s Message .
Dance of the Wood Sprites
Dream Song, A.
Fair Daffodils".
First Dancing Lesson—Waltz

Arithmetic .
At the Seashore.
Cossack Dancers ...
Fireside Lullaby, A.
Friday Afternoon ..
Gondolier’s Serenade

Price, 25 cents.

$0.40
.40
.30
.25
.30
.30

Folded Wings ..
Happiness .
June Morning.
Scherzino .
Tournament of Roses
Winter Frolic, A.

JUNE MORNING
(Catalog No. 7779)
Grade 2)4

$0.25
.35

By R. R. Forman

$0.25

.25

Gypsy Dance .
Keeping Step .
Marching_ Song .
Romanza Appassionata .
Singing in the Moonlight
Sleighride Party, A.

COSSACK DANCERS
(Catalog No. 17614)
Grade 3)4

.35

By Theodora Dutton

Teachers May Secure Complete Copies of Any Numbers Listed Above for Examination in Accordance with the Presser “On Sale” Plan

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
PUBLISHERS AND DEALERS

Professional
Directory

A Selected List of Piano Compositions by Felix Borowski

FELIX BOROWSKI

Price, 45 cents.

THE ETUDE

1

everything in MUSIC PUBLICATIONS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET

DUNNING
GUICHARD
HAWTHORNE
LOWER
MOULTON
NEW YORK
PIAN0
RIESBERG fe

LECTURES, 176 Huntington
MUSICOLOGIST, LECTORI

FEBRUARY mi.
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A Fascinating
New Wayto Make
Money
Through
die Arts!
The startling National demand *
for giftwares and gaily col- ■
ored art objects pays big in¬
comes to Fireside Members. (
Read here how you may, join
the Fireside GuUd and make1 CharteuCmul
big money in a fascinating art
hobby that is more like play. I
and old

TEE ETUDE
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EARN A DIPLOMA
OR

Teacher’s Certificate
FROM

A Recognized School
There are bigger opportunities, higher recognition, greater financial returns waiting for you in
Music just as soon as you are prepared for them. In your spare time, in your own home, and
without any interference with your regular work, you can make a wonderful investment in your
musical equipment that will pay you big dividends.

WE BRING THE CONSERVATORY TO YOU
You Study with the best Teachers in the Country
Thousands Of Letters Like
These In Our Files
A Public School music graduate writes:
“Thank you for prompt delivery of Di¬
plomas. They have been recognized by the
State University and a life certificate issued
me. Through them I have secured a posi¬
tion with an increase in salary of $50.00 a
month.” _
Another graduate writes:
“I have just been selected as director of the
voice department in a Music College as a re¬
sult of my lessons with you.”
From another one we learn:
“I was elected assistant supervisor of the
grades and junior high.”
One studying in New York City states:
“I received full two-years’ credit for my
work with you.”
A teacher who has had four courses with us
writes:

Study in Your Own Home with the Best
Teachers in the Country
No longer is it necessary for the ambitious music student to incur the expense of leaving home
to study at an expensive resident conservatory. By the University Extension System the masters’
methods are taught in the home by easily understood lessons sent by mail.
The Piano student has the lessons of the marvelous teacher, Sherwood.

The Cornetist studies

with the master Weldon; Crampton trains the voice of the singer; Heft shows how to interpret the
soul of music on the Violin; Rosenbecker and Protheroe take the pupil through every phase of the
study of Harmony; Protheroe gives his authoritative instruction in Choral Conducting; Frances E.
Clark gives the most practical methods in Public School Music; Frederick J. Bacon, the great ban jo¬
ist ; Samuel Siegel, world-renowned mandolinist, and William Foden, famous guitarist, give their
methods for mastering these instruments.

The History Course, including Analysis and Appreciation

of Music, by Glenn Dillard Gunn, and Advanced Composition, by Herbert J. Wrightston, are ad¬
vanced courses leading to the degree. Ear Training and Sight Singing, by F. B. Stiven.
More than 200,000 ambitious men and women have gained-proficiency in these various branches
of music by the University Extension Method.
were given to them.

And to you we offer the same advantages which

This Is Your Opportunity—Mail the Coupon TODAY!
Fill in the coupon below—send it now for four lessons and our late catalog.

We will give

you full details of our offer to teachers and students, and the offer calls for samples from one
of the courses. Get the catalog and lessons—then decide.

“The instruction in your Extension Courses
is the best possible for one to obtain. The
person who knows and can use his knowledge to enable him to do as
well and just a little better, usually gets ahead—regardless of the
method by which he received his information—whether in college or
with a book by an open fire-place, or during his spare moments under
the written direction of a teacher a thousand miles away. This is my
third year in charge of the Music Department in the Normal School.
I have nothing but praise for your courses, which have been of ines¬
timable value to me in my work.”

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept D-92
Langley Avenue and 41st Street, Chicago, Illinois
Please send me catalog, four sample lessons and full information
regarding course I have marked with an X below.
□Piano, Course for Students DViolin
□Piano, Normal Training
^Mandolin
Course for Teachers
^Guitar
□Cornet, Amateur
□Banjo
□Comet, Professional
QOrgan (Reed)
□Ear Training and Sight Singing

University Extension Conservatory

□History of Music
□Voice
□Public School Music
□Harmony
□Choral Conducting
□Advanced Composition
- Age_

LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

_

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o

THE ETUDE
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Teaching
Positions

T

In Our
Branches

HE Sherwood Music
School now has thirtyfour Neighborhood Branches
in Chicago, offeringpositions
for advanced students and
teachers who are qualified
and wish to study and teach
at the same time, The rapid
expansion of the Neighbor¬
hood Branch enrollment
makes necessary the addition
of a number of new teachers
to the Faculty, for the 192.72.8 teaching season, begin¬
ning in September. These will
be engaged from the students
and teachers attending the
1917 Summer Session. There
are, "betides, numerous excel¬
lent openings in the thousand
nd more Extension Branches
f the School, located
throughout the country.

1327 iutmum’ Srssimi

Eight
Saturday
Vacation
Excursions

June 20 • August 13

FEBRUARY, 1927
Master Classes
Piano Masterclass, conducted by
Andre Skalski, world-famous
pianist.
Voice Master Class, conducted
jointly by Else Harthan Arendt,
noted concert and oratorio sing¬
er, and Irene Pavloska, Prima
Donna, Chicago Civic Opera.
Violin Master Class, conducted
by P. Marinus Paulsen, noted
violin virtuoso, composer and
conductor.

A Faculty of 150 including these
and other

Artist Instructors

Public School
Music

No one can be properly called an accomplished pianist
until the fingers become so well orientated to the keyboard that
they seem to fly to the keys with the instinct that migrating

the Field
(Lecrureh

An automo- I)
bile ride &
through

Tj!f>

$64.00 to $96.00
for eight weeks of private in¬
struction from a renowned
artist teacher, a full hour

$120.00
for membership in six classes
(total of ninety-six hours of
class instruction from artist
teachers), embodying class
work necessary for Teacher’s
Normal Certificate in Piano.
$95.00
for membership in six classes
(total of sixty-four hours of
class instruction from artist
teachers), embodying class
work necessary for Teacher’s
Normal Certificate in Voice.
$100.00
for membership in six classes
(total of sixty-four hours of
class instruction from artist
teachers), embodying class
work necessary for Teacher's
Normal G
Certificate in Violin.
$70.00
for the class work necessary
to earn a Special Public
School Music Teacher's Cer¬
tificate (total of one hundred
twenty hours of class in¬
struction).

birds employ in flying to their new homes.
Playing in the dark is an excellent practice. It destroys
the tendency toward timidity. One should know the keyboard
by the feel of it. The distances should become automatically
measured. A great deal, of course, depends upon the habit of
sitting invariably in the exact spot in front of the keyboard
every time one plays. Moving the chair a fraction of an inch
can make a notable difference during the course of a few days
in one’s automatic orientation at the keyboard.
Time and again we have had teachers write us that they
have trouble in getting little pupils to keep from tobogganing
their eyes from the printed page to the keyboard.
The whole
trouble is lack of orientation. The child has not had enough
time spent upon getting the feel of the keys. One way of over¬
coming this—if the youngster is old enough, is by means of
scale playing with the eyes shut. Many of the great artists
employ scales and arpeggios to develop orientation
Others
employ skips. Some quite advanced players find that then
orientation has been neglected when they are forced to weal
bi-focal lenses. Try playing in the dark, particularly Paying
scales and arpeggios in the dark, and you will discovei that
proper orientation will return.

Piano Normal
Class
A thirty-two hour course, s
ting forth the latest develop¬
ments in the science of musical
pedagogy; and explaining the
methods used by the Sherwood
Music School in conducting a
Junior Department of over four
thousand pupils, with a
that is attracting nation-wide

Piano Teaching
Repertoire
Class
Presenting a wide range of the
best, up-to-date teaching mate¬
rial, which most teachers do not
have time to select for them¬
selves, out of the mass of current

Lectures and
Recitals
Seven recitals by members of the
Artist Faculty. Six lectures on
inspirational and practical top-

Certificates—Degrees

■ H SCHROCK

' GEQRGl

Theater Organ
An intensive eight-weeks those with some training
course, .given privately by and experience, it leads to
MildredFitzpatrick, popu¬ qualification for better polar organist of
The
the Piccadilly
Theater, Chi¬
cago, known
as one of the
most success¬
ful and highly
paid theater
organistsrin
the country.
For those with
screen. Fourno theater organ training, manual movie organs, with
this course is intended to a tremendous range of stop.
providetheelementsofprep-11
aration for a position. For | j
In writing for your catalogue, please
mention The Etude.

I

J

FOUNDED

I8Q5

BY

the Arc
Institute,
luml (Lecture by

The Summer Session courses lead
to Teachers’ Normal Certificates
in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ •
also to Special Public School
Music Teacher’s Certificate; and
are credited towards theBachelor
of Music Degree. The credits of
tne Sherwood Music School are
issued by authority of the State
of Illinois, and the School is
on theAccreditedListof theFederal Government of the United
States for Foreign Students.

Years ago, we can easily remember the first time that we
made the discovery of the suspension of the tonic chord in the
second position over the dominant. It was really a thrilling
revelation to our eleven-year-old ears. We played it over and

Accommodations
Ample provision for good livine
accommodations at reasonable
rates. Students are given all
necessary assistance in getting
satisfactorily located. TheSher-

A visit
the Tribune
Tower.

real home life, in an ideal environment.,
A Friendly Interest
Besides providing all the usual
advantages of a center of higher
musical learning, the Sherwood
Music School takes a friendly,
helpfol interest in the progress
of everyone connected with it

WM. H. SHERWOOD

Fine Arts Building
410 S. Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

One Secret of Teaching Success
One of the very greatest mistakes that music teachers make
is that of failing to realize that the little pupil, tasting new
harmonies and new melodies for the first time, hears them through
totally different ears than those of the more or less tone-tired

Living

AiuootiCDusicSdiool
|

— and more limited
courses at even
lower rates

Sin^le c°Pie8 25 Cents

Keyboard Orientation

A six-weeks course, leading to
Special Public School Music
Teacher’s Certificate, and pro¬
viding thorough training in
Methods, Sight-Singing, Ear
Training,. Musical Literature,
Conducting, Folk Dancing, His¬
tory of Music, Form, Analysis,
Appreciation, and Harmony.

Ask for details
and Application Blank
(no obligation), giving
information about your
previous training, and
experience, if any.

Low Tuition
Rates

THF. FTUDE

A visit to
Newberry

over until our relatives were ready to chloroform us.
Then this became an old story and we looked for new tonal
sensations. Today we find them now and then in Stravinsky
and his ilk. But, it is a colossal error for teachers to think that,
because nothing short of Stravinsky whets their satiated ap¬
petites, the children who are coming along are not as greatly
elated over their tonal steps in tonic and dominant and the sec¬
ondary sevenths.
..
Today we heard in a studio building Grieg s lovely Fapiilon.” Having taught the piece several hundred times, years
ago, it presented a very different impression to our ears than
it did then. But the point is that Grieg’s httle masterpiece was
making the same thrilling appeal to the pupil’s ears, hearing it
for the first time to-day, as it made to our own ears years ago.
It is a part of the trick of teaching to keep fresh—to keep
young and share this enjoyment with the pupil. There is nothing
quite so fatal to musical progress as a stale, blase, tone-tired
teacher. As all teaching is good or bad largely in the capacity
of the teacher to go back in his own memory and re-create his
desires, imagination, capacities and tastes at the age of the
pupil he is teaching, so every piece should be looked upon as
though it were a brand new piece one were hearing for the first
time with the pupil—even though the piece be Handel’s “Largo.”
We are wholly out of accord with any musical system that
would plunge the child beginner in a morass of modern caco¬

VQL’ X

’

—

phony. The child’s musical development normally parallels the
chronological advance of the art. This is scientific. Students
of biology are readily convinced of this. First, simple lovely
melodies, easily digested harmonies, then fluent natural coun¬
terpoint. Leave discords for old age—if you cannot content
yourself with anything else. Pity those whose musical diges¬
tions are so overloaded that they have lost their appetites for
Grieg, Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, Beethoven, Haydn, Gluck,
Bach and Palestrina.

Goofus
This is a confession of ignorance. We don’t know what
a “goofus” is. We have no idea where they can be caught
or what the market price for a real live “goofus” may be.
More, than this we don’t know what a “Hot Sock Drummer”
is nor do we know what a “Sweet Dance Trombonist” is. We
have seen many trombonists who were not any too sweet. In
fact, in looking over the advertisements of musicians in a the¬
atrical paper, we were brought up short with a realization of
our ignorance. Here is a branch of “the profession” speak¬
ing a language we wot not of.
Thousands of such players contribute to the joy of the
millions who still think that Wagner is a base ball player and
Bach (Bok) the name of a once famous brew.
Far be it for us
to confound anyone who brings happiness to the world.
One of the advertisements repeated in part will be a revel¬
ation to some musicians who perhaps are inclined to patronize
their humbler brothers with too httle grace. What can you
do, in translating an advertisement like thisr taken from a
musical, theatrical, vaudeville, circus, side-show, country fair,
street show, medicine-show periodical of remarkable journal¬
istic interest and enterprise?
AT LIBERTY, TROMBONIST.—Hot and sweet,
Plenty pep.
Read and fake, can sing.
Play in
tune, gold outfit, tuxedo, double at drums; dirt and
flash, hot sock cymbal.
Ham lay off.
Young and
good looking.
Some violin when needed, double stop
and goofus.

State Control of Private Music Teachers
In a recent issue of the Signale filr die Musikalische
Welt, Otto Steinhagen discusses in detail the advisability of
governmental supervision or control of private musical in¬
struction, in an article entitled, “Zum Ministerialerlass fiber
den privaten Musikunterricht
While the writer is very liberal in presenting both sides
of the subject, it fis quite obvious that the idea has already
created a great deal of bad blood in Germany.
In America, a system of governmental control of private
instruction would in the opinion of The Etude result in in¬
terminable confusion, endless misunderstandings, profitless
bureaucratic machinery, and in some instances, alas, as has
been evidenced in the past, by the school-book scandal, the
disagreeable stench of graft that always follows the operation
of proprietary interests through political tools.
Music is essentially an art; and, while there is a science
of pedagogy in the teaching of music, the artistic element is
so important and demands such enormous variety of material
and treatment that the introduction of any such thing as gov¬
ernmental control of private teachers in America would, in
the minds of most experienced and thinking musical educators,
prove far more of a disaster than a benefit.

Periodical Alarm Clocks
The alarm clocks of modern civilization are the periodi¬
cals, the magazines of the world. Every week, every month,
t’e Pnnring presses wake you and me to new opportunity, new
effort, new joy.
The present enormous world activity and cosmic interest
“
, *° “f luSe expansion in the means for disseminating
thought. We have made a greater advance in many directions
m the last century than in all the previous history of man.
The part played in this by the printing press has been enor¬
mous. It was not enough however that men’s thoughts should
be stored away in books. Civilization must be kept awake, and
the newspapers, weeklies and magazines have brought to the
ordinary man in the streets the same information and opportumty to learn that years ago was obtainable only by people
of nobility or immense wealth.
This accounts for the fact that a man such as Henry
Ford, without college training, can in the short course of
three decades rise from the humble position of a bicycle me¬
chanic to that of one of the richest and most influential men
in the whole world.
We have letters from thousands and thousands of music
lovers who have enthusiastically told us that the periodical
visits of The Etude to their homes and studios have been the
means of walking them to new understanding of the glorious
things that come with the acquisition of musical training.
These letters, which have poured in upon us for years, have
been an immense editorial stimulus. They have shown us that
we all need this regular awakening to our responsibilities, our
gifts, our talents and our opportunities as well as information
on how to realize our ambitions. The family without period¬
ical alarm clocks is sleeping away its finest opportunities.

of these works cannot fail to be tragic m the cases of thousands
of young victims. That they should be suppressed is so obvious
that we cannot help wondering at the state of perpetual glau¬
coma of some of our officials.
On the other hand we have become convinced that tingreater part of this material passes through what can only be
described as the brain sewers of multitudes. These people have
intellects that rarely do anything that approaches real think¬
ing. They read novel after novel, magazine after magazine,
and sing song after song. They are human conduits of smut.
It apparently does them little harm, because they have become
hardened to it. They do, however, pass on the contamination
to many innocent young minds and often do incalculable damage.
Like “Typhoid Mary,” they seemingly go unharmed while
they disseminate germs of tragic destruction.
Such people
should be quarantined for life for the good of society’.
The teacher who has been able to supplant objectionable
works with works of real beauty has accomplished something
for the good of mankind—something often far greater than
the persistent efforts of great bodies of police and judiciary.

Does a College Education Pay ?
Every now and then some radical personality, such as
1
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Worth While
“Buster” Brooks stood by the “Bunny Chaser” in “Joy
Dreams Park” all day. He watched the crowds take a chance
upon the stuffed rabbit that would be the first to ascend a green
incline. The winner had the choice of a peculiarly rank cigar
or a feathery doll that looked like a cross between a pen-wiper
and a sick bantam chicken. Then came the rain—the rain that
drowned out business for two days. Buster closed up his stand
in despair and went over to the auditorium where the great
band played.
Gee,” said Buster, “what chance has a guy like me to get
on in the world with the kind of a job I’ve got? Mary is always
askin’ me why I don’t do something worth while. What’s the
difference between the like of me and them guys up there play¬
ing the trombone ? Bet I could play one of them!”
From his inside pocket he got out a copy of the show paper
and turned to the section devoted to music. That night he wrote
to the manufacturer of wind instruments and got pointers how
and where to begin the study of the trombone. Two years later
after much real sacrifice, the bright-eyed Mary saw Buster
resplendent in a fine uniform, playing in a band of good stand¬
ing. Buster had a job “worth while.”
A great deal of life-success depends upon deciding upon
something “worth while” and then working everlasting to make
yourself worth while.” One of the leading piano teachers in a
great city made this decision years ago. He was a poorly paid
artisan in a factory. He was confident of his musical talent and
ability and, although it took him twenty-five years to reach his
present highly pofitable and honorable position, he attributes it
ail to his youthful decision to do something “worth while.”

Sewers
Once upon a time we used to worry about the effect of
the great volume of putrid fiction and obscene songs that are
vomited out of the printing presses of mercenary publishers
in some of our American cities. Of course the general effect
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Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas and How to Teach Them
In the time of Henry VIII (who, it should be remembered,
as a musician) the royal band consisted of fourteen trumpets,
ten trombones and two drums; to which were added two viols,
three rebecs, one bagpipe and four tambourines. The rebec
is the only one of this group which has disappeared from
present-day orchestras and bands. It was a primitive string
instrument of oriental origin, shaped not unlike a mandolin.
It had three strings tuned like the violin, and was played with a
curved bow.
It may be regarded as the progenitor of the
violin family.
In Germany the trumpeters held high standing; in fact,
they were formed into a guild which was known as the “Royal
Kettle-Drummers and Trumpeters.” It was very difficult to join
this guild, which was under royal protection and required an
apprenticeship of at least six years. Even in that remote time
the compositions of contemporary composers show that these
instrumentalists were in the possession of no insignificant
technic.
All sorts of queer laws governed the performance of these
musicians. Wandering musicians, for instance, were prohibited
from playing within the city boundaries. That was reserved
for the regularly organized guild members. The number of
musicians that might perform depended upon the significance
of the event. For instance, at an ordinary wedding only four,
five or at the most six pipers could take part. If more partici¬
pated, the town musical director was fined. In the case of kettledrummers or trumpeters, it was strictly forbidden for them to
perform for any one of less rank than a Doctor of Laws.
Finally, in 1426, the century which was to result in the
discovery of the new world, the Emperor Sigismund of Ger¬
many, as a mark of great condescension, permitted the city of
Augsburg to have a corps of town trumpeters and kettledrummers. This august permission later spread to other free
towns.
One of the peculiar characteristics of early bands was that
they were composed of separate groups of instruments—flute
bands, oboe bands, trumpet bands, hunting-horn bands. The
Twenty-Four Violins of Louis XIV are famous in historical
romance. Louis XIV wisely saw the importance of music to the
state, and employed the Italian, Lully, to organize regimental
bands as a regular part of the army. These were to take the
place of the bands which had been privately engaged by the
commanders in the army at their own expense. Strange to say,
these bands at first were reed bands and not brass bands, con¬
sisting of four groups of oboes and drums.
As for the early bands of trumpeters, they learned their
parts by ear and probably did not understand notation.
With the improvement of instruments and more frequent
opportunities for playing together, daring innovators under¬
took to bring the various families of instruments into one group.
About 1690 a single-reed instrument with a most pleasing
quality made its appearance. It is said to have been invented by
one Johann Christopher at Nuremberg, although others contend
that it is of earlier origin. It was the clarinet. Its wide
compass, its flexibility in enabling the performer to play very
softly as well as loudly, destined it to take the place of the violin
in the band.
Thus, step by step, through the labors of inventors, the
instruments of the band were increased in variety and greatly
improved in quality. Three names stand out in the history of
the instrumental world as great leaders. They are:
Adolphe Sax, born at Dinant, Belgium, November 6, 1814,
and died at Paris, February 9,1894. Sax was the son of Charles
Joseph Sax, himself a famous maker who had greatly improved
various instruments. His son Adolphe, “Sax the Great,” as he
is called, was a practical musician and an excellent performer
upon the flute and the clarinet. His great achievement was the
invention of the Saxophone in 1842. The Saxophone is a single¬
reed, metal instrument with a conical (cone-shaped) bore (in¬
terior). The greatest authority of his time on instrumentation,
Berlioz, instantly identified this instrument as one of enormous
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Sonata No. 14 (The Moonlight), Op. 27, No. 2 in C» Minor

Friederich Wilhelm Wieprecht was born at Aschersleben,
August 8,1802, and died in Berlin, August 4,1872. He was an
accomplished musician. At first he became famous «ja trom¬
bonist and then later played viohn in the Court Orchestra.
Ultimately he became Director General of the Prussian Military
Bands and effected many vital and remarkable reforms in im¬
proving the tone mass of these organizations.
Among other
things he violently contended that he had invented the Saxo¬
phone prior to Sax, but the courts all sustained the claim of Sax..
He did, however, invent the bass tuba and made numerous other
improvements.
Theobald Boehm, born at Munich, April 9, 1794; died at
Munich, November 25, 1881. Boehm was an excellent musician
and played in the Court Orchestra. He virtually remade the
flute by modifying the bore and rearranging the holes to insure
fullness and purity of tone. The Boehm flute showed marked
improvements in mellowness and fullness.
Of course, there have been numerous improvements made by
other inventors and manufacturers, but these three great inno¬
vators literally made possible the highest achievements of t lamodern concert band, giving it an immense variety of tone
color and great flexibility.
This hurried survey of the high lights in the history of the
band is of importance to the music lover, particularly to those
who in the past may have had the inexplicable and utterly
erroneous idea that a band does not deserve to stand upon ns
high a position in the world of music as does an orchestra. There
are narrow-minded musicians who look upon the band with a
patronizing smile which is really an indication of their ignorancof the history of musical art.
The band and the orchestra have distinctive fields. The
regai dignity of the band, as indicated by its history, and the
military virility make it incomparable for certain effects. At
the same time, the extraordinary flexibility of the wood wind
and saxophone sections, the smoothness of the cornet in accom
phshed hands, and the beauty of all the other instruments, make
it possible to translate to the band the modern literature of tin
orchestra with astonishingly fine effect. Of course, I am now
speaking of the concert band drilled to a high degree of excel¬
lency. Comparisons are often made between really fine „rchesL“irtteeUbanad
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storm which rages over a man’s body or
soul, which you please.
. it out according to plan. The inferior
artist fritters away his powers over small
Sonata 15 (Pastoral)
portions; the educated one makes one pic¬
Op. 28, in D Major
ture of the whole. For instance, from
Do you know enough about harmony^to
measure 60 to the end, the movement is
answer the question “Why Pastoral?”
dying away, yet there are slight —^
if anybody should ask you? I thought not.
and other changes of tone in every meas¬
ure. In making these you must be con¬ They are less likely to commit the same At least you know what a Tonic Pedal is
—the persistent sounding of a keynote
scious and make clear the general effect
crime at 46.
.
against other chords than its own, an ef¬
of fading out. The pp at the very end
The next trouble you encounter is that
must appear to be softer than anything of the spread chords at 59, 61 and 62. The fect of which particular composers, notably
you have done yet. Do you know how conventional notation for these seems to Gounod and Grieg, have been very fond.
to get the very softest tone the piano is direct you to play them exactly the wrong If you have ever heard that delectable in¬
strument, the bagpipe, you cannot fail to
capable of? Soft pedalf No; you can
way; that is, instead of
realize the effect I mean. The bagpipe
do it without that. Place your fingers
was, in former days, supposed to be the in:
Ex. 5
Instead of
upon the keys without depressing them—
strument most affected by peasants, and
loosely—oh, as loosely as if they weighed
the most associated with rustic, or pas¬
nothing at all! Then add just sufficient
toral music. So music of this kind, espe¬
weight to depress the keys as if they were
cially with alternating tonic and dominant
a pair of scale- and you were carefully
harmony
weighing out some precious commodity.
So will you get a real ppp.
The Minuet (not so called) continues
the “Moonlight” idea; that is to say, it The second of these ways would have been
is intended to be played with extreme deli¬ the more correct, but it looks very clumsy.
cacy. Though there are crescendos and Beethoven’s way of writing—like that of
sforsandos, the tone is never to rise above writing all ornaments (but these are not
Ex.l
mf. Save all your fortes for the Finale, ornaments)—was quite right according to
the canons of his period, but suggests to
where you will find plenty to do.
In this Beethoven has indulged his lik¬ our eyes that Dl is a more important note
ing for sudden sforsandos in piano pas¬ than B, whereas the reverse is the case. is said to possess a rustic, or pastoral
sages rather oddly. Many people make a The third way is, after all, the most sen¬ character, a color which can be heightened
sible.
or lessened, naturally, by the mamier in
Then there is a direction in Italian, crescendo through the first two measures
There is remarkably little on which to which the composer lays it on. Although
and another through the second and third
“The whole of this piece is to be played
comment in the development and recapitu¬
with the utmost delicacy and without two, because it feels so natural; but what, lation of this movement, the same passages the rustic character is pretty obvious all
mutes,” repeated between the staves of then, are they to do with the next three? recurring in different keys. When we through this Sonata, Beethoven did not
I think Beethoven’s directions, bizarre
give it any name; this was done by Liszt
the first measure in shortened form, “semreach the Coda, mark well the Elf in meas¬
pre pp e senza sordini." This was a puz¬ though they seem, had better be observed. ure 160, and don’t be alarmed at the very who edited an early edition and felt that
zle to everyone for years, until it became On the second beat of measure 10 it cumbrous notation of the big spread chord the attention of players needed stimulating.
I don’t know whether you are a good
known that Beethoven used this term as is better to play the A with the thumb at 165. This is how it would have been
of the right hand rather than spoil the
enough musician to notice the fact that
it was applied to the harpsichord. That
written in these days:
about this time Beethoven’s style was dis¬
instrument had no sustaining pedal, but smoothness of the left-hand part. The
same
applies
to
12,
112
and
114.
The
tinctly
changing. He had felt the danger
a “damper,” which could be taken off if
of getting into a groove and had tried
desired. The expression, therefore, sim¬ trills in the second subject, at 30 and 32,
timid experiments with the number and
ply meant ‘con pedale,’ as applied to the are on this pattern:
character of movements in his works;
modern piano, and the pedal can be em¬
but these did not take him far enough. The
ployed practically all through. In addition
Ex. 2
present may be considered as the last of
to this, it has been customary to use the
the “conventional”
Sonatas, and he
soft pedal (an effect then unknown to
cloaked
its conventionality in a garb of
Beethoven) to create an atmosphere of
picturesqueness. Perhaps he did not like
mystery quite in keeping. At the end the
to direct attention too pointedly to his in¬
composer wrote, “Attack the next move¬
tentions, and so refrained from putting the
At 33 a sudden half-note chord ff is fol¬
ment at once,” but contradicted this by
obvious title to his work.
lowed by a passage, not difficult in itself,
putting a pause over the last note.
The suitable placidity and monotony are
but
in
which
it
is
easy
to
go
astray.
Be¬
At the last beat of measure 8 many
conveyed well by the gentle droop of the'
ginning
on
the
third
beat
of
33
it
has
this
pianists, shrinking from the stretch of a
opening subject which, you will notice, is
ninth in the right hand, take the note with figure:
unusual in its rhythm.
the left hand. This is all very well, if you
can control your touch so as to play the
Do not fail to notice the difference in de¬
B with the requisite delicacy, but one
gree of spreading in 168, lending emphasis
must think of one’s audience a little.
to the whole. The remainder of the per¬
When they see the player swing his arm
oration is straightforward, the complicated
over they expect a climax akin to a sing¬
note-values at 188 being pointless and the
er’s top note. This is not the case, and
descending passage in the following meas¬
it is in much better taste, 1 think, to let four times over with a cadence of one
ure being, like those in the previous Son¬
the left hand play the A of the triplet ac¬ and one-half measures. It is then re¬
ata, intended as a rallentando, and not
companiment, if indeed such relief is peated an octave lower six times over
with a cadence of two measures. There changing to quarter-notes suddenly at the
“Dark shadows of the tender chestnuts
required at all.
is
the
added
complication
of
the
left-hand
last three notes.
woo our wearied limbs.”
At the fourth beat of 23 it is gener¬
The last note in 200 had better be made It divides up into two uneven portions,
ally customary to release the soft pedal part appearing to be the same both times,
which are used in the development as two
and to play a tre corde until 42, when the yet being syncopated the second time. CJf, finishing thus:
separate ideas. The six measures and four
soft pedal is resumed till the end. The Play these measures by themselves (33Ex.?
measures, being repeated, are followed by
portion with the wide-spreading arpeg¬ 43) and notice how artfully the extension
a continuation phrase of eight measures,
gios (33-40) may slightly—but very is made, because it all recurs at 129-139.
The very evident fact that we are now
which on being repeated become eleven.
slightly—increase its pace, but beware of
in GS minor ought to put you on the
And so it goes on, three and four-measure
exaggeration.
lookout for F * ; but, alas! people who
phrases, or six and eight-measure periods
Play Whole Movements
don’t use their ears only too frequently
weaving together with an unaffected free¬
The whole idea of “Moonlight,” actual
torture
their
audience
by
playing
Fff
dom which gives a quite novel sense of
Y THIS TIME you should be arriv¬
or moral, is conspicuous by its absence
in
all
the
chords
of
measure
SO
except
the
continuity. At 76 take; care to keep the
ing at that stage when you can carry
from this gorgeous movement. It is a
a whole movement in your head and deal first.

T

HIS IS incontestably the most gen¬
erally admired of all Beethoven’s
writings. How far this is owing
to the absence of an ordinary “first move¬
ment” it boots not to say, nor how much
is owing to the sentimental anecdote
grafted upon it. It is enough to realize
that inferior players find in the dreamy
Adagio a piece in which the finger work
is so simple and straightforward that they
can let their feelings loose and believe
themselves inspired.
Of this movement it has been truly
caid that “almost every mistake that it
was possible to commit was made in the
writing down of this simple and noble
piece ” It is called a “Fantasia Sonata,
but omitting the first movement does not
make it a Fantasia. It is marked ip
Adagio, but it is impossible to think of it
as two in a measure. The time should
have been 12-8 Andante con moto, when
there would have been no doubt as to the
length of the sixteenth-notes in the mel¬
ody, which should be played
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double accompaniment in eight notes light
in both hands. Also, the right hand scalefigure (103). The Codetta subject (134)
needs a slight accent on the first of each
measure in the left hand, to point out the
syncopation in the right hand which is so
long continued that otherwise you may go
astray in your time.
|A

need to be kept much in the background or
else they sound clumsy and bare'. Then
comes a Coda which lingers over the subject and gives us a final reminder of the
Trio, dying out at last in an exhausted way
tvitli a very sketchy cadence. By a curious
fatality I have nearly always heard this
movement attempted by unmusical pupils
who have been unable to bring out the
real beauties of it. Such people’s chief
s their omission of all repeats. They
would do better still to omit the remainder.
The Scherzo

THIRD movement—Scherzo.

A dainty
little trifle, this suggestive of a co¬
quettish Pae de Deux in a pastoral ballet.
I should like to have this used in such a
way upon the stage, illustrated by two
dancers dressed as shepherd and shepherd¬
ess a la Watteaue. A very quaint effect
is produced by the treatment of the little

One would hardly want to observe the re¬
peat of the first part of this movement; it
is too uniform in character, and the ma¬
terials are abundantly dealt with in the re¬
maining sections.
That Beethoven bore the unexpressed title
i mind
seems VO
to me cviucuv
evident by
the cnarchar- 4hetne “ tbe Tri°' 14 is identical, in tbe
W ™
uy XX,e
of the development, which is made firf and the second parts’ save that dle
up
almost entirely of patterns derived cade'lces
exchanged, the first ending
from the principal subject, an unusual pro- on
and tben P ’ t lc sccond bavln£ ®
ceeding on his part; for, if you will recall and then B~Heach repeated, to make —
any of the
nuj
mi. previous
pvnuua Sonatas, you will
Will find
1111U ,
, . . . , So the repeat marked by
that he prefers to toy with subordinate dotted. double-bars
the Pastoral Sym- be omltted- It is very short. But conphony, he' obtains a desired monotonous Uanwisa' } think Beethoven should have
character by harping on one rhythmical indicated that on returning to the Scherzo
figure for an exaggerated period. The measures 17-32 had better be omitted. It
figure of measure 9 is in fact repeated ™°U,d keep th? P’e“ m better sbaPe' B?1
33 times without interruption, after the doubtless
thought it did not matter in
phrase of which it forms part has already so,tlny a Plece- Pe'ople were much more
been dealt with ten times. The course of tolerant of lengthiness m his day than they
the music is so clear as to need little ex- are now- How Prettily this movement
planation. The modulations culminate in wou^ come out on the orchestra!
a pedal point on F# for no less than 38
Rondo- AUecJrn- *»<* non troppo. The
measures and a pause. By a favorite de- simplicity with which this movement opens
vice the composer affects to hate lost his te™Pts the player to take it too fast, but
way and gives us four measures of the ?b's Quite spoils the accent of the transsecond subject in B major. He finds that b'on subject at 17, which is
won’t do and tries again in B minor. That
Ex. 11
is more like it, and a touch of dominant
.
u f
seventh on A achieves the desired purpose
p 1
J1 L | Ji ‘
of leading him back to the beginning.
"
The recapitulation follows the usual course, The second subject, or episode, which folwithout alteration. The Coda is the same lows also needs a restrained speed. It is
tonic pedal as the opening, with the sub- a little imitative phrase for three voices,
ject crescendo and diminuendo, with the suggesting a pastoral part-song.
Each
most delicate Cadence possible.
voice entering an octave below the last
.
becomes for the time the principal.
The Pastoral Spirit
The octaves at 49 and SO are weighty
npHE SLOW movement' maintains the and important. Do not make them too
A pastoral character in a way of its own. short. In the measures 9-11 and 12-14
It consists of a four-measure tune in D and now again in 60-62 and 64-66, Beeminor, with a very similar four-measure thoven has marked a -=
, with rather
modulating to the dominant. The repeti- indefinite intention. Sometimes it seems
tion of these eight measures does not add that he wishes to stress the third eighthto the interest and is better omitted. _ Eight note of the measure, and sometimes the
more measures, made out of repetitions of fourth. But either is hardly practicable,
theme two, form a middle part, the needful I have never heard anybody attempt to
contrast being obtained by clever harmony, play these measures with any other than
and then the first strain comes over again, the natural emphasis, viz :
with the melody in octaves and expanded
_
from four to six measures. This second
part is also marked to be repeated, but
this repeat also may well be spared, as we
are going to have it all over again present¬
lyThe key now changes to the tonic ma¬
jor and a section corresponding to the
Trio of a Minuet follows. That is to say,
it is a small compact movement complete
in itself with first portion of eight meas- The stress must come on the first, and the
ures going from D to A, and a second por- high A each time is like a harmonic on
tion of similar length getting back again, the fiddle; it can he only light and soft.
Each of these portions is meant to be re- For the central episode of the Rondo a
peated, as a matter of course, but here I novel idea occurs to him. After a joinquite sympathize with the musical amateur ing passage of eleven measures ingeniwho omits all repeats that are not written ously founded on the leading bass figure,
out in full, though I cannot approve his we find a new subject in three-part countmotive.
er-point and hovering between the keys
Well, after the Trio comes a part which of G and D. This is cunningly made to
he (the amateur) does not know how to lie mostly in the upper octaves of the
abbreviate, and I shall not enlighten him, piano to afford a rest from the “pastoral
though I should like to. The original eight bass” of the early' part. It also affords
measures are played once more' and then a very effective bass entry at 95, quite an
repeated in the form of a florid variation, orchestral climax, leading up to the domiThen the same with the second part, which, nant on which a half-close of thirteen
I am bound to say, hangs on hand terribly measures and a pause is made. Now
unless played with the utmost ease and comes the recapitulation with the usual
grace. The accompanying broken octaves manipulation of the joining-up passage

.
..i.„
i«ifi to the dominant of D,
instead of the dominant A. Second subject
accordingly comes in D and a11 &°es
inc to nlan. The two unisons, 166, 167, cor
responding with those at 49, 50 uwiteye
another return of the principal subject in
G. But this might be tiresome, so be
turns the interest over, to the bass which
can do with a little more attention; so,
after six measures in G, it clambers up,
with the aid of a fe'w chromatic steps, to
the A again and gives us ten measures
of dominant harmony and a pause, to md cate the advent of a final section.
This, when it comes, turns out to be
our recent friend over again—the bass ot
the Rondo theme—now proclaiming him¬
self “king of the castle.” The composer,
most unwisely, has marked dots on the
heads of all the bass notes, by way. of
emphasis. The very last thing he desires
is that they should be staccato. Yet how
often does one hear it played in a maimer
suggestive of a boy’s first effort at walk¬
ing on stilts! Play that bass part of the
“Piu allegro” with two hands, to catch the
music of it. Call the first two measures
A and the second two measures B. Then
notice that we have
A. B.
A. B.

part is strictly accompaniment, and wams
to be played fluently and unobtrusively
I„ the first five groups you will find
most comfortable to turn the thumb under
on to the fourth sixteenth-note, even when
this happens to be FS. The last note of
200 had better be played with 3 and twist
4 under for the E. Also, use the thumb
for the last note of 204 and 205. This
right-hand part, from being quite sub¬
ordinate, must get more important as the
constantly repeated bass gets dull until by
about 205 it becomes the principal part
once more and the bass only a bass. Un¬
less you attend carefully to these points
the whole Coda will sound like a very dull
finger-exercise, and Finis coronal opus, or
All's well that ends well.

SELF-TEST QUESTIONS ON MR,
CORDER'S ARTICLE
1. What mistakes were made in the nota¬
tion of the first movement of the "Moon¬
light Sonata T"
2. What peculiar “liking" did Beethoven
indulge in the "Finale” of this workf
3. What is the real meaning, nr content,
of this sonata f
4. Hmv does it rank in popularity among
his works for the piano?
5. What is meant by the "pastoral' qual¬
ity,
and by what means is it obtained f
H b. xB. y4B.
6. Who named Sonata Op. 2k the "Pas¬
the fractional numbers being the skips
from A to D. Meanwhile the right-hand toral Sonata”f

Encourage Expression
By Roy Lee Harmon
Finished musicians,. especially teachers,
should ever encourage young students who
feel the urge' to compose an original bit
ef music. When a youngster comes for
help in harmonizing or arranging his tune,
even though it is worthless, the teacher
should never discourage him. A sly bit
of ridicule, much destructive criticism, or
just a scant careless examination of his
work, may put out the fires of genius be¬
fore they have well started.
A child-musician is sensitive, and a little
discouragement from one whom he knows

to be his superior in music may cause the
“inferiority complex,” about which wc hear
so much, to come to the fore, with the
result that the child will never have courage
to try to express himself in music again.
Of course' thousands of these little tid¬
bits which budding musicians write arc ab¬
solutely worthless; but if, by lending a
helping hand to a thousand, one real genius
is discovered, then your time will have been
well spent.
It is well for teachers to encourage their
pupils to express themselves.

Distinguishing Between Whole and Half Rests
By Louis Yazbeck
During my teaching experience I have
found that the majority of pupils are con¬
fused in regard to the whole and half
rests. This confusion is brought about by
the similarity of the two, both having the
forms of little blocks, one above, the other
below the line.
In teaching this in my studio I have
worked out the following plan;
First ask the child which is heavier a
whole or a half apple (an apple is taken
for the illustration since it is familiar to
all). The answer, of course, is the whole.

They will also say that two halves make
whole. Next tell them that anything heav
will always sink into water, while some
thing light will float on top.
After this is fully understood, explai
further that the whole rest was so heav
it fell through the line and is usually lc
cated under the fourth, while the half re;
was not quite so heavy and stayed on to
of the line (usually the third). Pupil
ave no trouble in comprehending and rt
member,ng this explanation.

Scale Contests
By Lee Greene Gulley
One of the most trying problems ofT
piano teacher is getting small pupils to practice scales which are apt to seem monotonous to children. The following plan for
makrng scale work interesting will prove
helpful m this case:
During the lesson period let the teacher
watch very closely the manner in which
the chikl plays his scale. At the end of
the first trial let her make corrections and
give the pupil another trial. If the scale
reaches the standard set he receives a small
card which has printed on it, “R0H of
Honor, _ a place for his name and the date

all the
,
oncTw v P'ay 1,1 tl,c closing recital,
0f
• earned the greatest mim
tT
a «0,d medal,
wooLf
.*°rks wcl1 and the pui
«p4 in sqIcs. 0ncof
her
formerIy never practi
son M , VVhen she was told at her 1
“Which f'Z***. scale- ^ would a
contest
The fir« week after
Staned she came with her sc
tu
*‘andards are high and are so,
not u
* ‘° attain for ‘hose who

lYofi'T At rt teadler keePs a rec- scales H0nPUttmg time a"d work on tl
ord of it. At the end of June, when come a
by this P'a". ^ales
Part of the pUpfls- daily livcs.
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Patriotism in Music
By FRANCESCO BERGER, Hon. R. A. M., F. G. S. Mdynasty of the Hapsburgs (which meant
future may find his opportunity awaiting
ecutive artists who have carried her fame
loaves, fishes and decorations for them)
into every civilized country. Has she not him. Let us hope his song may be patri¬ resorted to barbarous, unsoldier-like meth¬
otic
without
being
aggressive.
honored herself and honored the arts as
ods for stamping out what was then a
no other nation had ever done before, by
widespread epidemic of revolution. One
“Tipperary’s” Appeal
electing her first president, Ignace Jan
N THE recent big war, Tipperary was a of them, Haynau, is credited with having
Paderewski, from the ranks of music!
patriotic outburst probably unequaled in ordered the flogging of women suspected
When, in the “fifties” of last century,
of harboring revolutionary spirits. So cur¬
the allied powers (France, England, Italy English history. It furnishes a notable in¬ rent was this charge of brutal conduct
and ultimately Germany) agreed to fight stance of sudden popularity not to be that when, many years later, he visited
the Russians and France led the way, none accounted for by musical or literary ex¬ England and was taken sightseeing to the
of the other nations had a representative cellence, yet there it IS, as the hen thought brewery of Barclay Perkins, the stalwart
patriotic tune ready for the occasion. But when she laid her egg on the parson’s workmen of that establishment laid vio¬
the French, ever an imaginative and re¬ Bible.
ROUGET de LTSLE
lent hands on him, immersed him in a large
When Italy fought for her liberation
Facsimile of the Medal Struck by the French sourceful people, promptly produced Mouvat of XXX, leaving him to be rescued
Government, In the Collection of the
rir pour la Patrie and, as the war was car¬ from the yoke of foreigners and secured from a beery death by some of their fel¬
Editor of The Etude.
ried into Asia, Part ant pour la Syne national unity for her people, she had a lows. The British laborer, when his
HE CUSTOM of commemorating which represents the farewell of a French formidable helpmate in the Ganbaldi righteous feelings are aroused, can be more •
some great political or social up¬ soldier to his sweetheart on his departure Hymn. Though it is called a hymn, it is
just than merciful.
heaval in a song is a very old one, to the East. Both became recognized pa¬ in reality a stirring march set to inspiring
though still in use today. But although such triotic songs of that nation and admirably words, full of patriotic spirit, burning
The Chopin Myth
with hatred of the foreign oppressor, and
songs have embodied descriptions of events served their purpose.
HILE FULLY recognizing the impor¬
An English counterpart, though oddly both in tune and sentiment thoroughly na¬
or reflected the spirit aroused by an event,
tant part which patriotism or nation¬
there have been notable exceptions when, enough also on a French subject, was pro¬ tional. For no other people than the Ital¬ ality can play in the production of some
for no apparent reason, a song has been duced in England in a song entitled Jean¬ ian would have used such unmistakable types of music, we must guard against
taken up by the millions and become na¬ ette and Jeanot, of which the opening lines language as is conveyed in the refrain, accepting it as the mainspring of all cre¬
“I'd fuori d’Italia, vd fuort stramer’ (Get
tionalized without obvious birthright. It ran:
ation. The widespread assumption, for in¬
has even remained identified with a par¬ You are going far azvay, far away from thee out of Italy, get out, you stranger!) stance, that Chopin’s music is what we
The time is tonal, no chromatics; wellticular period, personage or occurrence
poor Jeanette.
know it to be because of its latent Polish
long after these have passed away. When There is no one left to love me now, and defined rhythm, little or no modulation, patriotism, is empty talk. Chopin was not
within small compass, and absolutely me¬
La Marseillaise was launched upon the
you, too, may forget.
a political exile. He lived in Paris because
lodious.
world, it was intended as a fiery, revolu¬ But my heart will be with yon, whereso¬
it suited him to do so. In that elegant,
But it has not always been a song or
tionary appeal to the masses to unite m
ever you may go;
artistic and cultured city he was the
hurling monarchs (then held to be tyrants) Can you look me in the face and say the music with text of any kind that has be¬ “spoiled child” of fashionable society, pet¬
come the vehicle of patriotic enthusiasm.
and aristocrats generally (then held to be
same, Jeanot?
A remarkable instance of a march with¬ ted by women of all classes and able by
villains) from their traditional fastnesses,
It obtained great popularity at the time
playing and teaching to earn very much
to put an end to their wicked practices, by reason of its sweet simplicity and direct out words becoming national occurred m more than he could have earned in his
and to establish republicanism. Rouget de humanity, as probably something less ob¬ 1848 when the then tottering Austrian
native country.
L’lsle, when he composed the words and vious and more elaborate would not have Empire was held together for a while by
But not the slightest vestige of patriotic
tune, could not have foreseen that in after done. After al.l, why should not a simple the crushing victories over her revolted
suffering do I find in his works. To me,
year’s, when his country had changed from thing be called “classical” if it is the best of provinces (Lombardy, Bohemia, Hungary they sound as much Swiss or Italian or
monarchy to republic, his song would be its class and perfectly meets the purpose and Poland) achieved by the generals Irish as Polish. Every musician acknowl¬
adopted as the “national anthem” of an for which it is designed? The story of Radetzky, Haynau, Windischgratz and edges that no other composer of pianoforte
entire people, prepared to face death with “Cinderella” is as “classical” in its way as Wimpfen. In those days the elder Strauss
music can touch him in his many and
its strain on their lips or to exult with it Milton’s “Paradise Lost” and Haydns composed a march to commemorate these varied excellencies. His music is as mon¬
in moments of national victory. Yet such Gipsy Rondo as much so as Beethoven’s events. He named it The Radetzky March
and its bright tunefulness and martial umental as that of Bach or Beethoven,
has been its fate.
C Minor Symphony.
swing secured immediate popular accep¬ with the additional merit of being
When I was a child living in Munich-,
After the Crimean war Europe enjoyed
supremely pianistic. But beyond that, all
there was a serious disagreement between a period of peace until the Franco-German tance. Probably no military march ever
the romantic foolishness that has been
the Germans and the French.
(There war broke out. The French had their old written attained such universal success as
“read into it” is pure invention. If he
always had been some, and there ever will favorite, La Marseillaise, ready, but the this, for it made its way promptly into
could himself have known of it, he would
be between two such antagonistic nations.) Germans invented new ones and adopted every country that possessed military
have exclaimed, “Save me from my
The usually peaceful, fat, lager-drinking Die Wacht am Rhein and Deutschland bands and has remained a favorite with
friends.”
citizens and the swaggering students m iiber Allcs as their national songs. Neither many to this day.
Nonsensical opinions have likewise been
Those Austrian generals, in the troubled
their distinctive caps, with their provok- of these is likely to retain permanent ac¬
lavished upon Pachmann’s performance
ingly offensive manners, joined their voices ceptance, so a Strauss or Wagner of the years 1847-48, in their zeal to support the
of Chopin. In common with thousands I
in shouting, "Sic solicit ihn nicht haben,
admire his playing immensely. But when
den sclionen Deutsehen Rhein” (They shall
I am told that it is so fine because “he,
not have him, the lovely German Rhine).
too, is a Pole,” my common sense revolts
It was the patriotic war cry of a nation
at the absurdity of the explanation. I
called forth by the circumstance of the
have heard him play Mendelssohn, Weber,
moment.
Henselt, Heller, Raff and Schumann
At a not very distant date from that,
most beautifully—and he is not a native
another patriotic song was botn and widely
of half-a-dozen countries. As Chopin’s
adopted in central Europe. Nock ist Polcn
genius was so compelling that it quick¬
nicht verlorcn was its burden (Not yet is
ened and sweetened even such dry and
Poland lost). Poland had been, and re¬
emo'tion-proof players as von Biilow and
mained for close upon a century, the weak¬
Saint Saens, it is not surprising that Pachest spot and disturbing center in European
mann should be keenly alive to the beau¬
politics by reason of having been forcibly
ties of the text, and, by his exceptional
cut up into a slice for Prussia, a slice for
artistry', be enabled to render it as he feels
Austria, a slice for Russia and little mor¬
it. But to account for his performance on
sels for its own people. Thousands of
the score of nationality is absurd.
patriotic Poles languished in prisons ; other
thousands went into voluntary or compul¬
Nationalism in Grieg’s Music
sory exile, where they met with a good
RIEG’S MUSIC is so imbedded in
deal of romantic but not much practical
Scandinavianism that without this
sympathy.
The Russian and German
firm and obvious grip it would crumble
languages were ruthlessly imposed upon a
into mere! fragments. His themes are
stricken people with the object of extermi¬
mostly mere phrases, his phrases mere
nating their nationality.
But neither
groups; and there is little, if any, sustained
bribes nor threats succeeded in subduing
melody or development of material. But
Polish patriotism or crushing the hope of
there is an agreeable flavor (if taken in
ultimate freedom in a Polish heart.
small doses) in his decidedly Northern
Poland, the Musical
harmonization. A taste of it is piquant
enough as an hors d’oeuvre, but a dish of
OLAND HAS remained true to
it is a poor substitute for a square meal.
traditional love of all the arts, in
sic especially, producing creative and
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Weber died in 1826 and was interred in
London. But when in 1844 his remains
were removed to Dresden for final rest in
his family’s vault, Wagner delivered a
funeral ovation in his usual grandiloquent
manner, that is, plenty of high-sounding
epithets and a modicum of fact. Wag¬
ner’s verbosity on this occasion is not sur¬
prising, but when it carried him to the
length of asserting that Weber was toler¬
ated in France, was admired in England,
but could only be duly appreciated in Ger¬
many, because he was German, we are
forced to conclude that he was either de¬
liberately inventing for the sake of effect
or was ignorant of the truth.
For in England no composer has been
more prized than Weber, none more fre¬
quently played and sung. For several gen¬
erations his operatic overtures have been
the Alpha and Omega in the program of
the “Philharmonic,” and until quite re¬
cently (certainly long after Wagner’s un¬
wise speech) no soprano vocalist who as¬
pired to fame ever abstained from pub¬
licly singing either Softly Sighs, from
“Der Freischutz,” or Ocean, Thou Mighty
Monster, from “Oberon.” With the soli¬
tary exception of Mendelssohn’s Concerto
in C-Minor no composition for piano with
orchestra has been so frequently performed
here as .Weber’s Concertstiick.
While
his Invitation a la Valse has been for a
century, and remains today, one' of the
piano solos attempted by every British
school girl. There is little doubt that much
the same popularity has attended Weber’s
music in America.
Two Fables for Critics
WEBER’S music is so ex¬
tremely German that it can be duly
appreciated only by the Germans; that the
works of any great creative artist can be
adequately understood only by the nation
to which he happens to belong—these? are
mere fables and should be taken as such.
Shakespeare, the Englishman, is fully ap¬
preciated in Germany; Dickens, the En¬
glishman, is admired in France; Bee¬
thoven and Handel, both Germans, are be¬
loved in England and America: True
genius appeals to all peoples alike.
When we listen to a Shakespearean play
we do not care whether he was an English¬
man, a Turk or a Scotchman. When we
hear a Beethoven symphony, it never oc¬
curs to us that he was a German, nor does
“Don Giovanni” suggest any German trace
though composed by Mozart. Dante is a'
universal poet. That which is best in Ten¬
nyson is least typically English; the best
in Longfellow is not exclusively American.
Goethe’s “Faust” would have been “Faust”
had Goethe been a Welshman; Wagner’s
best moments are those when he is least
German. The accident of nationality is not
what stamps a composition as a great
work.
It is one of Music’s privileges that she
may arouse different men in different
ways. But, when at her strongest,. she
.compels all to feel love, patriotism, sweet
remembrance of the past and rose'ate pros¬
pects for the future. She stirs equally in
all men’s breasts, whether savage or cul¬
tured, rich or poor, European or Hotten¬
tot. But the greatest of her achievements
she has not yet consummated. That will
come when she unites all mankind into
one common bond of fraternity, mutual
concession and usefully employed peace.
When that millenium arrives patriotism
will no longer be called for—nationality
will have been superseded by brotherly
love of all humanity.

THAT

Self-Help Questions on Mr. Berger’s Article
1. For what period was “La Marseil¬
laise” composed?
2. Why may ",Jeanette and Jeanot” be
called a classic?

3. Why is the "Garibaldi Hymn” typi¬
cally Italian?
4. What arguments may be advanced
to prove Chopin’s music it on-nationalistic?
5. Why is Grieg called a nationalistic
composer?

The Adult Beginner
By Eutoka Hellier Nickelsen

Some Other Values
-By Nannie Clayton
-• , •„ The Etude,
A most interesting art.de mi he
“What is Music?” by Prof, h’
Royal Academy of Music, o£ U-ta,
should have provoked its readers
serious linking
Aid
In discussing Does Music rrovc
in All Branches of Endeavor ?
he says.
“No; a real musician may be of good, even
transcendent ability in his own line, u
I have never noticed that therefore^
n out of the rain;

To be able to concentrate, to think quickly
and definiteiy, to put these thoughts into
action at once; such ability is greatly to be
desired {or all who would succeed in life.
Yes, the study of mus.c will give this
training, in large measure, to mmd and
hand. it will prove an aid in all branches

Banish Monotony!

By Varnum Tefft
Those who, during their childhood, did
not have an opportunity to study music
^ PIAN0 wire vibrates under the impulse
should:
s
it
is
struck by the hammer,
1. Have the courage to make a start.
2. Select a competent, patient instructor. and, further, I have never Deen awe ", . jjwayS gives off exactly the same
3. Have faith in your instructor’s ability. MrhrMwer^ ^y'Xr de^rtoS “alHy of tone^so far as timbre is con4. Have confidence that she is interested
whatever^
cerned. The onIy P°ssible vanatlon in *e
in your progress.
Does music prove an aid in all branches tone js jn its intensity, or its degree of
5. Be content to begin with simple melo¬ 0{ endeavor? Aside from the esthetic softness or loudness. So far as tone is
dies.
value, there is of necessity, a most practi- concerne(i ;t makes absolutely no differ6. Be untiring in your efforts.
cal value capable of application to all kinds
whctjler the key is depressed by a
7. Relax as much as possible.
8. Keep the hands in a good condition.
Note: Massage with creams and
lotions; the adult hand is not as Si"*, “kc
over unskilled, in Huger. „ith «11 due attentiou ..tatioo
pliable as that of a child.
every worth while work. How does this of arm, wrist and shoulder
9. Take as much private work in theory platitude apply to the study of music-to
If the player confines himself to one tone
as is possible as class work is some¬
the piano, for example?
•* ‘
times a strain on the nerves.
Send a pupil to his daily practice of keenest critic cannot tell one method of
10. Be thoroughly rested before going to
thirty to sixty minutes, or double that time; attack from am.tlu-r. L
the studio for a lesson.
and he will learn only that upon which he the piano action makes tin
has worked thoughtfully—'whether it be a the ,„L
phrase, a movement, or pages. The more hammer strikes the string is in the force
Only One Chance
definitely he thinks key, counts time, of its approach. All possible m.uiouveranalyzes movement; the more intently he ings of fingers,
By Ralph Kent Buckland
listens to phrases and tone; the more not change by one iota the final result
thoroughly he concentrates—be it a techFrom what, then, does th<
ercnce
What a common thing it is for the
nical exercise or the work of a master com- arise? Primarily from two causes : the
piano student, in practicing, to let his mind
wander from the work in hand. If there poser; just that much quicker will he mas- time of release a- I
ter the study—presupposing that he already of force employed. In respect to the first
is a flaw in the scale being reviewed, what
of it! It can be done over again. Plenty has acquired the necessary technic to over- of these two causes, it is this timing of
the release of the notes that produces the
of time. How much of solace carries the come all its difficulties.
What is the necessary technic? The various tonal effects. In a true dinging
quotation, “If at first you don’t suc¬
ceed—.” If arpeggios jar with notes not ability to co-ordinate hand and mind fully, legato the tones must overlap by a very
to
know
what
he
is
trying
to
play,
and
how
slight margin. Here the famous pressure
belonging, what of it! There’s another
to play it; to play notes, rests, staccatos, touch comes in. If a constant pressure
day coming.
All well and good. It takes time to legates, accents, and all other items of is applied to the keys from the arm this
reach the heights and there will be inev¬ notation with fingers, brains, eyes, ears, yes, slight overlapping of the tones . i viously
itable slips and falls on the way. But and feet, as the pedal study of to-day cannot be avoided, since the pressure from
when it is a question of lack of concen¬ demands. Even this is not enough for an the arm requires a constant support, and
it5
tration, of mind wandering, of enjoyment artist. The imagination must be trained to one finger cannot be released
in advance of good times yet to be—that visualize the thoughts of the composer; successor assumes the burden. But a little
memory must be absolutely true; till the expeiim
is a quite different matter!
Almost all students are working with soul of the composition speaks through it is really the proper timing oi the upstroke rather than the method . f attack
the object in view of some time or other the fingers of the interpreter;
Such an artist is Paderewski. Will any that produces the effect desired,
appearing in public, even though it be
To produce the lighter and n» r< neatly
nothing more than playing occasionally at thoughtful person doubt he was infinitely
small social gatherings. When a student better prepared to answer the call of his perfect legato the tones must just touch
plays he is going to have just the one country in her extremity, because his mind edges, as it were, the old tone ceasing at
chance to present his selection in the best had been trained to concentrate on difficult the exact instant the new one begins. To
possible style, and with most meaning in¬ problems, to think them through, and exe- produce this quality weight must not lie
terpretation. He is not going to be able cute them
, , ,
applied, since the slightest overlapping deto say, as at home, “Oh, my! I got that
The student of short-hand will find the stroys the clarity characteristic of ihe touch,
wrong! My fool mind’s wool gathering training to play one phrase while seeing Again it is the exact timing of the reagain.”
the one ahead one of his most valuable lease and not the lack of pressure that
Make the practice period of one hun¬ assets. The typist simply adapts his study brings the desired result
dred per cent, value. Let everything that of keys to a small instrument. “Yes,” said
Similarly, in the case' of staccato, the
is done be done as though the judgment a teacher to her pupil, I knew you played evenness and precision with which the notes
of an audience were hanging in the bal¬ the piano from the way you took hold, are attacked and relied are the chief
ance. It is a real help to imagine the
.'• < th resuR
portraits in the room, or any of the pho¬ ^r^rgaVetf>detailS’aad3'°“r
tos as living people keenly interested in
Pedal study-using both feet at will in
''1SaffrCCable (lua,uY in many of the
all that is taking place—and not charita¬ needed—makes using auto-brakes or shift- evpnn<>c' ?assages one bears is due to lin¬
bly inclined. Play the scales, the arpeg¬ ing gear easy and safe; as does self-control ofteT bv thews'*
faUgmcnte<1
gios, the chords, and the octaves, the under excitement (acquired by playing for
ThP l h . e of *°° much force' ,
thirds and the sixths, if you have got friends or before the public) fquick act^ tilo
^
the pr°dUC;
that far, without error at the first attack. in emergencies, poise and self-reliance.
variation
u, beaUty llcs 1,1 a 0’nsta'’
These are your tools in trade, and must
What about the trained ear that hears 11/
T thf amount of force given to
be kept always sharp. Play your memor¬ little differences of tone? More than one
me.'°di? ,ineS' Thc voicing °.f
ized pieces with like accuracy.
flyer’s life has been saved this way • and it
h^ on,cs «i successive chords is
Errors will at all times be made, but is especially useful to anyone handling The
re1fi,nement °f tllis 9uahtyhe.player should never execute two suclet them occur only in new work not yet machinery of any kind.
mastered, and because of the intricacy of
Our colleges and universities give years force^ He^h W.'!.h th,C Same ('CffrCC °f
the score, not because the mind is trying of study of dead languages and higher ceed to £mak\ cvcr-v vo,CC PT
to have a good time on the side.
mathematics to students who never except
• .
• de from the P01nt of grea
to make use of them later, fust tofrain ™ "“?*? ,n its respective ph.
"There will be no farewell tour so far the mind.
’ 1
l° *r°'n COurse to keep all these things in mind rcas I am concerned. The moment I realise
We musicians have been slow to emoha- kOF* CO”stant th°ught and concentration,
that I am no longer making any progress size, the training values of the study of
™uch.th°ugbt, even more than much
in music, I shall stop playing.”—Pader¬
sic in its different branches, theoretical
'I the. fertile
from which
ewski .
and interpretative.
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Common Sense in Piano Study
By SIDNEY SILBER
The editor has reproduced the original
The following re-arrangement greatly
with all abbreviations and signs. In ad¬
and until each step has been taken sepa¬
simplifies the passage and insures a more
OMMON SENSE in piano study and
dition he very wisely places an explanatory
rately and in order. Meanwhile the student
brilliant rendering:—
practice consists in doing that which
line above the respective measures. Since
should discard all methods of study and
insures practical results.
Sound
there are so many different tonal values
practice which, after due trial, prove
judgment is required, based upon knowl¬
presented in these embellishments, it is
edge and experience and the ordinary ineffective in solving difficulties.
well to play the annotations of the added
The mastery of dynamics is necessary
capacity to see and take things in their
lines alone with a metronome set at about
to produce really musical values. There¬
proper light.
76 to the sixteenth. Persistent and con¬
This clear thinking points to two truths . fore it is not enough to succeed in playing
scientious practice along this line will soon
1. The object of study is to become scales fluently and at various speeds. The
solve all of the problems involved.
acquainted with the intentions of the com¬ proper application and utilization of scale
In playing triplets
poser as revealed in all of the indications and arpeggio work demand also complete
Ex 6 Haydn: Andante with Variations
of the text.
.
. , ,
control of dynamics.
2. The object of practice is to indulge
A composition of average length which
in such intelligent repetitions that playing cannot be mastered in, say, three or four
and interpreting become second nature.
weeks is either too difficult or the student
To be distinctive, technical equipment is not working intelligently.
Playing
must be founded upon tone-productionThe artistic rendering of arabesques
“gets stale” for no other reason than that
tonal charm and beauty, “hand-made, if
the mental interest has lost its edge because presents many difficulties. In most editions
you please. Technic pursued as an end
the work is pursued mechanically. Com¬ is found the following excerpt from
rather than a means can result only m
mon sense in piano playing and practice Chopin’s F-Sharp Nocturne, Op. IS, No. 2 the first note of each group should be ac¬
mechanical facility and dexterity. This
cented and yet all three notes be played
notated as follows:
is the goal of the reproducing machines, consists in remaining mentally and emo¬
very evenly. Mordents, on the other hand,
and is unworthy to be pursued by intelli¬ tionally alert at all times and superintend¬
should never be so played. In the follow¬
gent human beings. Tobias Matthay has ing closely one’s own development.
ing example
written a monumental work entitled Ihe
Act of Touch” to which all earnest search¬
Chopin: Impromptu, Op. 29
ers for truth are referred. Here my
N FINGER markings we find one
thought shall be summarized by two simple
of the most fruitful causes of failure,
statements: Always listen to your own particularly in the playing of passages.
flaying, and Always try to ascertain Though the editor of a composition has
Such vague indications usually result
whether the quality and quantity of sounds been conscientious in indicating serviceable in haphazard and awkward playing. The
produced tallies with your wishes and in¬ fingering covering the majority of average following rhythmical arrangement insures
tentions.
, .
types of hands, he can hardly be expected better results:
Closest study of the text as a whole is
to indicate all cases for special types of
required, as well as of all its parts and
the mordent should never be played like
hands. If the fingering, then, does not
details. The powers of observation and
triplets,
insure a fair amount of facility and ac¬
perception must he kept constantly acute
curacy after conscientious practice, the stu¬
so that intelligent comparisons may he
Ex. 8
made between intent and execution. Study dent must simply seek a fingering which
and practice must be so arranged that will do so. That fingering is best for
him
which
most
conveniently
brings
out
every feature of the playing will event¬
ually develop mastery—in so far as ones all details of dynamics and tempo. Pas¬
powers lie—of every part of a given com¬ sages are frequently practiced in a slow
as this mars the melodic line. It should
tempo very satisfactorily, but, when the
position.
be played:
change is made to the faster tempo, they

C

I

T

Control and Experimentation

HE TWO most significant words
in the pianist’s working vocabulary
are experimentation and control, the means
and the end. There are two kinds of con¬
trol possible to the pianist—rhythmic and
dynamic. Rhythmic control refers to mas¬
tery of varying tonal movements, while
dynamic control refers to the mastery ot
varying tonal quantities and qualities. In
achieving mastery in these two aspects the
following successive steps are found to be
helpful:
1 Play over a composition in a tempo
which can at all times be controlled.
2. Play without expression, that is,
a. Without pedals,
b. Without fluctuations of tempo,
c. Without fluctuations of dynamics.
(The reason for this is to focus the entire
attention upon one single phase of the play¬

are either blurred or fumbled. Inadequate
fingering is very often to blame for tins
condition. The best way out of this
difficulty is to try over the passage in the
required tempo, ascertaining whether it
Students are generally very careless in
can be negotiated with the indicated finger¬
ing. A change of fingering may become the study of embellishments. Good edi¬
necessary. In such a case the passage tions indicate exact tonal values either in
should be practiced with the new fingering foot-notes or by adding lines above the
in a slow tempo, exaggerated accents being measures in question. It is always wise
given to enable the student to accustom to play such measures, or parts of meas¬
ures, without the embellishments in order to
himself to the various “landmarks.”
fix in the mind the “main line” of thematic
or lyric thought. This line should never be
Re-arranging the Text
OT ALL difficulty in rapid passage- disturbed, distorted, or marred in any way.
An excellent example for the study
work can be traced to inadequate
or wrong fingering. It is frequently ad¬ of embellishments of various kinds is
visable to re-arrange a passage by distri¬ offered in Bach’s three-voiced Invention
buting the various note between the hands in E Flat (No. 5 in Schirmer’s Edition).
in such groupings as will facilitate ex¬
ecution. The following taken from the
Paganini-Liszt La Campanella is an excel¬
lent example of such re-arrangement. In
the original version the passage appears
as follows:

ing.)
Next, proceed by degrees to:
3. Play in the indicated tempo, according
to the metronome marks. Bear in mind,
however, that preliminary tempo mid
metronome marks are only general guides
indicating average rates of speed.
o
composition is ever intended to be played
in one strict tempo.
After tempo control has been acquired,
the next important step is to:
4. Examine and follow closely:
a. All indicated fluctuations of move¬
ment.
b. Accents, regular as well as irregular.

c. Holds.
d. Pedaling.
. .
This process simply signifies that it is
unwise to try to do many things unless

N

Ex.l

Polyphonic music offers the best op¬
portunity for gaining mastery of many in¬
dividual and independent voice parts.
Bach’s Inventions and Fugues of “The
Well Tempered Clavichord” offer abundant
material of varying degrees of difficulty.
In studying and practicing these it is best
to play each voice part through from the
beginning to the end of each composition.
Inner voices (in four-voiced fugues for
example) should be played together as
well as outer voices. In addition, outer
voices should be played with inner voices,
each taken separately. Only in this man¬
ner can students hope to train their ears
properly to recognize and bring out in¬
dependent voices contrasted with one' an¬
other as regards their relative musical
importance.
Pedaling
N NO OTHER single phase of piano
playing is so little intelligent effort
expended as on pedaling. For one thing,
most editions are inadequately indicated,
whole stretches of measures having no
directions whatever. Where such signs
do occur they are often self-evident. Edi¬
tors and revisers, however, should not be
made to bear the entire blame, for in the
case of pedaling, there are so many good
possibilities that all types can hardly be
indicated. The rule, it seems to me, should
be that, if the editors give any pedal
marks at all, they should give markings
that cover the majority of needs. Still,

O
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even if every measure or parts of measures pheric conditions have also a decided
should be precisely indicated by an added influence upon tonal conditions. For this,
line showing the exact duration and release as well as for many other reasons, a com¬
of pedals, these signs could not be abso¬ position should be played through with¬
lutely depended on to cover all conditions. out any pedal so that the work which is
In general it is erroneous to conclude that, done by means of the keyboard may be
since no pedal marks are present, none heard intelligently before the finishing
should be used.
It is just as wrong, on touches of pedaling are added.
The following are a number of common
the other hand, to say that all measures
or all parts of measures should be pedaled. sense rules for pedaling:
1. Constant pedaling (whether sustained
Briefly, the volume of tone produced by
various pianos and various pianists deter¬ or renewed) is just as colorless and dry as
mines the kind and amount of pedaling to non-pedaling.
2. Sustained pedalings may be used when
be used. The size of the room and atmos¬

the lyric portion lies^ ®
registers, but these should
frequency when the metody

THE ETUDE

*3. What is gained, by playing at first
“■without expression?’’
4. IVhat is the danger tn confusing mor¬
pedal, depend upon the speed taken,
dants and triplets?
is to say, when passages are played iery
5. What two conditions determine the
fast, less pedal is permissible' than whe
amount of pedaling to be used?
they are taken moderately fast or slowly-,
6. Give three practical rules as guides
Your criterion in pedaling, as
to the use of the pedals for general
h,V,r ZOUNDS WELL! purposes.

An Interview with the Noted Irish-American Tenor
ALLEN McQUHJE
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By Mary M. Schmitz

14. What great Hungarian pianist was very much in¬
terested in Edward Grieg and his music?
A. Frans Lisst, who was so very much pleased with the
"Violin Sonata, Op. 8,” and the “Diano Sonata, Op. 7,”
that he wrote a letter praising the young composer. It
was so eulogistic that the Norwegian government gave
Grieg a sufficient sum of money to enable him to visit
Rome again.
15. Q. For what great dramatic work did Grieg write
the music?
A. In 1876 Henrik Ibsen, the Norwegian author, asked
Grieg to write the music for the drama "Peer Gyntfl
founded upon an old Norwegian legend. It was a great
success.
16. Q. Did Grieg write much for the piano?
A. Yes; he had about twenty-six opus numbers for the
piano.
17. Q. Did Grieg write much music for the voice?
A. Yes; he wrote one hundred and twenty-live songs
and several choral works which are popular to-day.
18. Q. Was Grieg a fine piano player?
A. Yes; Dr. Edivard Hans lick, the noted Viennese
critic, said of his performances. “His piano playing is
tender, elegant and entirely individual. He plays like a
great composer who is thoroughly at home at the piano,
neither being its tyrant nor its slave; not lib, a traveling
virtuoso who also devotes some time to composing."
19. Q. Describe Grieg’s personal appearau
A. He was rather short. His hair was / 1 straight,
and very nearly white at an early age. I! eyes were
blue. He had a charming personality: genin' keenly in¬
telligent, simple and enthusiastic. He wa extremely
modest and lovable and had many friends.
-0. Q. When did Grieg die. and where is he buried?
A. In 1907, at Bergen. His death wa.
msed by
asthma, from which he had suffered for year
His body
was cremated and the ashes placed in a grotto in the side
of a precipice near Troldhaugen, the villa where he had
lived for many years.

By Alice H. McEneny
1st Position

2d Position

I* j

^

The exercise is of especial benefit when applied to the
dominant seventh and diminished, seventh chords, because
of the greater technical demands made upon the thumb
by these chords and the amount of facility required in
playing them in rapid tempo.
3rd Position

thousands, f™nd

literally did everything under the sun to cam a

dramatic struggle period.

The Dullard of the Finger Family
All too often one hears badly played, “muddy-sounding”
arpeggios. Why should this branch of technic, so com¬
monly used in compositions of all types, be neglected ?
Too many students of music complacently play the
arpeggios assigned for their lesson up and down the
piano a few times, and then feel that they have done
their full duty by them. As a matter of fact, this prac¬
tice contributes nothing to the student’s progress; it is
simply lost time.
More intelligent and intensive study than this is neces¬
sary. One must approach the problem of smoothly pass¬
ing the thumb in a more direct and concentrated manner,
for the thumb, that awkward member of the finger
family, is almost entirely responsible for the unevenly
played arpeggio. The following exercise is a great help
to gaining perfect control of arpeggio playing, and to
acquiring smoothness and speed in the passage of the
thumb.

this he worked as an bnginee£
. d Company seeking a tenor for a
saw an advertisement of a I heamca
r yproductlon was not very

SE"*

(1843-1907)

7. Q. Tell about his first composition.
A. When he was twelve or thirteen years old he one
day brought to school a musical composition instead of
an essay the teacher required.
The composition was
variations on a familiar melody. The children were ex¬
cited and the teacher made inquiries. “Grieg has a com¬
position,” they said. But the teacher was not pleased,
and Grieg said, “She took me by the hair until every-
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Edward Hagerup Grieg
thing was black before my eyes, telling me to bring my
German grammar with me next time and leave that
foolish stuff at home.”
8. Q. Who persuaded Grieg’s parents to send him to
Leipzig to the conservatory?
A. The great Norwegian violinist. Ole Bull, who took
a great interest in the boy.
9. Q. With whom did Grieg study at the Leipzig
Conservatory ?
A. His teachers were Moscheles, the great pianist;
Richter, Hauptmann, Reinecke and Plaidy. Grieg
worked very hard, but his teachers did not appreciate his
natural talent. When he tried to write the original har¬
monies which filled his soul he was reproved. He worked
so hard that he had a nervous collapse and a severe lung
trouble, but graduated with honors from the conservatory.
10. Q. What Norwegian composer influenced Grieg
in his art?
A. Richard Nordraak, who understood Grieg and his
ideals and encouraged him to found his compositions on
Norwegian folk music.
11. Q. Who advised Grieg to make his music less
Norwegian and more universal?
A. Niels IV. Gade, a Scandinavian composer, who was
born in Copenhagen, Denmark, in 1817.
12. Q. Whom did Grieg marry, and was the marriage
a happy one ?
A. In 1867 Grieg married his cousin Nina Hagerup,
who was a Dane. It was a very happy union. Madame
Grieg ivas a splendid singer and helped her husband by
singing his songs in public concerts.
13. Q. What great Norwegian violinist became the inti¬
mate friend of Grieg?
A. Ole Bull, who encouraged Grieg to write music
made up or founded upon the Norwegian folk music.
The two traveled together far into the mountains, listen¬
ing to the songs and dances of the peasants, which Grieg
ivould incorporate into his music.

In /pop

over the radio

Life Stories of Great Masters

1. Q. Tell something about Edward Grieg’s ancestry.
A. Grieg’s great-grandfather was Alexander Grieg,
a native of Aberdeen, Scotland, who settled in Bregen,
Norway, about 1746. He changed the vowels, ei to ie,
of his name to make the pronunciation easier in Norwe¬
gian. His grandson, Alexander Grieg, married Gesine
Judith Hagerup, and their son was Edward Grieg, the
great Norwegian composer.
2. Q. Were his parents musical people?
A. His mother was a fine musician, a good pianist and
a composer of folk-songs, which are still popular in Nor¬
way. His father was a highly cultured man, but not
especially musical.
3. Q. Where and when was Edward Grieg born?
A. In Bergen, Norway, June 15, 1843.
4. Q. Where did Grieg receive his first music lessons ?
A. When Edward was six years old hit mother began
teaching him to play the piano.
5. Q. What story does Grieg tell about himself as a
discoverer of harmonies?
A. He tells how he was filled with joy when as a small
boy he stretched up his arms to the piano and discovered
a harmony, first two notes, then a chord of three notes,
then a full chord of four notes, the chord of the ninth.
"When I found that,” said Grieg, “my happiness knew
no bounds. I wap about five years old."
6. Q. Was Grieg as a boy fond of his school work ?
A. No; Grieg did not like to go to school. He pre¬
ferred to lie on his back and dream as he watched the
summer clouds float across the sky.
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Self-Help Questions on Mr. Silber’s Article
1. What two kinds of control exist f«
’with less
;n piano playing?
.
2. Name four steps tn achieving both
PJ ^
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—The Etude never has had so many instructive, interesting and unique manuscripts in store for its r d
coming year.
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South Kensington, London.
44 yT IS FAR from my wi-h to dis1 courage anyone who aspires to be
a success as a singer; but, unless
you are well provided with funds and have
an iron determination and a willingness to
sacrifice almost everything to get a start,
my advice is to think a long time before
attempting to enter the field.
•Full of Irish optimism and adaptability
I determined to ’buck New York.’ Little
did I realize that it would mean wanderin.. around the streets, wondering where
the next meal would come from; and little
did 1 know that my ‘parlor, bedroom and
hath’ for over two weeks would be Madi¬
son Square, that open air hotel which
‘houses’ thousands who are struggling up¬
ward as well as thousands who have been
cast off in the great battle for success.
Many, many nights were spent on park
benches, while I was in New York City.
It was not so bad, taking it all in all, ex¬
cept when it rained and when an un¬
friendly policeman, a ‘villain in b ue with
brass buttons,’ disturbed one’s slumbers
What else could I do, I was in the great
metropolis, determined to become a singe .

ing my singing injured me in the least In
fact it may have fortified me for the big¬
ger things that were to come. Those days
were rich in human experiences and gave
me an understanding of human nature m
the rough, which I could not have gamed
otherwise. The parlor singer with merely a
studio training, the man who has never suf¬
fered with his fellow men, does not begin
to know the gamut of human experience.
“While in Cleveland I had the good for¬
tune to meet a very remarkable altruist and
impresario who by her good judgment,
energy, wit and initiative has been in a
large measure, responsible for the Cleve¬
land Symphony. I refer to Mrs. Adela
Prentiss Hughes. She is a fine musician
and an inspiring mentor. Through her
careful guidance the transition was made
from the most trivial music of the day_to
the great world of the art songs. Her
artist friendship, her enthusiasm for my
voice and innumerable suggestions and ad¬
vice proved invaluable to me.

the direction of that remarkable conductor
Emil Oberhoffer who also took a great
interest in me; and through him I learned
much which was valuable to me about
singing with orchestras.
“When I think of the very severe ordeal
that I went through in New York City, it
is almost impossible for me to realize that
I have sung with practically all of the
great American Orchestras, with the New
York Oratorio Society, and with the Han¬
del and Haydn Society. Later I studied
in Italy and sang in opera there; but my
preference is for concert and the Oratorio
at the present time.

The Improving Taste
44 A FTER THE KIND of experience
A that I had at the beginning, my
first serious songs, which were Handel s
‘Where’re You Walk,’ and Schuberts
‘Fruhlingsglaube,’ seemed like roads to
Paradise. This is very illuminating be¬
cause it seems to me that every one has a
natural taste for great and beautiful mu¬
sic when it is properly done. The thrill
Singing With Orchestra
that comes from singing a real master¬
44T SUPPOSE that you might say that
piece or hearing a real masterpiece well
1 my serious debut was made with the
sung, as contrasted with that experience of
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra under

The First Job
IN ALLY I got a job with a firm of
P popular publishers, as a
song
plugger.’ With various changes in the
condition of the trade the song plugger
has more or less disappeared; but, in those
days before the war, the song plugger was
a man with a strong, appealing voice, who
could go from dance hall to cabaret, to
open air moving pictures-any place—and
sing the ‘numbers’ that the firm was at¬
tempting to plug. Unconsciously a num¬
ber of the popular songs reached the pub¬
lic much more directly than through any
other form of advertising. This then,
was my job. At about half-past four I
would go down to Coney Island and make
a round of the various dance halls and
restaurants, starting with Stauches, then
to the College Inn, Feldmans, Hender¬
son’s, Luna Park, and Brighton Beach;
often singing on Saturdays until one
o’clock Sunday morning. These were the
good old days before Prohibition and the
crowds were often very hilarious, some¬
times joining in the song and sometimes
not; depending partly upon the inspira¬
tion of John Barleycorn. During the week
I would sing in the open air moving pic¬
ture theatres. My anas were: When I
Lost You,’ ‘You Made Me What I > Am
To-day,’ ‘Along Came Ruth,’ ‘Bobbin Up
and Down,’ and various other classics of
tin pan alley.
,
.
“I say this with gratitude in my heart
because it was this that enabled me to
keep going. Moreover, something gave
me the good sense not to strain my voice
and I do not feel that all of this use dur¬
44
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singing a trivial song of the day, is so
.rreat that it is small wonder that the finest
music in the world is poured into hun¬
dreds of thousands of homes over the ra¬
dio. Popular publishers are beginning to
realize that a new appetite is growing all
over the country for better music.
“As I came to study art works, a very
singular thing occurred. I began to realize that the fine music that I had sung n
my childhood—the music of Palestrina and
Of the Mechlin Chant-had been stored
away unconsciously in my mind. The vari¬
ous intricacies of those great contrapuntal
works had not been lost; and I had a kind
of music technic that was as natural to me
as breathing. I noticed this also when I
was studying with Alfredo Martino.
No “Tricks” in Singing
4 4tT HAS ALWAYS seemed to me
1 that vocal students looked upon
studying the art of singing as a means of
acquiring from the teachers a certain kind
of ‘bag of tricks.’ In other words, they
expected the teachers to provide them witli
certain ‘stunts’ in breathing or m voice
placing. As a matter of fact, the best
singers are those who have no tricks
Singing is a brain to brain, soul to soul
communication through the spoken word
vivified by- music. The further we can
„et away from tricks and the more we can
get down to a natural beautiful communi¬
cation, the nearer we come to great artis¬
try. The object of the singer is to tell
exactly what the story is about; to tell
it in a way so that every word may be
comprehended without any impediment; to
make the story as beautiful as possible
through it; to have the quality of the voice
and the purity of the pitch envelop it in the
proper atmosphere ranging from farce to
tragedy.
'
“If singers could only realize this one
great quality throughout every song that
is sung! Every line that is sung, every
word that is sung should be emitted with
the same clearness of diction, the same
beautiful quality of tone and the sartie
emotional characteristics as though one
were using the same words in a publica¬
tion or in a play. The only difference is
the musical difference and by this I mean
pitch and phrasing, crescendo and dimin¬
uendo.
.
“The great trouble with many singers is
that they think only of the music; and mu¬
sic is only half of singing. If one merely
vocalized on the syllable ‘oh,’ it might be
very beautiful; but the singer is asked to
do something more than.make his voice
merely a musical instrument. He is ex¬
pected to employ his intelligence, to use his
voice to convey a real thought. This re¬
quires a certain kind of dramatic interpre¬
tative ability which demands great reflec-
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tion and experience. Compare the em'sPainting a Fugue
inanded a great deal of research. The
sion of a phrase by great artists like Sarah
radio audience was immensely interested
Bernhardt or Edwin Booth with the emis¬
By E. A. Gest
in ^ this educational phase of the program.
sion of the same phrase by a country elo¬
“It is my conviction that the music in
cutionist, and you have my meaning. This
the home and the teachers’ studio is back
happens that the entrance of a voice •
is particularly true when one sings over
■
To
a
good
many
music
students
certain
in the horse car stage of progress, unless
the radio—an invisible audience and an in¬
opinions are accepted as ready-made, per¬ not noticed at all, although the notes
it is equipped with a fine radio."
visible singer.
fect fit and no alterations required. These correctly played. It takes brains to nf*
a
fugue as well as to write one.
P ay
students never went through the process
How to Sing Over the Radio
Simple Language in Teaching of forming such opinions; they just have
The following is a novel plan to
“T FIRST sang over the radio at the
them and never think of changing them. when studying a fugue, and it has brou!u
By Iva Dingwall
-l opening of the Kansas City Star
For instance, they always consider Chopin excellent results.
Station, in 1921; and I have been broad¬
Suppose the fugue is for four Voic«
The use of words which children do etudes difficult, figured basses compli¬
casting ever since. It is a great thrill to
This, of course, does not mean sing
feel that one’s voice is percolating out not understand is one of the practices the cated and Bach figures dull.
These prevalent opinions are due to un¬ but is the term used to designate the
teacher
should
carefully
avoid.
A
child’s
through the air to an ocean of souls. The
preparedness—technical unpreparedness in trances of the theme. Pr cure four coT '
possibilities of the radio are all now being knowledge is apt to be taken too much
for granted, for children are strange little the ca$e of Chopin and mental unprepared¬ ored pencils, say, a yellow one, a bIu J
visioned.
green and a red. (Colored crayon may £
“Here is something which may have a far creatures never admitting they do not know ness in the case of basses and Bach. When
technically prepared, a Chopin etude can
greater effect than a merely musical one. a thing unless they are forced to.
On the upper margin f your fu
It is an instrument of enormous psycholog¬ „. A teacker’ i°r instance, uses the word be a joy to play, and when mentally pre¬
intonation.” The meaning, to the pupil, pared a Bach fugue is the most interest¬ write with the colored pencils as followsical potentialities. By this I mean that
Soprano—yellow (in yell ,w penal) ‘
A ing thing imaginable—cross word puzzles
every home may now have an open door is as foreign as his pronunciation.
moment
of
the
teacher’s
time
given
to
ex¬
Alto—red
(in red pencil
or difficult golf strokes are not nearly as
to the great thoughts along innumerable
Tenor—green (in green p.-ncil).
hues. Good music pouring in from every¬ planation would save hours of aimless prac- intriguing.
But to enjoy a fugue one must know
Bass—blue (in blue pen >
where is bound to raise the music basis of ti1Ce^-mUt,the teacher remalns unaware of
Now find out which
OI>ens ^
American homes and at the same time to confusTon*h> ^ ^ PUpil struggIes on in how it “works,” and the mere reading
about it in a musical dictionary is not fugue and underline it web the correct
create an enormous desire for music study.
Beople now know what good music is. At • The following instance indicates the hazi- enough. Remember what you have read, color for that voice. Stop the underline
J
f
oftc,;,lu;ks
in
the
child’s
mind.
first there was a terrific flood of jazz; but
of course, and then take your fugue and when the theme stops I
not before.
when the public found out the difference Alter the pupil had been told that two dots get to work.
Then find which voice "an ers” and un.
between the Beethoven “Symphony” and before the double bar at the close of a
You find that the “subject" or theme derline the theme with the ; per color
the Tin-Pan Alley Blues, there was no strain meant “to repeat, or play over again,” enters in solo voice without any introduc¬
Toward
the
end
of
the
i
you will
choice. Beethoven conquered at once by he ooked rather puzzled and said, “Shall tion; the “answer” comes as an added probably find the voices
ipping; ,hat
1 Play it backwards?”
‘h?„.very majesty, clearness, dignity and
voice in the dominant (five notes higher
Another time the teacher pointed to the or four lower); then the third voice en¬ is, one voice taking the th, ,<• before the
brilliancy of his superman brain.
previous <>ne has finished, ibis feature is
“I predict confidentially that American note B, the second added space above the ters in the original key, the other two con¬
l-.red pencils i
homes will demand more and more, that staff anti asked the young student the name tinuing independently. If there is a fourth called a “stretto," and your
u will now
the child must have a music education, and °[ - ln u 7he Child was apparently in voice it will enter in the dominant again. will make this very clear.
that the radio will be very largely respon¬ deep thought for a moment and then said, I his much is the “exposition" and, as the have a perfect architcctur ' plan of the
When the instructor pointed to
fugue, a “rendering.” as the chitects call
sible for this change. More than this, the J 's J.
the first added line above, the pupil, fugue progresses, you will find the voices their own drawings.
sociological value of the radio is shown by
coming m with the original theme and
Now for practice! Pran:
all the red
the fact that it has made home a totally wiftout a moment’s hesitation, answered, H. answering each other, the independent
The fault for this seemingly absurd anspots, and the blue spots
-I the other
different place. There are thousands of
parts perhaps getting a little more com¬
adults and children who would be drawn tded toatharil e7“Clrr’S' The ChiId had plicated and the tonality changing.
colored spots separately,
mds alone;
tried
to
think
out
m
the
most
logical
wav
away from the home to other amusements
then practice these same
„* with all
■If played understanding^, these voices
outside, but who now find in the radio a what the instructor had failed to make
will be properly brought out, each having their accompanying notes, I. -Is together
new form of edification and delight never clean It was reasonable that if G is the
The colors will also help y„
, memorize,
nex^note.above F, the note above G would
heretofore known.
L°WnTi! Pendent touch and «Piw- tor a fugue is not easy to 1 uorize.
sion
This generally necessitates one
When playing it when lc;,:. I, think of
Considerable time, one day was spent in hand, or a part of the hand, playing in a
The Radio Voice
your architectural plan an
ry to vary
**'T'HE VOICE for the radio must be explaining to a ten year old pupil the or'othertrfT'l1 ^ the °:her lland
,.M°ne for ,he different >
rs
1
a voice that can sustain tone; a meaning of the word “expression!” and or other part of the same hand. As the
When worked out in this
,v a fugue,
ustratmg the different marks used in the fugue progresses and becomes more ,
vo’ce with line continuity. It must be
flowing or, as they say in Italy, legato. The httle piece which he was studying. At volved, this detail of bringing out ea , instead of being a dull, tro, some Zt
tally inter¬
break or stop in the voice for even one the conclusion of the lesson the teacher voice becomes harder, and ZfreqZt J ter, becomes one of the mos,
esting patterns to be found i:
usii
P’ay the piece to see
second seems, on the air, like an hour. The S the cldld
broken melody is at once exposed on the just how well he could do it. At the beradio. Forcing the voice into singing too
loudly is shown up by the radio in a cruel
manner. You cannot lie through the mi¬
crophone The radio is so infinitely deli¬
cate in this era that even the smallest
pianissimo can be conveyed over the air
In fact, many voices that have a very small

Te’Jhe
happened to befirst
in the
same canary’which
room, joined
m with his shrill, piping voice and con,red, t°.s,ng,through 'he entire piece as
ton!Snhf Z S° r 3'm were to dr°wn the
tone of the. violin and piano. At the con¬
clusion of. the piece the boy turned to his

IIr
-a !°.0k pfdisgust and said,
C°nC,ert’ are excelIe“t for radio “W
Well, I don t think that bird sings with
work, because the man at the control board
much expression!”
can regulate the power. More than this,
tne man at the control board of the radio
h?d g0Vh! reaI meaning of musical
could, if he desired, ‘kill’ a voice by vary¬ expression and the teacher felt amply reing the power. He never attempts to vary subject1^
t,me SPen‘ in exPIaimng the
the power unless the singer is a poor one
In the case of the good singer he doesn’t
have to watch the control.
Marking the Beats
fnZ?V'T’ WuEn they sing for the radio,
forget what they are really doing. Some

The Theory of Major and Minor Keys for Beginners
By

T

L

this it follows that all major scales sound
alike, the only difference being they are
played in different pitches (that is,
mence on different notes). All major
scales will therefore possess the same char¬
acteristics, the only exception being a dif¬
ference in the keynote of each scale.
The student learns that the key of C
major has no flats or sharps. This key
is usually called “C natural” as it is the
natural foundation upon which all other
keys and scales are built. We learn that
a scale is a “succession of ascending or
descending notes separated by intervals of
whole or semi-tones and commencing and
finishing on the note in which the key of
the scale is written, this note being called
the keynote.” Let us study the scale of
C major and from that see how all other
major scales are built up:
Ex. I

By Arthur A. Schwarz

i'

Ask the pupil to put asirf*
period and keep that for d

development may be given. Call up three
°.ur t.'mes da'ly those who divide their
Certain of an^ur.0 Per'°dS °f 3 ^ ”r quar,er

s-sxsiiFr?
fe'Vftsria-SA

PuSSiwC.uCe of fe,cpho"in” assures the
5 work
,eachcr is ioterested in getprice of k !°ne ra,hcr ,han 'n iust ,he
and stun * esson- They will (lien work
Manv nn fPore,han they otherwise would.
nexty PtT S Wl11 even ask wha' to study

By Sylvia Weinstein

Diode ",f!hUP t,° ‘,he microphone and exnPianist
amV becomes
h He,r °UdeSt
t0nes- and
Thepounds
n°vice
nervous

After a preliminary drill on time sig¬
Grieg and *he^Royal~D^rat.on
nature, note value and rhythm, the be¬
Never forget that the microphone is a ginner learns that the first note in every
wonderfully sensitive instrument. When measure is counted “one.” . This is im
By G- R- Bett
you go mto a studio which is carpeted and pressed on his mind by having him write
hung do not be surprised if the Wbrations
1 above the first note of every measure.
He then names the kind of note and tells
of evidet!
^ conver;afi'’" tlie duk
St°ead
‘ RffkX
nd Sing
In- how many beats it gets thus discovering from
stead ofm
of more
effort, a,less
efforteasiIyis needed
where the second beat occurs.
An Educational Agency
Following this, the pupil writes “2”
ift;a monarchy. To show this°MH pVmg tion wher!’';,3,"'1! COntinuinS the conversa
“TH,E RADIO RECITAL has great m every measure above the note to
^Wing incidp *
quietly to n
^een
°^* proccede
educational value. Most of the ra¬ which it belongs. I„ this manner the re¬ hu’S<+v.qUAteS
t6 me/ican comPoser, FranW " ated
^ decorati">‘ in one of th
dio song recitals these days are also lec- maining beats are’ also discovered and
ure recitals. Last summer when I was written out, some on a rest, others on a
dotted
note
or
half-note.
singing for the Atwater Kent Hour, every
Beginners taught to count by this
flonal nn!lghr
Wr°:e
a” °f the
educational
notes for1 my
program.
These
dee™joy°1t.
S° diStinCt'y and apparentIy
ln

laPel of his coat ”

0WI1 hands on

h<

JAMES

A. HARRISON

HE BEGINNER on any musical ,C wjjich we learned was the natural foun¬
Let us start with
the scales
instrument is told that the key of dation.
C major has no sharps or flats, the whose key signatures are sharps. The
key of G major has one sharp (F), and so keys in sharps run in an arithmetical pro¬
on right through the list. In the majority gression of fifths; that is, the keynote of
of cases he has not the slightest idea why the scale in one sharp is a fifth higher
F should be “sharped” in the key of G, than the natural C; the keynote of the
and unless he has memorized the whole scale in two sharps is a fifth higher than
list he will probably be unable to say the keynote in one sharp, and so on.
(The violin, as it is tuned in fifths, is
what is the minor, key whose key signa¬
ture is five flats. In most cases he has a guide to the student in remembering the
to take what he is told for granted with¬ keynotes of the first four major scales in
sharps. The names of the strings, G, D,
out a word of explanation.
A and E, are the keynotes of the four
scales having as their key signature re¬
Major Scales
spectively one, two, three and four sharps.)
ET US TAKE any major scale and
For the sake of those beginners who are
< study its characteristics. Unless we
confused as to the way of calculating a
have a remarkably fine ear for music we
fifth in music a fifth is the interval from
cannot tell what scale is being played
one note to another four degrees away from
when we hear it unless we see the finger¬
it in the musical alphabet. It will be seen
ing of the performer.
To make this
that five letters are necessary for the in¬
clearer, let us take a piano and play on
terval, both terminals of the interval being
it the scale of C major. Let us take an¬
counted. For example, a fifth from C is
other piano tuned a semi-tone lower and
G. 1, 2, 3, 4 and S; C, D, E, F and G.
on it play the same scale. It will nat¬
Seeing that keys in sharps progress in
urally sound as if it started on B although
fifths, the scale next to C natural would
it is still the C major scale, only played
have
as its keynote G:
on a differently pitched instrument. From
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Let us number each note in the scale
as in Example 1.
The interval from 1 to 2 is a whole tone
(C sharp intervening), from 2 »to 3 a
whole tone (E flat intervening) while
from 3 to 4 is a semi-tone. Similarly the
interval from 4 to 5 is a whole tone (F
sharp intervening), from 5 to 6 a whole
tone (A flat intervening), from 6 to 7
a .whole tone (B flat intervening) while
from 7 to 8 is a semi-tone. We see from
this that the scale of C major has half
tones between its 3rd and 4th and also
between its 7th and 8th notes, all other
intervals being whole tones. As we found
all major scales to possess the same char¬
acteristics, except for keynote, it follows
that they all have semi-tones between their
3rd and 4th, and 7th and 8th notes, the
same as the scale of C.

FROM

Two Basic Rules

THE foregoing we have
formed two basic rules in regard to
major scales, as follows:
Rule 1. All major scales must begin
and end on their keynote.
Rule 2. The intervals between the 3rd
and 4th, and 7th and 8th notes in major
scales must be semi-tones.
With these two rules to guide us, we
can now proceed to build up, step by step,
all other major scales from the scale of

The student, by this system, n build up all
the major scales in sharps.
We will now follow the process of build¬
ing up major scales in flats. These scales
progress in fourths, that is the keynote of
the scale in one flat is a fourth (or
three letters in the musical alphabet) higher
than C and so on. This gives us F as the
keynote of the first scale in this series as
follows:

Remembering our two rules, we find the
interval between the 3rd and 4th of this
scale to be a whole tone (the semi-tone
being between the 4th and Sth). The in¬
terval between the 7th and Sth is a semi¬
tone in accordance with the rule. We must
therefore raise the 3rd or diminish the 4th
a semi-tone. If we do the former we
make the interval between the 2nd and 3rd
a tone and a half. We must therefore
diminish the 4th, which gives us

musical dictionary he will probably see a
minor scale defined as “the third degree”
or “a minor third above the keynote,” and
will also discover to his greater confusion
the terms “natural,” “melodic,” ‘harmonic,
“mixed,” and sometimes “diatonic” and
“enharmonic” as being applied to different
kinds of minor scales.
The “natural
minor scale is the only one we shall discuss
as all the other kinds are merely rebuilt
forms of it and as a rule do not trouble
the student until he reaches a more ad¬
vanced stage in his studies.
The student learns from his instruction
book that each major scale has its “relative
minor.” We discovered all major scales to .
be identical, except for pitch, so it natu¬
rally follows that their relative minors
will also be similar to each other except
for pitch.
Let us see in what way a minor is rela¬
tive to a major. The instruction book, on
the page of scale exercises, shows the
scale of A minor to be relative to that of
C major:
Bx.lO

A Minor

Ex. 9

The flat sign is transferred next to the clef
symbol as in the case of sharps, and we
have the key of F major in one flat (B).
Having observed that the scale obeys
In this way all the major scales in flats What is the relationship between these
Rule 1, let us examine it in relation to
two scales? The intervals are different in
Rule 2. First we find that the scale as are built up.
The following methods of calculating each case (the semi-tones in A being be¬
it stands in Example 2 has a semi-tone be¬
will
greatly assist the student in memoriz¬ tween the second and third and fifth and
tween the 3rd and 4th, which is correct,
ing the whole list of major keys. To dis¬
and a semi-tone between the 6th and 7th
sixth). The keynotes are different. The
cover what notes are “sharped” in the only similarity is the key signature.
which is incorrect. To rectify this point
major key of five sharps, having ascer¬
we either have to raise the 7th or dimin¬
The student will notice the keynote of
tained that the first sharp is for F, find the minor scale is three semi-tones below that
ish the 8th a semi-tone. To do the latter
would break Rule 1, (the scale then fin¬ the second sharp by counting four letters of the relative major scale: this is a good
from
F.
This
gives
C.
Find
the
third
ishing ,on F sharp instead of its keynote
guide for him in deciding what the rela¬
G).
We therefore increase the 7th a by counting four letters from C. This tive minor of any major is. In the ques¬
gives G, and so on. The notes sharped in
tion, “What is the relative minor of the
semi-tone, which gives us:
the key of five sharps are thus F, C, G, D major key of four sharps?” we found the
Ex.3
and A.
major key of four sharps to be E. Three
=*:
To find what notes are “flatted” in a semi-tones below E gives us Cl which is
given scale, use the same method as in
the minor key in four sharps.
sharps, but count three from each flat in¬
We discovered the key of A minor to
Now having a semi-tone also between stead of four (as for sharps), the first
have semi-tones between its 2nd and 3rd
the 7th and 8th notes this scale con¬ note flatted being B.
and
5th and 6th, and as all minor scales
forms to the two rules and we have the
To find the name of the major key which
scale of G major in one sharp (F). The has, say, five sharps for key signature, mul¬ have the same characteristics, they will
sharp symbol is transferred next to the tiply the number of sharps by four and naturally all have the semi-tones between
clef sign, and becomes the key signature divide by seven (the number of letters in the same notes. From these remarks wt
arrive at the two basic rules for minor
as follows:
the musical alphabet). Count above C, the scales as follows:
key-note of the natural scale, the'number
Ex.4
Rule 1. All minor scales must begin and
of notes that is the remainder of .this divi¬ end on their proper keynotes.
sion, as follows:
Rule 2. The intervals between the 2nd
5X4 = 20
and 3rd and 5th and 6th must be semi20 = 7 = 2 with 6 remainder.
Proceeding with our progression of
6 above C (that is, six letters counted
fifths, we find the keynote of the next
With these two rules as guides the stu¬
from C) = B.
scale to be D, which gives us:
dent can build up all the natural minor
We find by this calculation that B is the
scales from the natural minor scale of A,
major key whose key signature is five
the same as the major scales were built
sharps.
up from the natural major scale of C.
The keynotes of major keys containing
six sharps and more are sharped (the key¬
Here again we find the intervals between note of the key of six sharps is FS not F).
To find the name of the major key of a The Correct Way of Sitting
the 3rd and 4th, and 6th and 7th are
at the Piano
semi-tones, and again we have to raise given number of flats, use the same
method as in sharps, only multiply the
the 7(h a semi-tone which gives us:
number of flats in the key signature by
By Iva Dorsey-Jolly
three instead of four.
The keynotes of major keys containing
Deppe sat at the piano at a height no
two flats or more are “flatted” (the key¬ greater than that of a common chair. He
note of two flats is Bb not B).
■said, “One might have the soul of an
angel, and yet, if he sits high, the tone
The sharp symbol of C is transferred to
Minor Scales
will not sound poetic.” Further he made
the signature, next to the sharp symbol of
O A GREAT number of young stu¬ the point that in a low seat the fingers
F and we have the key of D major in two
dents, who have even played composi¬ have to work a great deal more because
sharps, F and C.
tions written in minor keys and practiced the weight of the arm cannot be brought
Ex.T
minor scales, the real meaning of a minor to bear on them. “The elbow, must be
key and its difference between a major lead and the wrist a feather,” he said. Of
remains rather a mystery. They simply course the seat must be adjusted tp suit
sound different, If the student consults a the pupil,
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Playing Teacher
Foot-Work at the Piano
By W. Ward Wright
The damper pedal (miscalled loud-pedal) has for long
been considered a device for prolonging the tones of a
piano. This misconception leads to a multiplicity of its
uses and becomes a bewildering complexity to the student.
The piano is in its natural state when the performer is
seated at the instrument with foot on pedal, leaving the
strings free to vibrate. The piano is not unlike a concert
harp and, indeed, may be considered a “horizontal harp.”
When the harpist wishes to stop the strings of his instru¬
ment from vibrating, he quickly presses his hands over
them. We accomplish this same result on the piano by
releasing the pedal, which lowers the felt dampers onto
the strings. One can, therefore, readily perceive that the
damper pedal is used to stop notes and not to prolong
them.
The student is generally taught many uses of the pedal,
as, syncopated pedal, acoustic pedal, half-pedal, and a
variety of other pedals that only serve to confuse him.
But, if he will grasp this new idea of how to use the pedal
this complexity will be reduced to simplicity itself, which
is the basis of all clear thinking.
For a direct application of this principle let us con¬
sider the C Minor Prelude Op. 28, No. 20, of Chopin:
Largo

n.
.i

"i I j

i§i
i

Let the reader depress the pedal before he plays the

first chord. His instrument is then ready to play, and not
until then, despite the fact that many teachers insist that
Bach Fugues, etc., be played without any use of the pedal.
(This is probably the reason that most students have an
aversion to Bach.) Let him hold the pedal down until
he plays the second chord—then, just at the precise mo¬
ment that he plays this second chord let him release the
pedal for the distinct purpose of stopping the first chord.
Likewise, proceed in the same way with the entire Pre¬
lude, carefully keeping in mind that the release of the
pedal must be made simultaneously with tone production
and that the pedal is then immediately depressed. This
treatment of the pedal is the only way of producing a real
legato between chords and notes too far apart to connect
with the fingers.
The acoustic pedal is simply a long pedal during which
a variety of chords and single tones, not too dissonant, are
floated one on the other. Debussy and all other moderns
cannot be played without this use of the pedal, and, indeed,
the modern tendency is to lift the damper pedal as little
as possible, as the resonance of the instrument is killed
each time, not only in Chopin and all the others of the
romantic school, but also in Bach and the other contrapuntalists.
Half-pedaling is the term applied when the player very
rapidly but only partially releases the pedal, allowing the
dampers to merely “fuzz,” as it were, the strings. One
general use, and indeed the most important use of the
half-pedal, is its employment when a big fortissimo has
been played and the player desires the prolonged tones to
quickly but gradually diminish to a pianissimo. This use
of the pedal requires great skill, for the dampers must not
grasp the strings suddenly, as they do in the ordinary re¬
lease of the pedal.
On a little thought the student will realize that these
so-called different uses of the damper pedal are merely
different applications of the same use.
If the reader will but persevere in this idea for the use
of the damper pedal, not only will his pedal problems be¬
come simplified, but he will gain a new and correct “feel¬
ing” for the pedal. Indeed, Rubinstein called the pedal
the soul of the piano, for it is the best means by which
one’s playing may become not only colorful, but individual.

Making Music Lessons Interesting
By Maria Chipman Topping
The first requisite for making the music lesson inter¬
esting is a great big don’t. If you are a music teacher
and are irritable, easily upset, emotional,.temperamental,
don’t enter the profession. Or if you must, then smother
your irritability; calm your emotion; conquer your tem¬
perament.
Music teachers do not always realize what a. difficult
study music is. There is no other in which the view¬
point of the student means so much to the teacher. The
keyboard is a strange country—a mysterious vista of black
and white. Written music is a strange language without
grammar or dictionary. The science itself is of great
depth, baffling the unaccustomed mind. Music, then, is
a triple mystery into which we thrust small human be¬
ings and expect them to solve it. And the most astonish¬
ing thing is—they do learn. With what marvelous
patience should we work 1 How can one of these students
accomplish anything, if he is afraid of his teacher?
One hears of the personality of some teacher in one
terse sentence: “She is so cross 1” Don’t be tempera¬
mental. Your pupil wants to learn music, not your per¬
sonal peculiarities. It is only as you lose yourself in the
work that the student’s mind can open itself to knowledge.
There are exactly twenty-six keys. Twenty-six keys
make twenty-six scales, twenty-six tonic arpeggios, twen¬
ty-six different groups of chords. No two keys are at
different kinds of rhythm, besides syncopation. There
arc eight kinds of notes, eight kinds of rests; innumerable
positions on the staff, under and over, and accents un¬
counted. We consider children of seven, eight, and nine
years too young to study languages ; yet we thrust them
into music and frown and scold and slap because they
do not understand.
Go slow. Don't rush. Just because you know all about
it is no reason that you need forget how hard it came
^Ttoyou. Nothing is interesting that is not understood.
'•? 'Question a pupil who has been rushed and he will not
answer many of your questions. He cannot imbibe what

has been so hastily gone over. There are dozens of col¬
lections of studies where there used to be only one; and
the modern ones are much more interesting. If there are
two, or even three, of the same grade, what of it? The
first easy grades cannot be too thoroughly taught.
Of course, there are students who demand hard work.
Those are the future virtuosos, the teachers, the diggers.
Give them what they want. But where we find one like
that we find ninety-nine of the other kind. Give them
something easy to play. Let them feel "the power of
achievement, not always the pain of struggle.
Get the pupils pieces out of the beaten path. Voices
of the Morning, Running Water, all those smooth run¬
ning things pall after awhile. Give them a Ghost Dance—
something they can get some giggles out of.
One of the most necessary and pleasant helps to make
the study interesting is the recital. Not one of those dull
programs wherein each pupil plays a piece. But a recital
that appeals to somebody else besides the mothers In¬
stead of having three little girls play three little pieces
that are as like as three peas, have the three play one
of the dozens of easy piano trios that are written for
that purpose.- Put on your programs some duets The
drill is harder, but it pays. Give eight-hand pieces if
two pianos are available. A very nice number, and one
in which the children take especial interest, is one of those
easy piano solos with words. One little girl or boy can
play the piece, and several of the pupils can sing the
words. Does one of your students sing, have a vocal
solo, a vocal duet, and do not fail to have a chorus Does
merit y any other instrument, have a solo on that instruThe real use of the recital, aside from being something
definite to which to look forward with interest, is the idea
of bringing out the timid student to make something more
of his music than he absorbs himself. Absorbing music
is only half of the mission of the art. Giving
what
one' has taken in, and giving artistically, is the more
lovely mission of music.

By Helen Oliphant Bates
Almost every child loves to play teacher. Why not
utilize this natural delight in the imitation of grown-ups
to develop intelligent musical criticism and thoughtful
independent musical thinking? The easiest method of
letting the child play music teacher is to give him exam¬
ination papers to grade, just as a real teacher does. These
examinations may be the papers of other students in
the same grade or the grade below, or they may be spe¬
cially prepared for the purpose of testing the pupils in a
unique way. A list of ten to twenty statements should
be handed the pupil who is to mark those that are wrong
and give a grade to the paper. Here is an example of
how such a list might look:
Right Wrong
1. A dotted half equals four quarters
2. The note on the third space in the
treble clef is C
3. A bar is the space between two
measures.
—
4. A dot adds to the note half its value
_
In addition to questions similar to the ah. ■, written
music exercises, with such mistakes as wron, time sig¬
natures, omitted beats, phrase marks in the wr ng places,
bars left out or misplaced, should be given t! pupil for
correction.
Another way of pretending to be teacher
to play
little pieces for the pupil and ask him to cor t
the mis¬
takes. As this requires an acute ear and el
concen¬
tration, it is a more severe test than the wrii:
work.

Just Before Playing
By Edith Josephine Benson
The following suggestions for controllim nerves at
recitals have brought satisfactory results:
1. Breathe deeply, regularly and slowly 1 ore time
to .play and at the piano just before playing.
2. Find out how to change the height
the stool
so, if necessary, you may know how to
: at the
recital. Be sure that the stool is far cnou.
from the'
3. Put your foot over the pedal before
rting to
play.
4. Do not talk or listen to conversation
t before
playing.
5. Approach the piano between the am ice and
the stool.
6. Practice at home and at lessons; gob
to the
piano, sitting an instant, lifting the hands
.vly be¬
ginning the selection and remaining a short
ie after
playing instead of rushing away. Be alwa
liberate
to quiet your own nerves and to inspire the
ifidence
of auditors. Practice at home, first alone, ti. . before
the family, develops ease. Attention paid to the technic
of appearance brings a reward in self-contr
7' B?,abs,°Iutely certain that the recital numbers are
thoroughly learned.

Have You Mastered the Quiet Hand?
By M. C. Woode
how quiet the ££iiTfi * ,hc keyboard’ a,,d "T
hand
v hand ls ln hnger passage work. \ et the
forearms
Secm s,udi^ °r stiff. The
it” CelvT CX!b,e and buoya"‘- How docs he do
a
attention to it. Here is
g°°d dlsclPhnary exercise for this purpose.
Ext

3 JfS- be g,Vmg minute

this exercise m"*1 ,bgbtIy and avoicl all rigidity;
getting some b f "S'* to sec that you are r
fingers on one kTy h

test ^ raP‘d

ences. They^have'"^'^ ^cature about American audiPrejudices, judging rati
^ ‘'mC t0 acQuire dcCp
whether a work inteZli
^ “ s,mple "iterion as to
whether it is wimt
w]mt lh
°r moves
,u„-f-ts ,nr,
m°vcs them, irrespective of
have termed music.” " *at ,ers and grandfathers would
—Arthur Bliss.

Loss of Interest
Mrs. T. W. is discouraged over a fifth
grade pupil who has become “lackadais¬
ical” and stubbornly refuse's to adopt her
teacher’s suggestions. She adds:
Another thing. The mother is a
great lover of classical music and
wants the child to play nothing else.
ir Song, Hcimweh,
and others of semi•stle of Spring ai
no you think that a
sslcal style. Dc
ild of thirteen who is not espe"y musical should have nothing
daily
but such heavy work? It seems
ne that her interest can be held
or by the semi-classical style and
she may then. proceed to the
ir pupil certainly needs something
c to arouse her flagging energies,
you not devise some goal for her
ce, in the way of preparation for a
; recital or other formal perform1 f she is sitting too high at the piano,
you -hould regulate the stool and insist
on her keeping it at the proper height, so
that, while playing, the top of the fore¬
arm may be about level. Then give her
finger exercises with which she is to oc¬
cupy invariably the first ten minutes of
her practice! period.
Prescribe just the
right curvature of the fingers for the ex¬
ercises and have her practice them at a
given pace with the metronome.
it is well that the mother’s taste is so
good. Your problem would he much hard¬
er if she preferred “flashy” music or the
rag-time! variety.
Surely there must be
,,‘onty of the best music which may be
made interesting to the pupil, such as
ITavdn’s Gipsy Rondo, Beethoven’s Baga,.;V in E-flat, Mendelssohn’s Capriccio,
On. 16, No. 2, and Schumann’s Bird as
Prophet, Op. 82, No. 7. Chopin’s easier
waltzes, preludes, and the like', are also
available. Perhaps, with these as back¬
ground, the mother will permit you occa¬
sionally to introduce some worthy modern
pieces such as Godard’s Bergers et Bergires, MacDowell’s Hungarian, or Chaminade’s Serenade in D.

tory was told finally by the director that
now at last he was fully prepared to be¬
gin the study of the piano in earnest! So
let’s regard the tenth grade as merely the
gateway into a larger field of study.
As to materials for each grade, I advise
G by” HaydnT 'eighth" measure?
you to send for a useful little, pamphlet
called Guide to New Teachers on Teach¬
It is difficult to give you a definite an¬
ing the Piano which will be furnished you
gratis by application to .the Presser Com¬ swer to the first question, since rules on
pany. In this booklet, materials for each the subject have many exceptions and are
grade are stated and classified under dif¬ frequently overridden by expert pianists.
ferent heads, such as Classic Pieces, Popu¬ Up to the time of Beethoven, the general
lar Pieces, Studies, Exercises, and sp forth. procedure was to begin the trill on its up¬
per note. Sometimes, however, the note
on which to begin was distinctly indicated
Elementary Pupils
by a short preceding note, thus:
Three of my pupils, each aged
ten years, will shortly finish The
First Year at the Piano by John
Williams. What do you advise me
to give them next? They have also
had the scales of C, G and F major
in various forms, and a few pieces
In Grove’s Dictionary, Taylor lists the
of first grade, with bass fun] treble
clefs.
A. V. McC.
following cases in which the trill begins
on the principal note: (1) after a rest;
You might try Loeschhorn’s Studies,
(2) after a downward leap; (3) after a
Op. 65. If the first of the three books is
note from one degree below; (4) after a
too easy, begin with Book 2. For small
note from one degree above in rapid
hands, Lemoine’s Fifty Juvenile Studies,
tempo.
Op. 37, are excellent. In scale work add
From Beethoven’s epoch it has become
gradually the major scales of D, A, E increasingly the custom to begin with the
and B which complete the1 list of those principal note; so that this is a safe thing
that begin on white keys. Simple arpeg¬ to do in connection with modern music.
gios in these keys may meanwhile be stud¬
As to the rapidity of the trill, that is
ied, as well as the chromatic scale. Next generally left to the discretion of the per¬
come the minor scales of A, E, B and D; former who should never, however, at¬
then the majors which begin on black tempt to trill faster than is consistent with
clear enunciation. Often a trill is given
keys and so forth.
For pieces, I suggest, of seconij grade, added grace by beginning it slowly and
Poldini’s Valse Serenade in D and Rem- gradually accelerating (sometimes with a
hold’s Shadow Picture, Op. 58, No. 8. crescendo) to the highest speed.
Remembering the above suggestions,
More difficult are Grieg’s Dance of the
Elves, Op. 12, No. 4, and Tchaikovsky’s you will yet have to use your own taste
in doubtful cases.
The Skylark.

Grading of Piano Music
Into .how many grades from the
preparatory grade to that of artistry,
is the whole study of the Pl»no “l;
vlded? How long should the pupil
spend on the materials of each grade,
' t materials are included.
Different systems of grading are
adopted by different publishers, some of
whom employ seven and others ten. The
latter system is recognized in the pages of
the Etude.
Generally speaking, the “average pupil
(if there is such an animal!) is supposed
to spend a year in each grade. In other
words a pupil in ten years of ordinary
music study should become a competent
pianist and should have covered practically
the whole field of piano composition. As
to perfection, that is another matter! For
it has never been reached and never will
he. At the height of his powers Rubin¬
stein is said to have remarked that he had
only just begun to realize the possibilities
of the piano keyboard. A prize-winning
graduate of a famous European conserva-

Hand Positions and Class Lessons
Mrs. E. H. makes some interesting sug¬
gestions in the following letter regarding
hand position and class lessons:

and pupil
of “Hand Posi
_lays the
Prof! Hat
hauds carelessly in the lap, the
natural position is with little finger
down and the thumb above it.
Exactly; and, as most pupils lay
their hands down more than they
keep them up. I'd like to suggest a
trick that we all used in the good old
days in Berlin (1904-08). Don't lay
one hand down without first hooking
the fingers of the other hand under
the knuckles, holding them up thus,
as yon put your hands in your lap. It
is surprising how that little habit
helps the underside of the hand to
rise. Change off, of course, and give
both hands a chance.
risfaetory.
Bu
’ abotW them. ^
have used Williams' . .
Piano. This summerof six girls, ten to twelve yet
. n class of ten which
i winter. We meet
an hour each time.
I lessons during the
__
complete twenty dur¬
ing the summer. Today they played
Juanita, page 62, very well, and they
have a better knowledge of funda¬
mentals than the average pupil.

Bach’s Fugues
Please tell me in what grade I
should start teaching Bach's Fugues.
E. W.
Selections from the Little-Fugues (Pres¬
ser Collection, Yol. 129) may be given
during grades two to five. From about
the sixth grade the student should he ready
for some of the easier fugues of the WellTempered Clavichord, such as Nos. 2 and
5 of Vol. 1, after which plenty of others
from the same collection will be found
available.
Position at the Piano
What do yon consider the best
position of the wrist and fingers for
playing “high” or “low?”
W. G. S.
Adjust the piano stool so that when the
fingers rest on the keys the upper line of
the forearm, wrist and hand is straight
and. horizontal. From this point of van¬
tage the wrist may easily rise or fall to
meet the demands of the various touches.

“Of all these sentiments and aspirations
(of Beethoven and Mozart), I cannot find
very much trace in the ultra-moderns. To
me, most of their music seems to express
only a sullen, dyspeptic hatred of things
as they are. They leave us with no eleva¬
Will not some other members of the tion of soul, with no sense of having
Round Table give their experience with glimpsed at an ideal world.”
—Walter Damrosch.
class lessons?

works of all composers. For exam¬
ple, which of the works of Debussy
are worth having and which arc not?
Worth while piano music may be divided
into two groups: (1) classics—Composi¬
tions whose intrinsic value has been proven
by time; (2) standards—recent and pres¬
ent-day music recognized as of superior
quality.
About compositions in the first group
there is absolutely no question: and it is
these works which should form the nu¬
cleus of your library. Moreover, these
are obtainable in excellent editions at a
very low price. I therefore suggest that
you begin by purchasing at least the fol¬
lowing of the piano classics :
Bach: Inventions, Suites and Partitas,
Well-Tempered Clavichord
(two vol¬
umes), Fantasias, Italian Concerto.
Handel:
Suites
and miscellaneous
works.
Haydn and Mozart: Sonatas, Varia¬
tions, Rondos, Fantasias.
Beethoven: Sonatas, Concertos, Varia¬
tions, Rondos.
Schubert: Sonatas, shorter piano pieces.
Mendelssohn, Schumann and Chopin.:
Complete works.
Liszt: Concert Album, Consolations,
Liebestraume,
Hungarian
Rhapsodies,
Wagner-Liszt Album.
Brahms: Two volumes in Peters’ EdiGrieg: Sonata, Op. 7, Ballade, Albums
of Lyric Pieces.
On the borderland between classics and
“standards” are the following:
Moszkowsky and Tschaikowsky: AlMacDowell: Shorter pieces—Woodland
Echoes, Sea Pieces, and so forth.
Debussy: Two Arabesques, Suite Bergamasque, Images (two books), Children’s
Corner, Preludes (two books).
Coming to the moderns, we enter a less
certain field. For many such “have their
day and cease to be” within a short time
I advise you to scan the musical journals,
'find out what recitalists are playing, and
from these lists add pieces from time to
time. Publishers, too, frequently put out
"albums” in which standard works of
modern composers are grouped either un¬
der individual names or by nationality—a
Russian album, a Norwegian album and
so forth.
No one can compile a wholly satisfac¬
tory list for another since the inclusion
of many compositions depends upon per¬
sonal preference. Keep in touch, there¬
fore, with the trend of the day and culti¬
vate discrimination in selecting what is
best for permanent possession.
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Music Appreciation in the Junior High School

HE JUNIOR High School age is
There- should-ie- special opportunities No attempt will be made to list specific
an age of enthusiasms. Under provided, however, for the pupils who are selections for use with the graded outproper guidance, pupils ranging musical and have an inherent capacity for lines, as conditions vary greatly and ren[:°m *dVem °
years can enjoy or enjoying and readily mderstandfng rausic dor impossible the reproducing o any one
appreciate many of the finer things in
f , • ,
~
.
f
.
list of musical numbers to cover all in
music, art and literature which are custom- f hlglle[
Te" mmutes taken
es
arily reserved for intensive study in later
r°m each chora penod ,and devoted to
M
teachers are capable pianists, vioyears. If the junior high school is to a lesson m music appreciation will provide ,inist/and vocaiists and couM present api the .purpose for which it was in- KSvS MR?
«, mustra«much of the
tended.'naniely, o give a broadening expematerial6 outlined. All teachers, however,
rience in several vocational and cultural ceiTe a *j5neral background of musical “7ll"have"to resort to the use of a soundfields by a series of try-out courses, then "Viv
In ifcu;„u
reproducing machine and library of records
bation of a comprehensive_ course
_
_111
_ JUI1,or_mgn
__
scn001 to_ nresent acleauatelv
“
a well-t
well-balanced pro¬
... .nus.c appreciation is essential. The
d be given one or two forty-five
course should be general enough to include mmu e. perlo< s.of cll?riIS weekl\’ and tke
-phe following plan is divided into
all of the activities- ina music,
music, such
such as
as the fneral course in music appreciation should
The f^ow.ng pan is m e i _
"
singing of folk and art songs in the as¬ be given —-- ‘
paf
of thuTst!i
The ■six terms of the junior
high school
sembly or choral periods, and the partici¬ periods.
are named in the following order: 7a,
pation in glee clubs, orchestras, bands, in
7b, 8a, 8b, 9a and 9b. The lessons in ap¬
listening classes (which are given during
Music Appreciation Clubs and Elective
preciation are planned for presentation in
choral periods), in appreciation of music
Courses
a time
set apart
apart for
for this
this purpose
pur
time set
in each
clubs and in courses devoted to the study QPECIAL opportunities should be af- of the regular choral periods.
of music understanding.
forded all pupils to join the music
Enjoyment and understanding should appreciation club. If possible, pupils of
The Course for Grade 7A
go hand-in-hand. One of the most en- the ninth grade should be permitted
T N ORDER to stimulate the interest of
joyable features of the school activities select an elective course in music apprepupils just entering the junior high
is the interpretive singing of fine unison ‘ciation. Under proper guidance, the mu- school in vocal and instrumental music it
and part-songs in the assembly and choral sic appreciation club can be made ex¬ would be well to present a general study
periods. Insistence on interpretation de- tremely popular. Practically every junior of musical media. The pupils have' had
velops appreciation. Interpretation should high school which provides a seventh considerable experience in* vocal music al
therefore be stressed in the glee club, period for club activities has one or more least in the regular classroom and assembly
orchestra and band work. The listening music appreciation clubs. Many junior work of the elementary schools. It would
lessons should be based on a plan which high school programs provide an elective be well to illustrate and discuss types of
calls for an extension of the musical expe- or required course in Elementary Theory vocal music: first, unaccompanied or allarience and training of the pupils.
and Practice for ninth grade pupils. This capdla and second, accompanied
If the junior high school pupils have » given in order to prepare pupils for
The accompaniment introduces the idea
received proper training in the elementary advanced courses in music, which are 0f the imnortanre of
, ,
•
schools, they will be well prepared to given later in the senior high school.
and leads to a discussion of its merits"tI*
participate in the musical activities of the
There are. many pupils, however, who relative imnortanre of hnth i,•
higher school. They will have a suf- leave school on completion of the ninth bination' should now beconsidered
’
ficient back-ground of experience, and also grade. Far-seeing educators are providing
A second general heart,'™ • L
-a
a capacity for enjoying and understand- more and more for life preparation in an atitnTtyp« ofSTLh ^
mg advanced work in lessons in music appreciation of the cultural subjects—the solo and vocal cnmhimti™. n-u “V"
appreciation. If the music work in the three arts, literature, music and painting, should include a summing ’ E,ack omlmc
seventh, eighth and ninth grades is carried and cognate subjects. Nothing could be rial nresenterl fnr
• g?u°mate‘
on daily, then all of the work, including finer in the way of reaction on the pupil memory or renertorv WlT* *S j1”8 mUS1C
the course in appreciation, can be modeled who “leaves school” than the inclusion in
Stailriarr) JwtLY V1^kgr°und'
accordingly. The modern junior high the junior high school program of a course
77 ° , 6 “est composers
school course does not permit of this, how- in correlated appreciation of “the three secular miiL^WUa
SaC??d aS weI1 as
ever, as so many subjects must be con- arts.”
s®cu‘ar
should be considered in order
sidered, and music lessons are not given
V
e Pro£ram °* selections. Music
daily. If a regular course in music appre- The General Course in Music Appreciation
er?°ry contests or festivals have found
ciation has not been given in the ele- VERY LITTLE precedent has been es- geLraHdTaP>fS’ and this
mentary schools, the listening habit is not ’ tablished for a general course in music 0f the
m ? ut. lzed for a review
highly developed and the pupils are not appreciation for use by pupils in the junior that something ^*L°ns -Ufed’ provided
so capable of enjoying and understanding high schools, as the junior high school posers of selJLw tha" tltIes and coman intensive higher course in appreciation, idea is of quite recent development, edu- called Th* ■ , are ^cognized and reTherefore, of necessity, a simpler plan will cationally. The school program is still in nnrtir'nl,,. i 7 °r p0lnts for which the
have to be adopted.
the process of making and will be' con- be given This': ’°nfWas presented should
P^^Music Appredati0n
I EIF QUESTION arises regarding the
place m the junior high school program for the study of music appreciation,
u t.i genera! way’ mus,c appreciation
should be given concurrently with all
other music activities. If a limited time
is not permitted for its presentation as
such, the music teacher should lose no
opportunity to unfold the beauty, of an
obvious musical form, melody, chord progression or mood whenever the opportunity
arises. The uninitiated listener soon tires,
of listening intently, if he is called on to
do so for any length of time. It is wiser
to give listening lessons in conjunction
with general choral work than it is to
devote entire periods of forty-five minutes
longer solely to lessons
music
appreciation.

ESltnTsoLb cSS.MedS °f
School music educators agree that progressive work in vocal and instrumental
music should receive first consideration,
This means that every junior high school
pupil should receive two choral periods
weekly. School music courses in vocal
music should be given progressively to
classes of seventh, eight and ninth-grade
pupils respectively. Pupils of different
terms in grade should not be combined
Each term of the music course should be
presented to pupils of proper grade. The
general course in music appreciation should
be an outgrowth of the sequential choral
programs.
Let us consider the building of an outline
fitted to the needs of the average pupil in
the first and second school terms of the
seventh, eight and ninth grades respectively.

2. A study of vocal music.

!

Soprano
Contralto
Tenor
Baritorfe
Bass

To be presented in
(a) The Solo (all voiu )
(b) The Duet (all combinations)
(c) The Trio (all combinations)
(d) The Quartet i emale, male,
mixed)
(e) The Chorus.
3. Musical masterpiece'
(rating secu¬
lar and sacred, vocal
instrumental
music, applying to 1 (ai,
>. 1 (c) and
No. 2. These selections ai
, be used for
incidental memory work.
4. Current events in imm

The Course for Grade 7B
to create in¬
terest in
cal and in-t mental music
in the early grades of th junior High
School, not only for tile <i. dopment of
the general choral work I
also to en¬
courage pupils to join or t out for the
glee clubs, orchestras, opn 'a and other
music clubs. The outline ■ ,r grade 7a
calls for a study of vocal in
The out¬
line for grade 7b calls for
study of in¬
strumental music. The pian is considered
as a solo instrument.
A splendid opportunity i ifforded the
pupils as well as the tcaclu-r
demonstrate
the resourcefulness of the ; no as a solo
instrument. Some interest,
iioints may
be made by taking off the t nt panels of
an Upright Piano and sho
! the scien¬
tific and mechanical constn
n, such as
that of the pedals and dan
Piano music is readily act
d, and this
leads to a discussion of ti
pipe organ.
The children have heard oi an music in
the church and theatre and much interest
is displayed in the possibilit: - of the in¬
strument. A ready compan- u is provided
between the organ and the
m phony or¬
chestra. A record or group ■ records dis¬
playing the resourcefulness - the orches¬
tra can readily be obtained. The Overture
from “William Tell” by Romm makes a
strong appeal.
After the orchestra as a whole has been
illustrated and discussed, the various choirs
or families of instruments should be pre¬
sented. Records made especially for this
purpose can be obtained. The prominent
solo instruments of the various choirs
comSer^11^ °f the'^of'tfile's‘Jnd should be heard as such. The use of all of
Annthpr' •
r •
this material for illustration and memory
sion of curfpT °f ,lnterest « the discusimnortanre LI
m music of especial as explained above should be applied as
well as the continuation of current musical
i„gs through
era of musieal offer- events.
tLLL ,
P?b lc musical affairs and
Outline for Grade 7h
musical in¬
L Instrumental music
lP«„n " •
the radl0‘ We can carry
(a) The piano as a solo instrument
the nun 111 TT- apPreciation home to
(“) The grand organ as a solo in¬
dLi™!
he'r parents by calling for
strument.
„ g
1 current musical affairs from
(c) The orchestra as a medium f°r
the
™,spapers and discussing these with
P“P 111 a few moments of the lesson
musical expression.
~ ''
A W A general study of the various
Outline for Grade 7a
,,c"‘°'rs °f instruments.
(b) A study of the prominent solo
- A general study of musical media.
instruments of each family or choir
(a) Vocal music U' Unaccompanied
i */ °-f 'nstrurnents.
(b) Instrumenta/musfc^311^
Musical masterpieces for illustration
and memory.
' Curr/e"t musical events.
(Continued on page 149)
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THE ETUDE
the harpsichord in the
ORCHESTRA
Wanda Landowska, a noted harpsi¬
chord player, has some interesting things
to say in her “Music of the Past” about
the part her favorite instrument played in
the orchestra of an earlier day.
“The harpsichord is the basis of the
eighteenth century orchestra,” she says.
“ ‘It is the pillar upon which the entire mass
rests,’ as Mattheson said, and ‘the harmoni¬
ous and murmurous rustling of which has
an infinitely beautiful effect on the chorus.’
“Ph. Em. Bach and Quantz never tire
of insisting upon the importance of the
harpsichord in the orchestra. Its role was
double: it supported the ensemble, while
accompanying it, and. conducted it.
“In the seventeenth century, and even
during Bach’s youth, some of the kappe'lmeisters conducted by beating time with
the foot, some by making movements with
the head, the arm, with both arms, some
with a roll of music or a baton. Those
who played the violin kept the' measure
with their bow. But, after 1730, we see
the harpsichord become the real leader of
the orchestra. Up to then, conductors had
stood. Now, for a century, they were to
sit, until the time they began to be re¬
cruited principally among the violinists.
“The Paris Opera had its music master
who conducted by beating time with a
thick stick which made the great detractor
of French music, Rousseau, say that the
Paris Opera was the only theatre in
Europe where time was beaten without
being followed, whereas elsewhere it was
followed without being beaten. Accom¬
panying harpsichords were, however, used
there.
•'In Italy and in Germany, the composer
of an opera conducted the performances
himself, not by beating time, but at the
■ harpsichord.”

The Musical Scrap Book
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive
and Interesting

Conducted by A. S. GARBETT

THE BIRTHPLACE OF MOZART
While attending the Mozart Centenary
some years ago, H. E. Krehbiel wrote an
article on the subject, reprinted in his
book, “Music and Manners,” which con¬
tains the following vivid description of
the town where Mozart was born (1756) :
“Travelers know the marvelous natural
beauty of Salzburg’s position in the val¬
ley of the Salzach—how snugly a por¬
tion of it nestles under the cliffs of the
Monschberg on the left bank of the river,
hugging the' sheer rock so closely that it
actually overhangs the houses in one of
the streets, and how, where the valley
widens toward Hohensalzburg, crowned
by the castle-fortress, it opens out in the
squares, each with its quaint fountain or
statue, that afford approaches to the few
large structures in the city.
“Except on the opposite bank of the
river, where the graceful slopes of the

"In art, there is no kindness. Art must
be cruel to its disciples. The artist must
be cruel to himself. Therefore there is no
place for self-indulgence in the world to¬
day.”— SZIGETI.
THE TYRANNY OF THE BAR-LINE
“The bar-line is such a familiar feature
of our music that many hardly realize
that there was a time when it was not
used, and that, if certain modern tenden¬
cies are followed, the time may come again.
But Wanda Landowska in her “Music of
the Past” giv'es some divergent views on
the question.
“The bar-lines of which we are so proud,”
she says, “represent not a refinement but
a simplification in view of the ever in¬
creasing number of amateurs. It was to
render reading easier for them that the
effort was made-to cut the finest music up
into little squares and to confine the most
capricious phrase therein by force, to the
great triumph of the monotony of the
down-beat or accent.”
And yet—“The absence of bardines thus
came near being regarded by Brossard—
and was indeed so regarded by less learned
writers—as a- sign of the state of infancy
and of barbarism in which it was claimed
the art still lingered before the' reign of
opera.
“M. Maurice Emmanuel has devoted a
very learned study to this accursed barline which engendered the down-beat. ‘In
spite,’ he says, ‘of the ravages which the
carrure has caused in the art, it is certain
that, if the great masters since the six¬
teenth century have often submitted to it,
they have at least rebelled against the
down-beats which stake it out. Seek equi¬
distant down-beats in certain of Bach’s
fugues, in Beethoven’s last quartette’s, in
Wagner’s works, after Tristan: you will
not find them any more than in Josquin,
Lassus or Palestrina.’ ”

Capuzinerberg give easy foothold to the
lovely villas that smile from out the deep
foliage of gardens and forests, and the
wider plain left by the retreat of the
mountains from the river is filled by
buildings of a modern type, the idea of
spaciousness is utterly foreign to the town.
The streets are narrow and wind about
in the most bewildering manner, follow¬
ing in a general but devious way the
course of the river. Cross streets are
few.Instead of cross streets
there are hundreds of arched courts which
afford passage from one winding street
to another.
“The general effect, enhanced by the
narrowness of the streets, is one of prison¬
like gloominess, and only the bright sun¬
light of festival week and- the banners
which hung from the majority of the
houses gave the city a cheery appearance.”

LISZT REALLY HAD "A LUCKY STAR”
A life of Franz Liszt by Guy de Portales, newly translated by Eleanor Stimson Brooks, has recently, been published
(Holt & Company). It contains an inter¬
esting account of his birth and early child¬
hood.
Liszt, of course, was born at Raidung,
where his father, Adam Liszt, was super¬
visor for Prince Esterhazy.
“One day, in the early spring of 1811,
while the young couple were strolling
about in the garden,” we are told, “Anna
confided to her husband that she believed
she was going to have a child. They de¬
cided it was to be a boy and that he should
travel the glorious and difficult road of
which his father continued to dream so
vainly.” . . ’ . . . (Adam wanted to
be a musician). “Towards the middle of
October they were much interested in the
comet that was visible every night in the
sky. It seemed a good omen. If only the
child might be born while it still shone!

During the night of 21-22, in the very nick
of time, the expected son made his entry
into the world.“He received the name of Franz. He
was so puny that at first he was not ex¬
pected to live, and during his first years
his parents had to wage an unremitting
battle for his life. Fever and a nervous
ailment alternately ravaged his feeble
body and brought on fainting fits. Once,
returning from a tour of inspection, the
father found his wife crushed with grief
by the bedside of the dead child. The vil¬
lage carpenter took his measurements and
prepared the coffin. But little Franz came
back to life in spite of the doctor. These
troubles lasted until his sixth year, when
his health became established.”
Liszt lived for seventy-five years,
healthy enough to withstand the ravages
of an exceptionally busy life and brilliant

THE TEACHER OF FREDERIC CHOPIN
A vivid little book on Chopin’s child¬
hood by Zofia Uminska and H. E. Ken¬
nedy contains the following description
of Adalbert Zyvny who directed Chopin’s
earlier studies in music.
“Mr. Zyvny’s appearance was uncom¬
mon and original,” we are told, ‘‘and the
cut of his garments and their color be¬
longed rather to the 18th than the 19th
century. He had usually a white muslin
cravat, a snuff-colored coat; his breeches,
like his coat, were yellowish, and on his
feet were long, patent-leather boots.
“But more original than anything else
in his costume were his colored waist¬
coats, of which he relates that they were
bought at the auction of the belongings
of Stanislas Poniatovski, last king, of
Poland. In his pocket he had a snuff¬
box, with a picture of Mozart on the cover,
of whom, as well as of Bach, he was a
great admirer. He carried a red, cross-
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HOW SEMBRICH STUDIED
In “Success in Music,” Henry T. Finck
quotes Marcella Sembrich’s own ac¬
count of her early studies as follows:
“I was seventeen years old before I be¬
gan taking singing lessons. It is not well
to begin at an earlier age, though there
are exceptions. For two months, while I
was taking lessons of Lamperti, I did not
practice at home but only under his direct
supervision, so as not to acquire bad
habits. Subsequently I decided that an
hour and a half practicing at home
was sufficient, and I found it best not to
practice more than ten minutes at a time.
After three years of study, I thought of
making my debut..
“I had to learn to act as well as to sing,
although acting in • those days was not
nearly as important a part of an operatic
artist’s equipment as it is now. It so
happened that 1 had never heard another
singer in any of the roles in which I had
become famous until after I had appeared
in it. That made my task more difficult,
but gave me a chance to do things my own
way. For students, however, nothing is
so important as hearing and seeing great
artists as often as possible.”
(Note: Sembrich studied both piano
and violin for years before she began sing¬
ing, thus beginning with- a musical educa¬
tion few singers possess and justifying
her greater independence.)
“By refusing to sing more than two or
three times a week, and by always select¬
ing the music that is in my line and that
does not strain my vocal cords, I have
been able to keep my voice in good condi¬
tion for a number of years. I love my
work, love the music I sing, and that is
one reason why the public likes me.”

barred handkerchief and a long pencil
which he sometimes used as a rod on the
fingers and head of recalcitrant pupils.
But Chopin from the beginning amazed
and delighted his teacher and had nothing
to fear from the terrible pencil.
“In spite of the eccentricity of his dress,
Zyvny was a clever man and a good
teacher. From the beginning he recog¬
nized Frederic’s genius, and pupil and
master were pleased with each other, al¬
ways remaining the best of friends. He
was really the only master who initiated
Frederic Chopin into the secrets of piano
technic.He, too, took down
the first longer compositions of the little
composer, who was not yet able to write
them down himself.”
Zyvny lived to be ninety years of age,
and he remained a lifelong friend of his
brilliant pupil.

“The sense of movement, and the means
by which it is exhibited are the mainspring
of composition, and also of the art of
appreciation; and one of the principal
means by u’hich these are exhibited is that
of the thematic structure of the composi¬
tion.”—Herbert Antcliffe.
WHEN MOUSSORGSKY WAS AN
ARMY OFFICER
Moussorgsky, most brilliantly original
of Russian composers, ill-kempt and dis¬
solute in his later years, was a dandiacal
amateur with a weakness for pretty ladies
and Italian opera, is his earlier years, ac¬
cording to Borodin, whose description of
him is included in Calvocoressi’s biog¬
raphy.
“My first meeting with Moussorgsky,”
says Borodin, “took place in 1856 in the
month of September or October. I had
been elected military doctor.
Moussorgsky was an officer in the newlyformed Preobraiensky Regiment. We met
accidentally in the orderly room of the
hospital, both being on duty. We began
to talk, and our sympathies coalesced at
once. The same evening we were invited
to the house of the chief doctor of the
hospital, Popoff.
“Moussorgsky was then a veritable
‘fop,’ very elegant, a fine type of young
officer; his well-fitting uniform all spick
and span; his feet, small and shapely; his
hair carefully brushed and pomaded; his
hands well cared for like the hands of an
aristocrat. His manners were exceed¬
ingly refined; he spoke mincingly, and he
was lavish with his French phrases. He
had a slight touch of conceit, but not too
much; his education and good breeding
remained conspicuous; the ladies were
charmed with him. He would sit at the
piano, and, with elegant gestures, play
portions of Trovatore or Traviata; around
him the company exclaimed in chorus:
‘Delicious!’ ‘Charming!’ I saw Moussorgsky only three or four times; then I lost
sight of him.”
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Master Lesson on the Famous Violin Solo
“Adoration”

SOUS DE FRAIS OMBRAGES
Tbe melodies must be given out in singing
style.Grade 5.

By FELIX BOROWSKI
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IN LEAFY BOWER
Andantino moderato

MAURICE PESSE
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Prepared expressly for The Etude by the Comp

T

FELIX BOROWSKI

HE HISTORY of this piece is as
brief as it is simple. Adoration
was composed in London, England,
a number of years ago and was pub¬
lished originally by a Boston firm, with¬
out, however, attracting any particular at¬
tention. Two things combined to start the
composition on the path of popularity which
it has traveled since: Miss Leonora Jackson, a well-known violinist of that time,
put Adoration in her repertory and played
it extensively on her concert-tours; and
Theodore Presser bought the work, among
other copyrights of the Boston publisher
who had gone out of business, and intro¬
duced it to a multitude of music lovers
through the music pages of The Etude.
Since then the. demand for the piece has
resulted in arrangements which have been
made for organ, for piano—there are two
versions of this, a simplified and a concert
transcription—for violoncello, for orches¬
tra, for band and even for voice. For a
vocal arrangement I@s been made by
Nicholas Douty, the well-known tenor of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
In order to make this lesson on Adora¬
tion as clear as possible, the measures have
been numbered so that reference to the
text, printed in the music pages of The
Etude, will be simplified. Before proceed¬
ing, however, to a discussion of the work
in particular, something first must be said
in regard to interpretation in general.
Students ought not to undertake the per¬
formance of music without first making
themselves masters of what may be called
its architectural features. Composers do
not put down their ideas on paper in a hap¬
hazard fashion—at least they do not do so
if they know their business. What is called
“form” in music is merely an attempt on
the part of composers to make their works
coherent, for it is quite clear that if a piece
of music consisted of a number of themes
following each other immediately and dis¬
connectedly and without any organic devel¬
opment, the effect upon the ear would be
highly irritating and unsatisfactory.

form are Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without.
Words.” Compositions in the Ternary form
are the mostt freauentlv
frequently found in presentday music; for as a new subjeel
subject—generally
in a new key—is used for the middle section (and this is generally called a “Trio”),
the composer has at his command an element of contrast and variety which is not
present in a form which, like the Binary
form, contains only one idea throughout.
The Ternary form is so common in the
music of the 19th and 20th centuries that
probably eighty-five per cent, of such works
as nocturnes, concert waltzes, gavottes and
other dance forms, impromptus, romances
and the multitudes of pieces written with
fancy titles make use of it. It is the Ternary form which serves as the design of
Adoration and the reader is now advised to
observe this for himself by consulting the
music. Part I begins with the introductory
measures for the piano, and it extends to
the end of measure 38, where a modulation
from D major (the key of the piece) to B
minor ushers in the Trio (Allegro agitato),
Notice that contrast is obtained here by
changing not only the key and character
of the music, as compared with the key
and character of the first part, but by
changing the tempo as well. The third
part, a shortened repetition of Part I, be¬
gins at measure 59 with a fortissimo presen¬
tation of the subject which opened the
piece; and it extends, of course, to the end.
But, at measure 74, there is introduced a
closing section (based upon the rhythmical
figure of the principal theme) which is
known technically as a Coda.
Technic Employed
IN PLAYING a piece of the kind which
is the subject of this lesson, the violinist should bring to the work a firm and
moving tone. It is remarkable how comparatively seldom a performer is heard
whose tone is as good at the point of the
bow as it is at the other end. This is be-i._ -t 0£ uniform tone-production
is insufficiently studied.
The weight of the arm, with the bow
at the “frog,” permits the performer more
sonority than, he is able to obtain at the
point, when the weight of the arm and hand

Musical Forms

compensated for by pressure of the first
" "" thfe b°w-stick, but that pressure
must not,
of course
course, result
result ,n
in scratches
scratchiness.
t. of
=
Students who develop their bowing by practicing scales and finger exercises and using
the lower half of the bow only, at the same
time playing forte as well as making crescendos and decrescendos, will find their
ability to produce a uniform quantity and
quality of tone greatly increased. This exerase should be practiced, too, in slow
tempo as well as fast.

' I 'HE SMALLER compositions gener*- ally, though not invariably, are writ¬
ten in one of two forms—one which contains
two parts and in which there is employed
only one musical idea, and another which
contains three parts, the first and third
parts being made of the same material, but
with new material for the second part.
There is astenishing confusion in the trea¬
tises on composition as to the nomencla¬
ture of these forms, but it would seem that
the practice of many writers of calling the
two-part form Binary and the three-part
form Ternary has much to recommend it.
Effective examples of pieces in the Binary

Interpreting “Adoration”
HTHE FIRST NOTE of the piece now
under discussion will be played, of
course, with an up-bow and with .a full
bow. The opening measures require a sort
of triumphal expression to give them adecjuate effect. Do not be afraid of giving
too much bow here; and do not make the
mistake, not infrequent, of haying an insufficient amount of bow left for the last
measure, as, for instance, the
notes of thee measure,
last F-sharp in measure 6j and the last D
and the last D
in the following measure.
_
. .?:*e? PP.1"g
short of the last bit of bow which accounts
for so much pale and thin tone.

, „ o should not 58) should be thrown onto the string with
q{ great firmness ana
and lorce;
force; and there
The crescendo m measure A notes of
be overlooked; and the four rs
^ s]lould be practically no diminution of this
the next measure should have
p ensecond
y
.
PXnression until
u the
triumphant
expression
until measure
measure A7
67 is
bow given them, In measure
^ ^ reachedf and then it must be reestablished
A should have a full bow
in 71 and continued to the first note of
(0n the eighth-note) requires a fresh upmeasure 74. The Coda, which begins in that
stroke at the “frog.” The following
measures (15 and 16) need a great amount measure, must bring forw ..rd an entirely
0f crescendo; and it is in a situation of different mood—a mood of tranquility, al..
.
this kind that a firm
tone at the point
is ' most of exhaustion. Play this with the
essential. In measure 18 the last three bow nearer the finger-board, so that the
o be played on the G string, but tone wm be more suave. The triplets ir
notes are t_.__
be careful not to play those notes until you measures 75 and 76 must not be hurried,
have turned the bow over the A and D an(j not too much bow should be used. Tile
strings on to the G string, after having fingerjng j„ 77 1ms the advantage of keepbeen just playing on the E string.
intact the use of the sixtii position which
At measure 20 a new and much more ^ ^ reache(J on lhe ;a t t)eat of (he
suave atmosphere replaces the rather ma.
measure
playi , this mcas.
jestic character of the first part of the P
be.caruful to stop the bow after
piece. Do not use the full length of the “ >
_. . . ,
.
bow here; and in measure 22 push the bow ,
*
-C B •'
the It 'tring before
i e.gm..- theA.string and
Up to the “frog” at the first two eighth- f
r'
he measure.
i
eighthattacking
the
second
notes, playing the following t’
■ following:
notes there, too. Measure 30, which con- An alternative fingering is
tains a turn, should be interpreted a
lows:
No. 2

V
the second
In playing the 16th notes
half of the next measure, it will be m
sary to push down the bow on the first
(D) so as to be able to play the remainder
of the passage at the point. Measures 33
~~ inclusive,
■
.. 38,
form l connecting-link
_„.
between this part of the piece and the Trio
which begins at the allegro agitato. _ _
careful to give the triplets in 33 and the
three following measures their full value,
not bringing about any jerkiness of bowing where, as in measures 33,,_IH
34 and 36,
the bow has tc
strings. The chord
at the end of
_r
surprise, suddenly forte and ferocious; but do
break
it off too short.
The Trio
'T'HE ALLEGRO AGITATO should be
x played with a good deal of perturbarw“ vjjfjj i.. ...
pass over the three loir strings aTdf
tinctly as possible. In the last half of the
measure push the bow up to the “frog” for
the first twn eiVhtti
'
two there also The rea1 ^
*he last
!„ 40^he bow berng taken e'
^
the point on
the first two notes and th
the accent
last two also
being played there. and
The
arrent TY?
the
F-sharp in 43 should not i7
nor the crescendo on the first
measure. Beginning at 49
which finds its culmination six
later. Each measure should 1,P
i asl!res
the' one which precedes it
player will have to be ca«ful „ ^
'
mence so forte that any curmilathL °
ing of, sonority becomes imuossiMe Pi
of bow is necessary for thV
y
quence beginning at 51- and there' .if m
be plenty of vibrato also especial?/ ,!
F-sharp on the first beat of
° X
In that measure, too, a ritarfanT ■ l’
be made very effectively
^ m,ght
The return to the material of the f .
part
. (at
. ^rst
part of
of the
the piece
piece ahnuM
should be made
w
_ __
and following measures) with
mucJ
majesty an/powerT/ to
be nut
into it. The first A (u "b ^
leasure

The last note of the piece is the most
difficult of all, for it requin a master of
violin playing to hold a lone note like that
for a considerable period of time without
any wobbling or tremor, ai
ith a cr.v»talline purity of tone. The method by
which this control may be i tied consists
slow
of practicing sustained notes
>lring that
movement of the bow o
minute to a
each note requires from hal
whole minute, tire bow pas g from one
end to the other. But
"
t be n
there
break in the tone
.,
the bow.
Stoppage
The great violinist, Viotti. c
cise “the work of artists.” In playing this
high D at the end of Adore: m the per¬
former should allow the bow finally to slip
down to the finger-board, so ' t it moves
very slowly without producing any sound.
Tbe listener will imagine, 1m .■ r". that he
st!11 bears the high D, but
attenuated
tw:» j. scarcely perceptible.
Accompanying the Violin
for
TF THIS PIECE had been w
alone, what
has been
. violin
...**»
w.m im»
upai said about
this point.
interpretation might well end
-„., ,mpaniment
empl°>'
for piano, and it is necessarv to address
some words of help to the performer who
is
negotiating
it.
The art of accompanying
‘a. "5s
j||||
music is more difficult than that conV1°lln,‘"UML
"e,Cted WIth son8s > for all the qualities
W,11Ch m.ake for good accompanying in voca n,us'c—the intuitive comprehension of
^ tlle interpreter is going to do even be-°K he does il' ,he ability to read the most
"'tncate Passages, the power of matching
.• C°lor’ 80 ,0 sa>'’ of the solo interpreta'°n Wl,h that of the piano background, the
£"°wIedge when to subordinate the keyu
,nstrum«F and when to bring it to
/ fron‘-must go to the accompanying
°, V10,in music as well; but in addition
th«* niust be i„ evidence in violin accoma quickness of eye and of ear that
much less
less necessary
nerp«arv in playing the
itie piano
niano
? '"“I'
"f Songs' T»’e ordinary accompanists
er=.n aiV,onfftlle very good ones—are gen^ ^ acquainted with vocal literature
(Continued on page 148)
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Atwater Kent
RADIO
YOU SWEEP THE AIR WITH ONE DIAL

Y

OU NEED only one hand to op¬
erate an Atwater Kent One Dial
Receiver—and you don’t have to be

as a searchlight
sweeps the sky

expert with that.
You don’t even have to see what
you’ re doing. Sit in the dark, if you like.
Turn the One Dial—and fill your home
instantly with the music that comes
without effort.
Give the One Dial a slow half-turn
and hear, in quick succession, every
program within range. Listen to a bit
of each. Choose your own kind of en¬
tertainment.
Or, if you know in advance what you
want—turn right to it—with a flick of

don’t delay. You don’t turn a dial and
then fuss with some secondary tuning
device. An Atwater Kent One Dial
Receiver has no secondary, devices be¬
cause it needs none. It has no compli¬
cations at all. It’s a true One Dial.
Hundreds of thousands of people who
were waiting for Radio of natural tone
and dowpright reliability, combined
with the utmost ease of operation and
swift and sure selection of desired sta-

ions, have found it in an Atwater Kent
Receiver with One Dial.
And not the least of their satisfaction
;omes from the surprisingly modest
3rice. You can pay more for Radio—
without getting as much.
EVERY SUNDAY EVENING
rhe Atwater Kent Radio Hour brings you the stars of opera
ind concert, Radio’s finest program. Hear it at 9:15 Eastern
rime, 8:15 Central Time, through:
weak. . New York
wjar . Providence
.. Boston

wtam .... Cleveland won .... Chicago
wcco.Mpls.-Sl. Paul wgr .... njja 0
wtag .... Worcester woe. . Davenport

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING CO.
A. Atwater Kent, President

the wrist.
You don’t fumble—don’t grope—

Model 32, the extra power¬
ful seven-tube One Dial
receiver, less tubes and bat¬
teries, but with battery cable
attached, $140.00

British Copyright secured

Model H Speaker, dark
crystalline finish, $21.00.
Other Speakers, $16.00 to $23.00

One Dial Model 35,
lta tubes and batteries, but with
battery cable attached, $70.00

J\(otF—in more than

a million homes

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Model 30, six-tube One
Dial receiver, less tubes and
batteries, but with battery
cable attached, $85.00
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An Invention of Tremendous Interest to the Musician,
Teacher and Music-Lover
The

BRUNSWICK
PANATROPE

THE OLD WAY

An amazing development in recording

B

Y old methods of recording, the energy to move the recording needle on
a disc of soft wax had to be developed by the actual sound waves entering
a horn. Because some sounds, notably in the middle register, had mote “needle¬
cutting energy" than others, it was impossible to record the entire musical
scale Furthermore, the artists had to be arranged in awkward positions and
to exaggerate their music.
,
. .
,
By Brunswick “Light-Ray”electrical method of recording (music by photog¬
raphy) a beam of light is reflected on a photo-electric cell from a tiny mirror
weighing but 2-100th of a milligram. The slightest sound causes this mirror
to vibrate and the beam of the light to vary as it plays on the photo-electric
cell. Amplifiers “step-up” these vibrations and a recording mechanism regis¬
ters them. Thus every note is recorded naturally. The artists perform with

Music electrically reproduced.,, joint achievement of Radio
Corporation of
Westinghouse

Vmerica, General Electric Company,

Electric & Manufacturing

Company,

and The Brun wick - Balte - Collender Company

'T'O the professional or amateur musician, and to

Since then the Brunswick Panatrope has been ex-

J- the friend of music in general, the Brunswick Pana¬

Sbited in schools, colleges and before public gatherijgs the country over. Everywhere it has been pro-

trope is an invention of absorbing interest.
For the musician has been aware of the limitations
of the phonograph, wonderful as was that instrument
in its day.
The Panatrope represents a revolutionary advance.
It is the first reproducing musical instrument to repro¬

punced the most remarkable reproducing instrument
tier heard.
| Although designed for the home, the Panatrope has
fldume sufficient to fill an auditorium. Or it may be
Ipdulated until barely audible.
id school.

Thus it is the first instrument to do full justice to
that other recent musical achievement, the electrical
recording of music.

For by electrical recording

The Brunswick Panatrope

synchronizes electrical
The result is

music so realistic and beautiful as to challenge descrip¬
tion. So impressed was the audience which gathered
in a New York concert hall to hear the first demon¬
stration of the Panatrope that the event was the news
° j C tY ^n.tEe PaPers the folio wing morning. Critics
and public alike have since proclaimed the Panatrope
to e one of the outstanding musical achievements of
all tune.

CO., GENERAL

The Brunswick Panatrope may be obtained in comjtope alone may be used as the loud speaker for your

recording with electrical reproduction.

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

i the living-room, the studio, or auditorium.

bination with the Radiola Super-heterodyne. The Pan-

for the first time accomplished.

or 8-tube Radiola Super-heterodyne. Finished in walnut.

PANATROPES PHONOGRAPHS RADIOLAS RECORDS^*/

For now the great music of the world

may be heard with all the beauty of the original . . .

the

registering of the entire range of musical sound is

yorumwick

This feature is of

|feat practical importance to the musician, teacher,

duce the entire musical scale.

Brunswick Panatrope & Radiola. Equipped with either 6-

^e believe the “Light-Ray” electrical process, exclusively Brunswick, makes
records unequaled in naturalness of tone, yet the Brunswick Panatrope plays
all makes of records with the extraordinary brilliancy and beauty characteristic
of this instrument.

OFFICES:

623

S.

WABASH

AYE.,

CHICAGO

psent radio with astonishing results.

New Brunswick Records by the “Light'Ray” electrical method

These instru-

(music by photography) are now on sale every Thursday.

®ents operate entirely from the light socket.
Because the music of the Panatrope is so beyond
jliything y0u have known, and because of the imprtance to you of this invention, we urge you to hear

Sin/nmswwk

I Brunswick dealers will demonstrate the Panatrope
Panatrope & Radiola without the slightest oblijpon. If you. would like to arrange for a demonstration

PANATROPES PHONOGRAPHS RADIOLAS RECORDS^''

If °re a club, school or other organization, write us.

HE

BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.,

GENERAL

OFFICES:

623

S. WABASH

AYE.,

CHICAGO
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PURPLE TWILIGHT

mm'DS

-room piece of lighter character

jpuseful and playable drawing

Grade

Andante conmoto
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HEN a mother plans correctly for the future of her

f\

children, she never overlooks the importance of

Brambach has made it possible for you to buy a beautiful
Baby Grand at a price surprisingly low ... on convenient

The Brambach Baby Grand is amazingly small in size ...

{ y v-

•

The Etude Radio Hours

-4.

Tune in for these excellent programs
possessing great educational value

C1—

requiring no more space than an upright piano . . . yet it
possesses a hill grand scale and the tonal excellence of

Second Thursday of Each Month at 8.15-Eastern Standard lime

0

Station WIP, GIMBEL BROTHERS, Philadelphia

far more costly instruments.
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If you have hesitated about buying a piano on account of

terms, if desired.
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mfp<ocoanimato

And the training should start

early—when minds are plastic and hearts are responsive.

For
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Every child should be taught to play the piano, the basic

the expense involved, you need do so no longer.
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their musical education.
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Mysic is born in tfambut parents must bring it out

instrument of all music.
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Station WGBS, GIMBEL BROTHERS, New York City
Send coupon below for the interesting booklet, "Genius
Deserts the Attic,” and for a paper pattern showing the
exact space requirements of this beautiful Baby Grand.
EASY TO OWN ONE
) Because of enormous pro¬
duction the Brambach
Baby Grand is moderate in
price-—within the means
of all. Ask your dealer to
show you this fine instru¬
ment and to tell you how
easily you may own one.

lb

Third Tuesday of Each Month at 7 P. M.-Central Standard Time

m*

Station WLS, SEARS, ROEBUCK FOUNDATION, Chicago
D. A. Clippinger, Director of Chicago Etude Radio Hour
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HEART’S YEARNING
TROUBLE EST MON COEUR
VALSE LENTE

GEORGES BERNARD

Scale of C$ minor. (Harmonic)

MINUET
STURKOW RYDER
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HERE COME THE SCOUTS
MARCH

LOUIS WEITZ

A real military march in miniature. Play with Stroup steady rhythm. Grade 2$.

IN A HAPPY MOOD
Serving to display the occasional gayety of the Minor Mode Grade 2$.

Copyright 1926 by Theo.Presser Co.

CYRUS S. MALLARD

British Copyright secured
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ALLEGRO CON BRIO

A telling Fostlude, a study piece,
in Grand chorus style.

J. E. ROBERTS
about M.M. J=108

manual

#From here go back to the beginning and play to Fine-, then play Trio.
Copyright 1925 by Theodore Presser Co.

British Copyright secured
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mol to rit.

Fred.G. Bowles

THE BECKONING ROADS
KENNETH WYNNE

^

When

night

safe - ly past: But

is

grey

at

ev -’ry chain of

close

of

day

and

friend-ship fast, one

one

star

Road

flick-ers

to beck-on

low-We

both

at

last

last, To the

dim

cross-way

Journ -

ey’s
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Thou the

pray’r

Then

I

qiake

On

bend

-

ed

knee;

This

is

my

earn

-

est

shall my

Christ,

to Thee,

More love to

Thee,.

More

love,more love to

lat -

est

breath

Whis

-

per Thy

praise;-

This

be

the

part -__ing_cry—My

plea,

More

More love, 0

_

MORE LOYE TO THEE

Andante con moto
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poco cresc.

the stupe
p tranqutllo

love

to

Thee^-- More

love, more

love

to

Thee!__A=i

menJ— -~~

men

Thee!

Words by
JAMES FBANCIS COOKE

Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured

Copyright 1925 by Theodore Presser Co.

GOD’S MORNING

JOSEF GAUBY, Op. 58, No. 5

British Copyright secured
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SNOW FAIRIES
In characteristic vein; good technical work.
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Grade 2£

w berwald

Educational Study Notes on Music
in this Etude
By EDGAR ALDEN BARRELL
Adoration, by Felix Borowski.
Elsewhere in Tlhe Etude there is a
son on tbis compossition by Mr. Borowsk

Sunbeam Dance, by Carl W. Kern.
Mr. Carl Wilhelm Ker

the French

Manner

fit for the musical treasure it holds.

Ivers & Pond
PIANOS
Combine the fine traditions of old time Boston
piano building with the most advanced scientific
ideas.

Built, as from the first, in but one quality—

the best—by the same interests, with the same
artistic ideals, they are used in over 600 institu¬
tions and 75,000 homes.
A new catalogue showing latest style tenden¬
cies

in

Uprights, Grands and

Players

mailed

on request.

How to Buy
If we have no dealer near you. we can supply

Liberal allowance for old pianos in exchange.
pHcTs^a^TnUrmaTon1 o^much valuftoTny
intending buyer, write now.

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
141 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co.
British Copyright secured
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HE DESIRABILITY of preserv¬
ing the “purity” of the language,
the correctness of certain spellings
and, more often, of certain pronuncia:—these furnish discussions the lives of which prove that English is a
iving language subject to continual
change.
Speech, unlike song, ,is “free.” The
singer is obliged to sustain tone accord¬
ing to the idea of the composer; the
speaker is not. The singer ordinarily has
to follow the measure accent—the stress
and the speed or tempo indicated by the
music; the speaker has no limitations.
The singer has to use a “vocal instru¬
ment” from which, as an artist, it is his
duty to evoke the most agreeable, beautiful
sounds of which it is capable; the speaker
is not chiefly concerned with this problem.
Moreover, the singer must make the
legato and sostenuto the basis of his
style; the speaker who should adopt a
stng-song delivery would be condemned
“monotonous” and ineffective. The
singer must so deliver the consonants, the
elements upon which the appeal is . made
to the intellect, as to be understood, yet
take care not to destroy or injure the le-

The Singer’s Etude
Edited for February
by
FREDERICK W. WODELL
It Is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Department
“A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete in Itself”

The Use of the English Language in Song
By Frederick W. Wodell
tke present usage of a number of the lead■
speakers and vocalists from cultural
centers.
Fundamentals
„ j.- . . „
„ ,
,
T
authorities may well be subA Jected to analysis and criticism ac«^>ng to the following principles:

B

Pitch can be sustained indefinitely upon
certain consonants, as M and L. In a certain sense these are “vowels” and should
be managed as such. Pitch can be sounded,
- .,
.
..
momentarily, upon certain other consoB and D.
— "i c
n
The Consonants

of the round- p,
F0RPURP0SESof^ronunciation
est, fullest, nobM&t vowel tones possible. A
sonS a consonant which can be sung
style of delivery.
2. That' pronunciation is good for sing- should be sung. lts strength and duraFnolish in Snntf
mg which interferes as little as may be tlon dePend upon the varying requirements
, .
with the continuous flow of tone upon the °f tlle verbal and musical text and upon
OW TO USE the English language vowejs
’
the particular meaning and feeling to be
in song should be (though it often
3 xhat pronunciation js good for sing. conveyed. Consonantal management and
is not) one of the chief concerns of the ;ng which) whjle flowing Principles Nos. modification is an effective means of givAs a well-tooWn American yocal j and 2_ nevertheless gives to the conthe tone “carrying power,” preserving
teacher said, “It is the tone1 that ‘gets
sonants of the word sufficient duration and the legat0’ and “coloring” the tone acthat is, reaches the auditors in the back
strength to perfect the verbal outline to coldl!lg. to tbe message to be expressed,
of the house, that counts. Of what use the listening ear.
“Diction” in song is not the semi-mysis it to make a beautiful tone if half the
Of two permissible pronunciations of a tery w.hich some would appear to wish to
people cannot hear it?” Yet the truly
.
.
word, that which gives the best oppor- make it. The study of a good dictionary
“beautiful” tone always has
, ? ym.g tunity for exhibiting round, noble vowels 311(1 of the common usage regarding propower.” This element
mvoiveq in its js to ke cjj0sen
nunciation among cultivated persons is an
“beauty.” It may be said that only the
It is permissible and desirable to important step toward mastery of the
singer who so pronounces as to make the
“broaden” the vowels in singing for the subiect- A study of the vowel and conwords—the intellectual and emotional con¬
sake of improvement in the quality and sonant elements of the English language
tent of the verbal text—plain to the inter¬
volume of tone, but never to such an ex- and lhefr use in sfnging, according to the
ested listener really counts in public work.
to rob the vowel of its individu- Principles and suggestions hereih exOf course, we omit from this category the ^
(
not be mistaken for some Pressed. js another valuable step.
singing of a few numbers written by com,y'
.
The singer cannot deliver a message
posers of the old Italian school and their ottler voweL
Vowel
“quality” and vowel “color” may wb’cb be does n°t possess. To sound
imitators, to be sung largely upon one
vowel and, in certain modern pieces, writ¬ be considered as two different things. A siraPI>' combinations of syllables on certen to be “vocalized." Here ^thtTdnterest good singing tone °n a vowel has at least tain pishes furnished by a composer
little to the auditor. The _
four attributes: it is (1) agreeable; (2)
centers on the pure beauty, of tone,
hibition of "pretty tones” of extremely
agility in the delivery of runs, “passages” clear; (3) round; (4) steady.
A singing tone on a vowel, while pos¬ high or low notes may tickle the ear, as¬
and vocal “ornaments,” and on the skill
tonish
for the moment, and incidentally
sessing
all
these
attributes,
may.
sound
at
shown in “coloring” the vowel.
one time “sorrowful” (dark) apd at an¬ minister to the vanity of the performer—
The Verbal Message
other time “joyful”
. .
(bright),
,
according
_o „ and that is about all.
> UT THE FACT remains that where tbe feeling to be conveyed by the singer to
Given the possession of a clearly defined
the listener.
, verbal text having a message
message, an agreeable voice-quality, an
used, it is the business of the singer, if he
Through the VOWELS the appeal is
“accepted” pronunciation, correct tone-colwishes the reward of the genuine artist, fnade to the auditor’s feelings; through
nieneci oring’ Wltb variations in tonal power, the
to “sing sense.” That is, he must so sing tbe consonants it is made to his intellect,
[sonants' feel!ng for t!me wlth lts accompanying
as to make plain the meaning of the au- Thus, in vocalizing when
thor as well as that of the composer.
are heard, a message may be delivered ... play of accent and stress, and an under¬
Pronunciation of words in the English tbe listener with more or less definiteness standing and mastery of the artistic use of
language, like their meaning and spelling, so that his heart is stirred; but the con- vowel and consonant, the singer can with
is in a state of constant change. Take the sonant elements must be made clear if he good reason expect satisfactory results
word “Dictionary.” At one time there 's also to receive a message for his mind, in public performance.
was an accent upon the first and third syl■*—.,.—i ._
lables. Later certain rules required the
...
,,
T
,r
omission of all accent except that upon the
melting
tile LOW 1 Ones
first syllable
Some teachers require a npHERE WAS in the case of Lilli Leh- heaviest soprano roles, still retained a
percussive t in the word “often,” Others
1 mann, one of the world’s greatest musical ..quality
3
permit “offen.” One instructor would be singers, a properly directed development
The acquisition of power, of breath and
much disturbed about a fine distinction as of the voice, of the vocal organ upon the weight of tone in the lower cart of the
to the correct sound of the vowel in the physical plane and of the mental and emo- range of voice, is of especial importance to
word earth.
Others differ as to the tional endowment.
the contralto. But, as in the case of the
sound of the second syllable of the word
She was first trained as a “coloratura” development of the soprano voice there
Pp0p e;’
.
,T ..
.
But the vocalist s task m this matter is
a practical one. The derivation and history of words and the marked differences
among so-called authorities and local customs regarding pronunciation need not
distract him. He must have principles to
guide him. He cannot follow any merely
individual or local prejudice. It is for
him to make a careful choice among the
accepted and late: dictionaries and to
modify, if necessary,
declarations by

soprano. Before the end pf her long career
on the operatic stage she was acknowledged as an admirable exponent of dramatic roles, especially those of the Wagnerian music dramas. At first her vocal
instrument - was required to give only the
breadth and weight of tone proper for a
young voice. It was allowed to grow
naturally without an attempt to force the
acquisition of volume and power. We
know this to be so because, starting as a
coloratura, her voice, when singing the

nature the “mezzo-contralto” type. This
is, or ought to be, a “common-place”
among vocal teachers and students; yet
judging by the sounds emitted by certain
' public singers, the idea that power of tone
on the lower pitches of the voice can be
“compelled” is still governing the work
in some vocal studios.
Extraordinary
breath pressure, with consequent unnat¬
ural resistance at the throat, is employed
by some in the effort to broaden the lower
tones.
The art of “singing on the breath” is
as necessary for the development of low
tones as it is for the development of high
tones. There is a low pitch in every voice
beyond which, in a descending scale, true
tone is impossible. The voice will not
“sound.”
The Breath Problem
UT BEFORE that point in the de¬
scending scale is reached, the problem
is to so manage the breath as to permit and
support the setting into vibration of as
much “substance” (vocal cord) as pos¬
sible. If the “throat” is held too loosely
(imperfect use by the cords of the' air
from the lungs) the low tone is breathy
and weak. If the breath pressure is over¬
strong, the throat involuntarily “squeezes,”
and the tone is “jammed,” becoming thin
and metallic.
If, however, the throat is held just loose¬
ly enough to permit the use of as much of
the vocal cord substance as possible for
the pitch desired, yet not so much as to
allow the' escape of any breath unvocalized,
and if the breath pressure is skilfully ad¬
justed so as not to send the breath too
strongly and thus bring about a condition
of rigidity in the throat, the vocalist is
said to be “singing on the breath” and
"floating” the tone. Under such conditions
he will secure as broad a fundamental tone
as is possible for the vocal instrument.
If to this is adde’d a skilful use of all
the resounding resources of the voice, par¬
ticularly those of the lower throat, pharynx,
nose, face and mouth, the singer will pro¬
duce the broadest, fullest, most resonant
low tone of which his organ is capable. •

should be no forcing or driving of the
tone in the attempt to secure power A
voice which, in youth is over-driven few
power loses its loveliness earlv in
career. Of this condition the operatic
stage furnishes too many examples
Vocal Limits
'T'HE LIMITS of range and power are
A set by Nature, and no “art” of man
no “method,” can make a deep toned broad
contralto voice out of one which’ is by

How Get the Student to Work

E

VERY teacher who is worth his salt
is a student of human nature. He
has to be if he is to get satisfactory
results in his teaching. The cut-and-dried
way of giving exercises from some book
or books, the teaching of a “method” with¬
out careful study of the particular needs
of each student and without adaptation of
exercises from time to time as those needs
change with the pupil’s physical, mental
and emotional development—this type of
instruction, once so prevalent, is now con¬
sidered out of date.
It cannot be taken for granted that
every pupil who begins taking lessons has
had his attention called to the subject of
vocal study. It is for the teacher, there¬
fore, to open his work with a new pupil
by calling attention to the nature of the
study to be entered upon.
Pleasure in Study
A/fOREOVER, he must be brought to
an attitude in which pleasure is found
in vocal study. Nothing worth while can
be gotten from a pupil who is not genu¬
inely interested. Among the items which
may be included in the attempt to arouse
the pupil’s interest may be mentioned the
fostering of friendly relations between
teacher and pupil. Usually a student is
not much interested in working with a
teacher he does not like. True, where the
teacher has been one of considerable repu¬
tation and has something the student very
much wants, there has been sufficient mo¬
tive for keeping up interest in the lessons.
But this is the exceptional case.
The old-fashioned (and perhaps we may
say, European) type of music teacher who
rapped the knuckles, threw books at the
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head of the pupil or took a sort of satis¬
faction in sending high-strung girls in tears
out of the studio, does not obtain among
the majority of music teachers, because
the young Americans of today of either
seX will not stand it.
Now it takes force of character and
wisdom on the part of the teacher to set
up friendly relations with the pupil and
at the same time keep such control as will
insure respect and the necessary obedience.
But it is worth the character-study and ef¬
fort involved.
Stimulating “Desire”
allied to the problem of
arousing interest is that of stimulating
“desire.” Here, as in every other relation,
each pupil is a separate subject for careful
Study. What object has the pupil in study¬
ing singing? What does he desire to be¬
come and to accomplish? If his desire has
limited or unworthy bounds, the remedy is
in the teacher’s hands. Is it to “make
money?” Not necessarily an unworthy
ambition, but ought it to be the controlling
factor? Is it to gratify vanity, a love for
the admiration and praise of others?
Neither is this objectionable within proper
limits if used by the teacher to develop
ambition and get work done; but always
it should he subordinated to the higher
purposes.

CLOSELY

Page U1

Is it to gain a feeling of mastery, the
satisfaction of being able to “do” that
which gives power over others, or enables
one to excel ? This is said to be the’ teal
“work motive” of many heads of American
business firms.
A Precious Aid

THIS DESIRE of control is one of the

most valuable aids to the teacher who
keeps it alive and uses it to the fullest
extent short of obscuring a yet higher moThis higher motive is based upon a con- )!
suming love of beauty and of truth as con- k
tained in fine' vocal music, and on a wish to
share it with others through singing in the j
most artistic and effective manner possible. .
Here is the supreme desire for the vocal
student—one which, if possessed only in ;
the germ, or mixed with one or more of .j
the other motives mentioned or possible,
ought always to be kept, to the forefront
by the teacher.
Rules and regulations for lessons and ,
practice periods are all very well, so far !
as they go, but when a real “desire,” the
“I want to,” is aroused and kept strong in, f:
the pupil, rules and regulations are not •
needed as compelling forces but merely as
guides to the most profitable use of time
and effort.

A Conversation About the Singer’s Practice Period
The Parties thereto:
• A Vocal Instructor.
Pupils:
Jane—soprano, sixteen years of age,
wealthy ; 1.. a light, naturally high, colora¬
tura voice: a gift for florid singing but
little depth of feeling.
Martin—tenor, a young Western gar¬
dener, possessor of a naturally strong, but
crude, lyric voice. Really wants to “know
how,” but with little temperamental en¬
dowment and less musical background.
Myra—nineteen years of age, fair, large,
phlegmatic, good-tempered, determined to
become a professional singer if it takes
many years to accomplish it. Has a nat¬
urally swet t voice of contralto timbre, but
a present effective compass called “short.”
Michael aged'twenty, baritone. Celtic
origin; would rather sing than eat; con¬
siderable
lotional power but inclined to
tire quickly of detailed technical study;
thinks well of the “almighty dollar,” and
would like to be a Werrenrath or Gorgoza.
The Conversation
Instruct, >r—What is the chief end of the
Practice Period?
Jane—I have often wondered about that.
Michael—The beginning, sir.
Instructor—Martin, what doe's Michael
Martin—I think Michael means that it
is most important to begin practicing with
the right idea in mind.
Instructor—How then would you begin
to use the practice period?
Martin—I should want to decide how
long I should practice.
Instructor—If one wished to walk from
New York to Portland, Maine, and left
the Metropolis headed west, the longer
the daily period he gave to walking, the
better: is that so?
Myra—But would not starting westward
be to take the longer route?
Michael—But if one is headed in the
right direction, one can accomplish his ob¬
ject in a comparatively short time.
Instructor—Then, what really is the ob¬
ject, of “practicing” ?
Jane—To learn the exercises given by the
teacher.
Instructor—Myra, what do you under¬
stand by “learning” an exercise?
Myra—I think that when I have gotten
tbe pitches and the time correctly I have
d°ne pretty well.

Instructor—I fear that Myra has made
an unintentional confession of weakness as
to pitch and rhythm. Has Myra fully an¬
swered the question?
Michael—One ought always to think of
the tone-quality.
Instructor—(attacking the question from
another standpoint) How is a habit
formed ?
Martin—By doing the same thing in
exactly the same way over and over again,
and a great many times.
Instructor—If you know it is wrong to
perform a certain act, which do you find
the easier repetition of that act, the first
or the twentieth?
Martin—-The twentieth time to be sure!
Instructor—Will anyone now say what
one should think about just before beginning a practice period?
Jane—How to get the notes to come
more quickly and evenly.
Michael—How to make tones big and
full of feeling.
Myra—How to sing in time and get big¬
ger low notes.
Martin—How to get the high tones with
more ease; and how to make people wish
to hear you sing.
Instructor—Bravo, my children! But I
will ask you, does one ask the pony to
draw the load of the well-grown cart¬
horse ?
Michael—Of course not.
Martin—I suppose, sir, you mean that as
we are not advanced pupils, we ought to
think of those things which come first in
learning to sing?
Instructor—Who will say what is the
first thing to be secured by the voice
student.
Michael—A good tone.
Jane—A pretty voice.
Martin—An agreeable quality.
Myra—Sweet tones.
Instructor—It is well. At last you have
arrived at some of the fundamental items
of vocal practice. Do not open your
(Continued on page 148)
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Mail this Coupon for Free Beautiful Portfolio
V/URuIzER, North Tonau amla, N. Y.

NEW COURSE of SINGING
by CORRESPONDENCE
Including Voice Culture, Sight Singing and Mu¬
sical Knowledge. A thorough, practical course.
Small monthly payments. ^Sei^
ALFRED WOOLER, MUS. DOC.
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PROFESSIONAL
June 27 to August 6, 1927 (41st Season)

IosefijSevinniF

SUMMER SCHOOL
Five Weeks

World Renowned Piano Virtuoso. Repertoire Teacher’s Classes. Auditor Classes

Many Special Features for
the Teachers of Music

OSCAR SAENGER
Internationally Famous Master of the Voice. Opera Classes. Teacher’s Classes.
Repertory Classes.

HENIOT LEVY
SILVIO SCIONTI
Brilliant pianists and eminent instructors.

Repertory and Teacher’s Classes

June 27 to July 30

INTENSIVE COURSE FOR SUPERVISORS
PIANO, THEORY, VOICE, VIOLIN
NORMAL TRAINING
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Eminent Teacher of Voice.

JACQUES GORDON
HERBERT BUTLER

Send for Summer School Booklet

COLUMBIA SCHOOL of MUSIC
®ox E

509 South Wabash Avenue

Eminent teacher of the violin.

CHICAGO

WILHELM MIDDELSCHULTE
One of the world’s greatest organists.

SIjp #Iarwtt grhnnl
CONSERVATORY of

JOHN KENDEL

Noted authority on Public School Music.
Faculty of over one hundred artist teachers

Special Summer Courses for Supervisors
of Public School Music 0. E. Robinson, Director
Special Summer
Art, Expression

School

for

Courses in

Dramatic

1 heory

Summer

Courses in

Musical

Arthur O. Andersen, John Palmer, Leo Sowerby

Lectures by Eminent Educators, Recitals by Distinguished Artists

FREE

SCHOLARSHIPS

To talented and deserving students awarded after competitive examinations,
joset Lnevinne will award one scholarship for private and two for reper¬
tory class lessons Oscar Saenger will award five scholarships in
_°Pera Class. Apply for application blanks.
Superior Dormitory Accommodations.

Courses in Piano, Voice, Viojin, Organ, Theory,
Harmony Composition, Cello, Opera Study—
?'i, i »SrCCh acnd
Art and Public
AU thlt’ . IT sSbPeC“'dIfP'- f°r Children.
For catalogue address the Director,
The Starrett School Conservatory of Music
Box E, 4515 Drexel Blvd., Chicago.

me oenven

571 KIMBALL HALL

Music

ire the ’audvaoveemerct oFTKO/’ica.l edvicsjtiotvl

( /HICAGO
G-PJOLLEGE

scjooi MUSIC*
lent

Eminent faculty of 60 Artists. Norma! iinin
Teachers. Students’ Orchestra, Cona r Lect
Diplomas. Degrees and Teachers’ Certitic
Departments—Plano. Voice, Violin, Mus
I lienrv. Composition, ”*-•TU' rches
tral Ins..
Public School Music,
Dramatic
Many Free Advantages and Scholarships
Piano and Violin Prizes
For particulars address—Edwin L. Stephen. Mgr.
COSMOPOLITAN
SCHOOL
U..II DlOF
l . MUSIC
n.:_
Box ]F. 1£th
16th’ Flew-

Vy Herbert Witherspoon. iw.

Occupies a supreme position in its offering of an unparalleled
faculty and altogether unique facilities for the study of all or
any part of a widely diversified and comprehensive curriculum.
MORE than 125 teachers of world-wide reputation constitute
the faculty. Students may elect to take private lessons only
or courses leading to Teachers’ Certificates, Graduation and
Degrees in Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello, Church Organ, Moving
Picture Organ, Theory, Public School Music, Dramatic Art and
Expression; Toe, Ballet, Interpretative and Classical Dancing,
School of Opera, all Orchestral Instruments, Chautauqua,
Lyceum, Concert and Languages.

Professional Debuts, Engagements and Situations
they are ready to commence their public careers.

G0LLGG6 OF fllUSIG me
TR6 LHRG6SB in CR6 OJ6SC
An Endowed. Non-Profit. Publhrinstitution
Degrees and Diplomas

"Worthy of the beautiful setting am

N.UJ;
SI
".L

without charge to teacher or employer.

northwestern
UNIVERSITY
Year 1926-1927

SCHOOL MUSIC CATALOG

.’.SSaSaa.a
Detroit Conservatory of
Frails L. York, M.A., Pres.

A special bureau established

in'the College will-assist artist students in obtaining professional engagements.
Graduates who have qualified as teachers will be assisted in securing situations

Music Supervi’sforeCwB10bB f°r CoI,ee^ Directore and
pJirV’U.mb"Lf“ VnisonrT^TTirTand’Four

.
---J
Uicuiaicoi Illinois.
=efre~ Pt°sPfctus regular catalog and Public School Music’circular
mailed tree on application. For detailed information address

of

S' "V

Public debuts will be given artist students in Central Theatre, Chicago, when

Rates of Tuition Moderate

AMEliCAiTCONSERMTORy

COSMOPOLITAN
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS-J

Walton Pyre, Director

Theatre Organ Playing

Frank VanDusen, Director

Special

MUSIC

6l yes>jpy of extr^ordiixajuy _/■ e i~v ic e

r. r. n w n p

E. WARREN K. HOWE
Famous violin virtuoso and Concert Master Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

EUxabeth Johnson Vice-Pre

A Conservatory Pledged to the Highest
Artistic Standards
Summer Session Opens June 27, 1927
Fall Session Opens September 12, 1927

Music
A COMPLETE SUMMER OR WINTER CATALOG ON REQUEST

‘te West '

Chicago, Illinois

JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT. President

ancT'educational
boarding accommodations.

baieTuponTb! best modern
’

IWany *ree advantages.

Desirable

Address JAMES H, BELL^ Secreh^BM^.^OSs'woodward Aye., Detrai,, Mich,
Please mention THE ETUDE w
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INTERPRETATION FOR ARTIST STUDENTS

KARLETON HACKETT
Distinguished vocal instructor and critic. Repertory and Teacher’s Classes.
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Master School
cIvne 23
PROF. LEOPOLD AUER
MASTER VIOLIN INSTRUCTOR OF THE WORLD

To Avg

HERBERT WITHERSPOON
DISTINGUISHED TEACHER and EDUCATOR

CHARLES M. COURBOIN

PERCY GRAINGER

FAMOUS BELGIAN-AMERICAN ORGANIST (Formerly of Antwerp Cathedral)

WCRLD RENOWNED PIANIST

Mr. and Mrs. VITTORIO ARIMONDI
CELEBRATED VOCAL TEACHERS

RICHARD HAGEMAN

ALEXAN DER RAAB

EDWARD COLLINS

PIANIST (Mar. 1 to Sept. 1)

CHARLES DEMOREST

WELL KNOWN COACH AND TEACHER

CELEBRATED

Julia Lois Caruthers
Anna Ring Clauson
Kenneth Cummings
Clara T. Dailey
Mary Eleanor Daniels
Elena De Marco
Harry R. Detweiler
Gustav Dunkelberger

Hilmer Enander
Gertrude Gahl
Ruby Ginsburg
Helen Greenebaum
David W. Guion
Eudora B. Harbers
Pauline Houck
Herbert Johnson

Max Kramm
Grace Levinson
Bess C. Murray
Dorothy Mendelssohn
Emily B. Nash
Laura C. Neel
Lillian Powers
. Bess Resseguie

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
ENSEMBLE PLAYING
Max Fischel
CLASS PIANO INSTRUCTION
(Chamber Music)
CHOIR AND CHORAL CON
DUCTING

Carolyn Schuyler ,
Myra Seifert-Johnson
Anna Sevin
Jane Waterman
C. Gordon Wedertz
Mabel Wrede-Hunter
Marjorie Woodring

W. Otto Miessner

VOCAL
Sara Irene Campbell
Gordon Campbell
Rose Lutiger Gannon

David W. Guion
Mabel Sharp Herdien
Maybelle Jackson
Charles H. Keep

Lois Dyson
Max Fischel
Maurice Goldblatt

Guy Hartle
Adymae Hathaway
Ray Huntington

Florence Jepperson-Madsen Lucille Stevenson
Jessie Waters Northrop
Isaac Van Grove
Harlan Randall
Helen Wolverton

HARMONICA

FRENCH

VIOLIN
Bertha Kribben
Victor Kuzdo
Christian Lyngby

HISTORY
AND APPRECIA
TION OF MUSIC

Myrtle Martin
Rudolph Reiners
Mary Towbin

Herbert Witherspoon

CHURCH ORGAN
Charles M. Courboin

Helen Greenebaum

VIOLA

Jaroslav Gons
Adelaide Liefeld

Maurice Goldblatt

HARMONY COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON and FUGUE
ORCHESTRATION and MUSICAL LITERATURE

k

Pauline Houck
Wesley Lh Violette
Franklin Madsen

Harold B. Maryott
• Nellie Johnston Moench

REPERTOIRE-INTERPRETATION CLASSES
Herbert Witherspoon (Vocal)
Richard Hageman (Vocal)

E. W. Baidu f

FAMOUS RUSSIAN PIANIST

RENOWNED AMERICAN PIANIST

W. OTTO MIESSNER

LEON SAMETINI

NOTABLE AUTHORITY ON PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

RENOWNED VIOLINIST

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
OPERA CLASSES (Repertoire and Action)
HARMONIC EAR TRAINING
Pasquale Amato
AND KEYBOARD HARMONY
MUSIC APPRECIATION
CLASSES IN ART OF ACCOMPANYING (Vocal, Violin, Opera, etc.)
SIGHT READING
Richard Hageman
EAR TRAINING ACOUSTICS
CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
VOCAL ART, AND LITERA¬
Percy Grainger, Director
TURE
Harold B. Maryott
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
EDUCATIONAL SUBJECTS
VOCAL
VIOLIN
PIANO
English Composition
Herbert Witherspoon
Professor Leopold Auer
Percy Grainger
Educational Psychology
Max Fischel
Alexander Raab
English Literature
Ray Huntington
Julia Lois Caruthers
History of Education
W. Otto Miessner
Educational Sociology
CLASS VIOLIN INSTRUCTION
Principles of Economics
COURSES FOR SUPERVISORS OF ORCHESTRA AND BAND
Eston V. Tubbs
INSTRUMENTS, ORCHESTRAL AND BAND ENSEMBLE
Raymond Dvorak

Henry Francis Park

VIOLONCELLO

Gustav Dunkelberger
Laura D. Harris

Leowie Roussin

AMERICA’S FOREMOST SOPRANO

MOISSAYE BOGUSLAWSKI

C.\ Gordon Wedertz

MOVING PICTURE ORGAN
Charles Demorest

ITALIAN
Amedeo C.

James Hartley

FLORENCE HINKLE

NOTED COACH and ACCOMPANIST

THEATRE ORGANIST

PIANO
Alma W. Anderson
Maurice Aronson
Willa-Bee Atkinson
Viola Cole-Audet
Lillian Boguslawski
Vera Bowen
Paul Breitweiser
Gordon? Campbell

(Six Weeks)

PASQUA
LE AMATO
FAMOUS SINGES METROPOLITAN OPERA
EMINENT HUNGARIAN

GRAHAM REED

vst 6

Professor Leopold Auer (Violin)
Max Fischel (Violin)

Percy Grainger (Piano)
Alexander Raab (Piano)

SlV DENT
Dorm itorie3

"'m

60 EAST VAN BUREN STREET

Elena De Mfarep

TOE BALLET, INTERPRETA¬
TIVE AND CLASSICAL
DANCING
Cecille Barnett.
Libushka Bartusek
Elma Pearl -

COMPLETE SUM

Lester Luther
Mabel L. Howatt
Fannie B. Linderman
Elma Pearl

DRAMATIC ART
SCHOOL OF ACTING

FOLK DANCING

Artistic and comfortable dormitory a commodations for men and women in college
building. Piano furnished wit each room. Prices reasonable. Make
reservati ns early.

Free Fellowships

SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION

CONCERT, CHAUTAUQUA
LYCEUM AND HARP

Lester Luther

Libushka Bartusek:

ALL ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS TAUGHT
By Well (Known Teachers

A

Teachers’Certificates^Degrees
MER OR WINTER CATALOG ON REQUEST

^

N

Mus ical College
HERBERT WITHERSPOON, President
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager
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Musical Pointers
for

Musical Parents
Conducted by
MARGARET WHEELER ROSS
Only questions of general interest will be answered, in this department.
Address all inquiries to Educational Service Department (Parents’ Department),
The Etude Music Magazine.
Write questions on a separate sheet of paper bearing the full name and address of
the sender, of which only the initials mil be published.

Placing the Piano

I

WONDER if you have ever sat down may force you to put your instrument
and thought seriously about the po- close' to a window. If so, unless the case¬
sition of your piano? Too often it is ment is good and tight, provide it with
put where it looks best in the room, acous¬ weather-strips and avoid raising the win¬
tic laws being completely ignored, as well dow when the weather is cold or damp, or
as the deleterious influence of its natural when a wind is blowing that will strike
enemies, the radiators, registers, and win¬ the piano.
dows, or perhaps, most important of all,
the best interests of the practicing children.
For Best Results
Now all of these things are of tre¬
For the child’s comfort and best results
mendous importance in the life and length for its practice, several things should be
of service of your piano, and in the mu¬ considered. First, the room should be
sical development of your children.
warm and cheerful. Don’t put your piano
off in a cold, formal “parlor” and expect
Planning the House
children to be happy in their practice
Unfortunately few of our homes are periods. Cold fingers on cold keys do
planned with the thought of the proper not excite warmth of feeling, joy, or en¬
placing of the piano in mind. The aver¬ thusiasm in piano work. Put the piano in
age architect considers the position of the living-room, and try to make it an in¬
the kitchen range, the sink, and the re¬ timate member of the family. You may
frigerator, for both comfort and con¬ have to exercise some discipline and au¬
venience; he plans the proper placing of thority in keeping the other members of
the beds and dressers for the reflect¬ the family from interfering with the chil¬
ing of the light away from the one, and dren’s practice, but it can be done and
on to the other; he studies all about is fine character training for them. Be¬
the situation of the living-room furniture, sides, the lesson in concentration on the
for cosy warm corners and well-illumi¬ part of the practicing child is invaluable.
nated reading places, and then forgets to
Another objection to placing a piano by
leave a solid wall space with properly a window is that you are inviting trouble
placed reflecting windows for the piano. for yourself at practice hours because the
Further, in working out the lighting children are distracted by all sorts of out¬
scheme, most architects plan very carefully door activities. Their interest is thereby
for the successful illumination of the divided, and the work is less efficient.
dressers, sink, and range, with innumer¬
Avoid having a clock in view of the!
able conveniently placed sockets for the keyboard.
Be yourself the practicing
electrical household appliances and table child’s timekeeper.
lamp, and then fail to provide wall or
And now a few words concerning the
floor sockets for properly lighting the care the instrument should receive. The
most important thing in this connection is
Since the equipment of most of our the matter of tuning. For two reasons the
homes now includes a piano, this is a re¬ piano should be always as nearly perfectly
grettable piece of neglect in house plan¬ in tune as it is possible to keep it: For
ning and is a thing we mothers and home¬ its own material welfare, and for the cor¬
makers must begin to work upon.
rect ear-training of those using it. Em¬
ploy a properly qualified and registered
tuner; and, when you have done this, do
Position of the Piano
not
change. Tramp piano tuners are nu¬
Considering the laws of acoustics, the
best possible place for the piano is in a merous, and are generally incompetent
Put your instrument
corner with two solid walls behind for and unreliable.
the enforcement or enlargement of the under the care of a first class resident
tone. Because the corner is more than tuner, and let him go over it thoroughly
likely dark, this often is impossible, espe¬ at least once a year, and touch it up, if
cially if the instrument is an upright and need be, between times.
You should have, and should endeavor
therefore does not extend out into the
room, where it catches the light from the to awaken in the children, a real affection
windows. But it is urged that you do for the piano. It should be' more than an
your best to give your piano the benefit of ornament, a piece of mechanism, an article
of furniture, or a plaything. It should
a solid wall behind it.
be a lovable companion for which the
Your next problem is the windows,
family should hold an affectionate regard.
radiators and registers. Because of the
This attitude and spirit can be cultivated
ruinous effect of sudden changes of tem¬
if the mother sets the example.
perature upon even the very best of pianos,
you must consider these features. By all
"I enjoy opera enormously, but I refuse
means avoid the over-heated spots, or you
may soon find your treasure a dried out to take it too seriously.”—Compton Mac¬
rattle-box. The question of proper light kenzie.

Alexander Kipnis
—eminent basso, portrays “The Cardinal,” “Baron
Ochs,” the “King,” “Mephisto,” with the subtle
understanding of tone values befitting each role.
In his admiration of

KIMBALL PIANOS
Mr. Kipnis especially expresses his delight in the
“human voice” quality which “admirably sup¬
ports the voice and is a constant pleasure to the
opera singer—it is a great piano.”
You, too, will enjoy the tone and reliability of the
Kimball. There is a new style Kimball exactly suited
to your home, whether grand or upright. Cata¬
logues and nearest dealers’ names sent on request.

W. W. KIMBALL COMPANY
(Established 1857)
Department KE, 306 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

AT

LAST —FOR

ONLY

-

$
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The Neely 4-Octave Keyboard With INDIVIDUAL KEY-ACTION
Standard size keys; standard dip; piano
touch. A portable silent keyboard with
handle for carrying and a folding music rack
inside the case. About the size of a violin
case; finely finished; weight. 7 lbs. A real
aid to class teaching and the lowest-priced
high - quality keyboard available for
Sent on Approval; Guaranteed
for Five (5) Years

FORSE MFG. CO.

700 Long Street, Anderson, Indiana

TINDALE
Music Filing Cabinet

AXEL CHRISTENSEN
(Famous Vaudeville and Radio Star)

a “CHRISTENSEN SCHOOL" in nearly
SZ. —* , every, city-see your phone book for local address-or
lessons Riven by mail. SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
OCT ^EL'S WMP^^JraiNSTRUCTION BOOt^ showing bow
from your /ooalteachor orseat postpaid for $!.’ *** M
* W°rk'
PIANO TEACHERS: If0

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o
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Public School Music Department

(Continued from page 110)
but know little of that which is connected should be kept in view by the accompanist,
with the violin and other stringed instru- The section beginning at 33 and extending
ments
to 38 should be played legato with the
A COMPLETE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
While it would be too much, perhaps, damper pedal down on the first note and
Affiliated with the University of Cincinnati
to ask an accompanist who has devoted his removed on the last note of each measure,
Pianoforte—Voice Culture—Violin—Organ—All Orchestral Instruments
life to studying the piano, to learn the Make the sudden chord at the end of measPublic School Music (accredited)—Opera—Drama—Languages—Dancing
violin, too, in order to be able to support ure 38 loud and incisive,
Catalogue mill be lent on application
a virtuoso on that instrument more effiThe accompaniment in the Allegro agiIdeal Dormitories on the Campus for Students from a Distance
ciently, it would not be too much to ask tafo should not be played too loudly or too
him to study the violin part of a compo- heavily, partly for the reason that a too
BERTHA BAUR, President and Director
Highland and Burnet Aves
Burnet C.Tuthill. Central Manager_and Oak St Cincinnati. Oh’lo
sition as abstract music or by playing it on forcible reading of it would tend to drown
the piano, before he considers himself capa- the violin part and partly because such a
ble of accompanying the solo instrumental- performance would leave no contrast possiDANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE ist
efficiently. An accompanist who pur- ble when the long and gradual crescendo
WARREN, OHIO
poses playing the piano part of Adoration begins at measure 49. The accompanist
The Only University of Music in the World
will be well advised to study the violin part should observe that after the culmination
as well as his own. On the contrary, the of this crescendo at measure 54, there is a
All branches taught on the daily lesson plan
: : Special Music Supervisors Course
violinist who essays this piece, or, indeed, sudden subsidence and a piano on the first
Catalogue on application to LYNN B. DANA, Pres. Desk E.
any other, will give a better interpretation note of the following measure (55), after
of it if he knows the piano part in addition which the crescendo begins again. In playto that whieh he plays himself. I have ng this, the pianist should endeavor to make
often been struck by the circumstance that each successive beat louder than that which
so many violin students who learn compo- has gone before it, and the cumulative insitions for their instrument, know very lit- tensity of tone should be brought about, of
tie of and care less for the actual music in course, in the tremolo in the left hand as
them and apply themselves merely to the well as in the right. The rallentando in
technical difficulties of the violin part with- measure 58 should be very marked. What
out bothering about the piano part at all. was said previously about the harp-like
chords accompanying the opening subject
The Piano’s Part
in the violin part applies equally to the
HE FOUR MEASURES for the repetition of them at 59 and following
piano which open Adoration should measures,
not be played too forte; for too much tone
Do not overlook the rallentando in 73
in the piano would neutralize the sonority and wait on the last chord for the violinist
which is necessary to the violin when it en- to play the final D in that measure. The
ters at the end of the opening phrase. The Coda, beginning at 74 and extending to the
accompaniment which follows should have end, must be very tranquil and subdued in
somewhat the effect of a harp; but do not the accompaniment. The pianist must be
make the chords short or dry, but rather careful to follow the ritardando which the
give them sustaining power by means of soloist will make in measure 77. He should
the damper pedal. Be careful to follow the also be careful not to drag out the three
solo instrument in 18 and in the rallentando last chords of the piece, as the violinist has
of the following measure. The section to hold the last D throughout—not to menfrom measure 20 should be played legato tion the pause made on the final note—and
and not too loud. In measure 24 the first to sustain one note for so long is by no
four eighth-notes might with advantage be means easy,
f made more prominent. In 29 and the folThe accompaniment has been considered
lowing measure the accompanist must be at considerable length in this lesson because
careful to bring out the B, B-sharp and the the success in performance of any soloist—
C-sharp in the middle part of the harmony, violinist or vocalist—depends largely upon
A slight ritardando will probably be made the intelligence and the musical feeling with
by the soloist at measure 32; and this which the piano part is read.

(Continued from page 108)

Cincinnati (fonsertiatortj “Ottlusic
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VALPARAISO
UNIVERSITY>araiso.TndiaKA '
ZHOOL OF MUSIC '
Better Than Ever”
Piano, Voice, Violin, Theory,
sic. ^Students nr.

SPRING TERM STARTS MARCH 28TH
Controlled by Lutheran University Association
since Sept., 1925. Open to all. For special Bulletin
address office of the President, Dept. K.
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
Valparaiso, I

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
OF SHENANDOAH COLLEGE
In the heart of The Shenandoah Valley, near Washing¬
ton. Full Courses in all branches of Music. Pupils this
year from fifteen States. Rates most reasonable. Large
School Orchestra and Band, Piano Tuning and Pipe
Organ.
Ask for Calahgue
SHENANDOAH COLLEGE :: DAYTON, VIRGINIA

WILLIS J. CUNNINGHAM

MILLIKIN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
ffera thoro training in music. Courses leading to
lie Degree. Diploma, and Certifi. rice. Violin, Organ, Public School
Methods anJ * * ‘
” ’ ■

Papa Haydn’s Sunniness
Mr. Finck has written, “Haydn, the son
of a Croatian peasant, had heard in his
childhood the songs of the ploughman and
the reaper, the songs of rustic courtship
and village merrymaking. And when he
was writing at Esterhazy’s castle, half un¬
consciously he began to weave them into
the texture of his compositions, borrowing
here a phrase, there a strain, there an en-

:u$ic
Art, Interior Decorating, Costume Designing. /-ir>lO j
Swimming Pool. Gymnasium. Riding and Golf. GIRL>»id
New Buildings. Athletics under supervision. YOUNG
%
V/OMEH
gTAUNTON, YlRG[HtA»-

Atlanta Conservatory of Music

Piano

Special Teachers Normal Course, nn

JOSEPH D. DeNARDO
Harmony, Composition
94 teachers enrolled in Summer Normal Classes of 1926
ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

Adrantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere.
Students may enter at any time. Send for
Catalog.
QEO. F. LINDNER, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

ESTABLISHED 1857

PFARnnV CONSERVATORY
I LnUUl/ 1
BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

Vo?ce,taV&inTandn Drif Art!
Faculty of international fame. Private and
lessons. Applied Work.
SPECIAL SUMMER COURSES
Consisting^ of Iwoweeb Course of Public S
Music Methods; six weeks Piano Normal Met
Dormitories for Women
Our Summer Circular will help you. Write t,
Full information from
JOHN L. GRUBER, Manager
218 West Broadway, Louisville, Kenti

dComstille Conservatory ofeMusic
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“Adoration”

tire melody, and gradually fashioning his
own times on these native models.”
We are given a view of him as he was
writing the music for “The Seasons.”
There is the old composer sitting down to
work in his seventieth year, with an un¬
congenial text before him; but no indica¬
tions of age or weakness are to be found
in his music, which is fresh, original,
bright and graceful, a treasure house of
ideas to which subsequent composers have
gone time after time attempting to picture
nature’s moods.

Reflection
By Howard Mynning
Among piano students a vast amount of
misunderstanding is general regarding the
question of repetition. It is quite obviously
true that we learn to do a thing by doing
it, that is to say, by repetition. Hans Vierkoetter learned to swim the English chan¬
nel in 12.42 simply by doing one thing over
and over again until he changed from a
novice to a swimmer. In like manner
Josef Hofmann learned to master the
piano.
. The' student should continually exa¬
mine his own work with the same acute¬
ness he would be expected to show were
he teaching another.”—Josef Hofmann.

The Course for Grade 8A
HE CORRELATION of music and
other subjects of the Junior High
School program should not be lost sight
of and a contact should be maintained
with many of the other subjects in every
way possible.
The course's in current geography and
general science will furnish a background
of interest for a presentation of the na¬
tional music of various countries. Studies
of their anthems, hymns and dances will
furnish interesting topics for music appre¬
ciation in grade 8a. A study of the' char¬
acteristics and beauty of the folk music
in these countries will afford a most inter¬
esting and valuable background for the
course in later grades. Records of instru¬
ments which are’ peculiarly national in
character will supplement all of this work.
Steps 4 and 5 respectively are continuations
of the general plan- for review work and
the consideration of current interest in local
musical affairs.
Outline for Grade 8a
1. National music.
■ (a) Vocal
The world's national anthems
and hymns
(b) Instrumental
The national dances
2. Folk music of the' world.
(a) The European countries
(b) The American countries
(c) Other countries
3. National instruments of Scotland,
Spain, Hungary, South America and
other countries.
4. Musical masterpieces for illustration
and memory.
5. Current musical events.

THE

The Course for Grade 8B

called elements of music. With the
background of appreciation of mood and
beauty given by the use of the shorter
musical forms "illustrated and discussed
in grade 8b, the pupils should be pre¬
pared to analyze simple musical forms.
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Outline for Grade 9a
The elements of music.
1. Rhythm
2. Melody
3. Harmony
4. A contrast of the above elements.
5. Simple musical forms
(a) Unitary
(b) Binary
(c) Ternary
(d) Rondo
(e) Theme and variations.
6. Musical masterpieces for illustration
and memory.
7. Current musical events.
The Course of Study for Grade 9B

THE GENERAL interest in the story

element contained in program music
should be used in conjunction with all
of the typical selections in program style
used in any part of the course. A dis¬
cussion of program music, as such, should
be introduced in grade 9b. This should
be followed by a presentation of pure or
absolute music as the contrasting type.
In close connection with the above con¬
trasting types, a study should be made of
compositions which depict mood in music
through a contrast of the major and minor
modes introduced in the same composition.
As a supplement to the previous expe¬
rience gained in vocal and instrumental
music, in the listening lessons of the
earlier terms of the course, a brief study
should be made of the individual work and
interpretation of celebrated artists and the
work of celebrated vocal and instrumental
ensembles.

WORK in music appreciation
studied so far will afford a sufficient
Outline for Grade 9b
background for the presentation of a
brief exposition of some of the works of 1. ' Program music
the great composers in representative com¬ 2. Pure music
positions of the shorter vocal and instru¬ 3. Mood in music through a contrast of
mental forms. This will serve to_ in¬
major and minor
troduce a brief study of one oratorio and 4. A special study of the voices of artists
one opera. The sequential presentation of
in solo and vocal ensembles
the various numbers of the larger works
need not be given. A brief analysis of the 5. A special study of the work of instru¬
mental artists in solo and ensemble,
text or libretto will serve to convey a
including the symphony orchestra.
suitable understanding of the dramatic
6. Musical masterpieces for illustration
purpose of the music presented.
and memory
A correlative study of literature, art and
music may be combined in developing these 7. Current musical events.
art forms. Mendelssohn’s “Elijah” and
Points in Presenting Appreciation
the children’s opera “Hansel and Gretel”
hy Humperdinck, may be used for this
N ALL PARTS of the course monotony
purpose. The opera “Martha” by Flotow,
would result from a too obvious pre¬
furnishes excellent material if “Hansel sentation of the topics to be illustrated and
and Gretel” is considered too immature discussed. Variety should be sought by
for junior high school use.
contrasting and comparing vocal music
with instrumental music. Monthly re¬
views may be made for memory work.
Outline for Grade 8b
A study of the great composers and their Pupils should be prepared to take part in
the programs .whenever possible.
representative compositions:
Every school should work to obtain a
b In vocal music of the shorter forms
suitable library of records. The work in
2- In instrumental music of the shorter music appreciation should not be withheld,
however, until this is done, for in the
forms
meantime pupils and teachers will have
3- In oratorio (“Elijah”)
collections of records which they will
b In opera (“Hansel and Gretel” or
gladly offer for use in developing an appre¬
“Martha”)
ciative understanding of good music.
5- Musical masterpieces for illustration
There follows part III of a combined
and memory
elective course in history, appreciation and
6-. Current musical events
harmony for use with “The Standard
History of Music” and “Supplement” by
James Francis Cooke, and “The Harmony
The Course for Grade 9A
- Pupils in grade 9a should have suf- Book for Beginners” by Preston Ware
ncient interest and musical understanding Orem.
(Continued on page 158)
° enjoy a brief presentation of the so-
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KATE S. CHITTENDEN (Piano Dept., Vassar College; American Institute)
says: “I have looked over John Thompson’s little Velocity Studies with
great interest. I find them one of the most valuable publications thatI have seen in a long while. I shall take pleasure in recommending them
to our Teachers and the Alumni.”
CARL M. ROEDER (Teacher
Centennial Interstate Cont._. _ _
Clubs): “I cannot too highly commend John Thompson’s Fii
Velocity, ‘Keyboard Frolics.’ No recent publication of _ ,,
material that has come to my attention so effectively presents the fund
mentals of modem pianoforte playing. Every important phase of Keyboa
approach is so intelligently and attractively set forth as to give the wo
a distinction which is bound to win for it immediate popularity amor
teachers and young students alike.”
BOOKS I A

SCHROEDER 8s GUNTHER, Inc.
Specialists in the publication of teaching material for the early grades.
17 East 45th Street, New York City.

GENTLEMEN:
You may send the
following on approval
that I may return this
within 30 days
should so desire.

if

I

□ Keyboard Frolics. Book I
□ Keyboard Frolics. Book II
Send and charge to .
Street .
Reference
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Negative Virtues of the Piano
HE PIANO has also a number of
what may be called negative virtues.
These are best appreciated by those who
have had the longest experience with large
organs: It is not the hundredth part as
liable to sudden and embarrassing derange¬
ments of the mechanism, such as the
“ciphering” of a note (the continuation of
the sound after the key is released) ; there
is no blowing-mechanism, either electric,
hydraulic or human, to get out of order;
if once in tune, it stays fairly well in tune
even at widely varying temperatures (the
organ decidedly does not) ; and when out
of tune it can be tuned at about one-tenth
the cost of an organ-tuning.
By tradition—much less ancient, how¬
ever, than is commonly supposed—the or¬
gan is a sort of sacrosanct instrument espe¬
cially appropriate to Divine service. This
unique distinction is in danger of being lost
at the present day, however, through the
very common introduction of organs into
theaters and “movie” houses. If one is
willing to accept hard historical facts in
the place of flimsily grounded sentiment, it
should be remembered that the first promi¬
nent use of the organ was not for religious
purposes at all, much less for Christian
worship, but at the old Roman gladiatorial
shows and other worldly entertainments.
The well-known painting of St. Cecilia
(the patron saint of music) sitting at an
organ and accompanying her own singing
is an anachronism which is recognized by
scholars as having arisen from a mis¬
translation of the old Latin account of her.
It was taken to mean, “St. Cecilia sang
hymns to the sound of the organ,” whereas
the true reading is, “St. Cecilia, at the
sound of the organ, began singing hymns.”
Rendered into terms of our present-day
existence, it might be expressed thus : “St.
Cecilia, being annoyed at the sound of the
jazz orchestra next door, shut the windows
and began singing some good old Gospel
hymns.”
If one' wishes to cheer his imagination
by some worthy historical sanction for the
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ROM an appreciative reader of The
Etude, in a town of the Middle West,
we recently had this message:
. . . . I hope that The Etude editor
will assign, or that you will feel the urge some
time to write, an article with some such title
as this .... for the benefit of poor fish
like myself who have to play the church service
on a piano. I have difficulty in finding music
for this purpose which is devotional in char¬
acter and yet neither trite, hackneyed, nor
too severe for the average sraall-town audi¬
ence. Sometimes I get pieces from The
Etude, like Melody in D, by T. D. Williams,
which go very well. I think that an article
along this line would be of interest to other
readers besides myself.”
It is encouraging to be able to help
people who already show evidence of help¬
ing themselves as does the author of the
above letter. First, he appreciates that the
music used for this purpose should be “de¬
votional in character,” and yet he is not
willing to allow himself to fall into the
rut of using just a few hackneyed pieces.
Second, he has begun to search diligently
for pieces to build up a suitable repertoire
and has already found a few. Without
doubt, a more extended search will result
in adding many more which satisfy his
sense of fitness and excellence.
There is one point, however, on which he
must be gently admonished. He should
stop feeling sorry for himself because he
has only a piano to play. The piano, though
it lacks the grandeur, the power of sus¬
tained tone and the variety of tone-color
possible to a large organ, is nevertheless a
wonderful instrument, capable of express¬
ing all varieties of sentiment when skill¬
fully handled. Since, in leading congrega¬
tional singing, its percussive tone is able,
to define the rhythm much more sharply
than the organ, it is much better able to
secure good “attack” and keep the voices
together. The thing which it most lacks—
a true cantabile effect—is not missed, for
that is supplied by the voices themselves.
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About Congregational Singing
By Albert Cotsworth

The Organist’s Etude
Edited for February by Well-Known Specialists
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Organ Department
“An Organist’s Etude Complete in Itself”

The Piano for the Church Service—What to Play—How to Play
By Edwin Hall Pierce
use of the piano in sacred music, let him Ever Faithful. The Bourrec from the
think of it as a modern equivalent for the Third Suite for Cello and the Gavotteharp of King David, the psalmist.
Rondo from the Sixth Violin Sonata make
good Postludes, while the Menuet from the
First Suite for Cello makes a very pleas¬
Dance Rhythms Taboo
OW, IN regard to what to play, the ing Offertory. On the other hand, in this
literature of piano music is so incom¬ same book, such pieces as the Gigue from
parably rich that there ought to be no the First Partita or the Priambule from
difficulty in choosing suitable pieces. It is the Sixth Violin Sonata savor too strongly
easiest simply to give a little warning as to- of technical display, while several other
what to avoid. Any tune which is asso¬ pieces therein sound a little too dry and
ciated with secular words and any piece severe to modern ears.
In the Schubert Album a number of ap¬
which has a dance rhythm similar to
dances familiar at the present day, such as propriate gems will be found, especially
the fox-trot or the waltz, must be strictly the Moment Musical No. 6 and Impromptu
tabooed; likewise any piece which contains No. 2. The Impromptu No. 4, on the other
a strong element of purely technical dis¬ hand, contains too much pianistic display,
play.
Some of the ancient dance- and the Waltses too much worldly senti¬
movements, however, such as the sarabands, ment for our purpose. In the Schumann
gavottes or bourrees of Bach or Handel, Album, Traumerei and By the Fireside
may be used without compunction because make good Offertories, the Entr’acte from
they no longer contain any suggestion of Manfred a good opening Voluntary, and
the dance, to modern ears, and are worthy the Novelette in F (or part of it) a good
Postlude.
and dignified compositions.
Chopin had best be ruled out altogether,
Aside from the accompaniment of hymns
and anthems, the principal types of music in spite of his many incomparable beauties,
called for are the Voluntary, the Postlude for his type of sentiment is never of a
and the Offertory, which in Protestant religious sort whether he is grave or gay.
churches means a piece played during the Neither is the church service a place to
taking of the collection, in Catholic introduce the subtle and exotic harmonies
churches, something quite different, as it of such composers as Debussy or Ravel.
forms part of the ritual. The Voluntary It is safer to err on the side of being a
should generally be a piece of somewhat little too conservative.
quiet and meditative character, though on
certain special occasions, such as Christ¬
The Soft Pedal
mas, Easter or “Children’s Sunday,” it may
A member of the music committee
be of a more lively and joyous nature. The
Offertory is. generally a short piece, neither stopped the tenor in the church vestibule
too somber nor too gay, which should be as he came out.
“I think," he said, “that you sang a pas¬
chosen discreetly with regard to the usual
time needed for taking up the collection in sage in the anthem too loudly this morn¬
the particular church in question. The ing.’’
“But
it’s marked ‘ff,’” objected the singer.
Postlude is generally of a livelier charac¬
“So I see.
And doesn’t ‘f mean
ter, though it should retain a certain dig¬
nity and must never be frivolous. On spe¬ ‘faintly ?’ ”—Musical America.
cially solemn occasions one should be duly
careful to choose a number which will not
jar with the prevailing mood of the wor¬
shippers. If the player is skilled in impro¬
visation, an improvisation based on the
melody of the last hymn sung will often
prove highly appropriate.
As I have said, the repertoire of the
piano is unlimited, and search will reveal
a constantly enlarging supply of appropri¬
ate pieces; but for the benefit of those
who may not as yet have accumulated a
sufficiently large library of music, these
two books may be quite helpful at the
start: Piano Voluntaries, by Ashford, and
Sunday Piano Music. For those more ad¬
vanced, very many of the movements from
Beethoven’s sonatas, used whole or in part,
will be found excellent—the slow move¬
ments for opening Voluntaries and the al¬
legros for Postludes.
Many of MacDowell’s shorter pieces make excellent
Offertories.

N

From the Masters’ Albums
T N THE Bach Album (Heinze) the Sar-*• abandcs from the First French Suite and
the Fifth English Suite make excellent
Voluntaries; so does the aria My Heart

Part II
The Theological Trend

THIS
LITTLE perspective which leaves
the “Oh Master” idea supreme as
contrasted with the “Dread Sovereign,”
for an evening hymn, and “Come Now,
Forget Our Mirth Awhile, and Think
That We Must Die,” is a fair indication of
the theological trend. But, strangely, in
the withdrawal of the terror of an angry
God something of the ease which goes
with comfort has slipped into worship as
well as belief and conduct. Not so much
the idea of letting “a choir praise God for
us” as that of “letting George do it”—
which is the way many people unload duty
or privilege onto the shoulders of those
who allow it.
With better and better equipment for
up-and-coming congregational singing the
depreciated average in Chicago is notice¬
able whether one be critical, sad or merely
observant. Even to the extent of clipping
off verses from hymns and reducing the
old-time number of three hymns in a serv¬
ice to two and frequently to one. A lot of
reasons may be deduced, but the one which
sort of stays with me is that with the
present valuation placed on sermons and
eminent speakers the critical faculties ex¬
pand and spontaneity and enthusiasm,
which are emotions, are leashed. Intense
thinking and intense emotion clash. Leave
out hearty surrender to the joy of praise
and the singing in church means nothing.
Ministers’ Musical Limitations
MINISTERS are naturally the pivots
of a church service. As a rule they
come from seminaries where “we regard
music as the war department of the
church.” So far as acquaintance with musi¬
cal literature and hymnody is concerned,
they are fully limited, with few exeptions.
Following inclination they run to liturgy
and sermon.
It is believable that if they occasionally
stopped the organist after the first verse
of lukewarm vocalism, looked over and
under their spectacles and asked: “Is that
the best you can do to show your grati¬
tude to your Master in praise?” there
might be surprise in the result as well as
shock.
I suggested it in print once and a true
sport of a preacher read the comment to
his congregation cheerily. To his satis¬
faction they came back at him mightily in
sound. But others may. maintain that true
devotion is not manifested in noise alone,
and that the stiller, smaller voice carries
higher aspiration. That has been said—but
subtlety is not as contagious as a hearti¬
ness coming from volume made through
participation of all.
Cause and Effect
F ASKED to be definite and less reflec¬
tive as to cause and effect, my thought
just now is that many of my fellow organ¬
ists do not sense that, after all, they must
lead the congregational singing. The min¬
ister does not know, the quartet at times
does not care, and the choir and director
are not much encouraged to believe that
the hymns are as important as the anthems.
I don’t see any shirking in choir lofts,
but so few of those in the ranks know
how things sound down in the pews! I
see good, honest, loyal endeavor every¬
where ; unselfish devotion and sturdy striv¬
ing.
After a period of steady listening in dif¬
ferent churches every Sunday and with
fifty years of church playing behind me, I
admire my brethren and successors beyond
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Does Your Child
Enjoy This Advantage?

CHILDREN
Beginning piano study
must first learn to acquire correct

touch. Your child will make better
niano6Containing' the Wessell, Nickel &
Gross piano action. This action’s perfect
balance and .delicate, w
y feel oi
on^a piano Wessell, Nickel & Gross
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words. But in the main the organist has
learned to use rhythm everywhere but in
hymn playing. If well schooled he is chary
of the swing that savors of a Gospel hymn.
If unschooled, rhythm has not been ac¬
quired, since, if it be not born in one, it
is about as difficult a process as students
find.
Tone Tells
RGANISTS also forget that the
crowd follows tone or sound, not a
stick or waved hands. If the organ tone is
firm, steady, opulent and determined, with
good pedal underpinning and couplers, it
gives the timid, the hesitant, the untrained,
the uninterested, a feeling of support, of
urge, of command.
I do not go into the matter of following
text sensitively save to say there is no
room for sentimentality in praiseful church
singing. Much more may be said about
this. What is important is a lead from
the organ or instrument. The playing of
the tune beforehand should indicate the
mood, the manner, the rhythm, the author¬
ity. Else, why play it? Wherever this is
done the returns* are cumulative, for even
the careless heed the determined and splen¬
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Guilfliant Organ School

THEATRE ORfiAN PLAYING

VERMOND KNAUSS SCHOOL OF
THEATRE ORGAN PLAYING
210 North 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

Reed and Student Organs.

“Captain” and “Mate”
ERHAPS what I seek to say is that
congregational singing is indifferent.
When a thing is good or bad people fight
for or Against it. When they do not care
(may I say—“a whoop”?) it is drifting to
leeward—and the rocks. In this instance
the minister is the helmsman and the or¬
ganist is first mate.
Coming out by that same door wherein
I went, as old Omar puts it, we are crea¬
tures of habit, but can change. Without
presuming to dictate, it is easily in the
power of ministers and organists to stir
congregations and give them a definite
chance to build anew. Or else to be told,
equally definitely, that the old order changeth into a church which does not value fel¬
lowship in song.—From The Diapason.

Just Remuneration For Organists

The Pennsylvania Chapter of the
American Guild of Organists has started
in the c
rPHE standing of
a much needed campaign for better salaries
ityof
Philadelphia, is indicated
1 ereat city
of Phila
for organists. Those who engineer the
_organs in St. Mark’s. St. Luke
affairs of churches are usually good busi¬
and Epiphany, St. Clement’s, Church of
the Saviour. Arch Street Presbyterian.
ness men, but they fail to realize that
Cathedral SS. Peter and Paul, Girard
music is one of the great practical assets
College, First New Jerusalem Church.
of the church in contributing that atmos¬
phere of inspiration that attracts those
models of modern construction
tutiful churchly tone.
who may not be regular church members.
The recommendations of the committee
appointed to remedy existing conditions
I 165 Woodland St.
Hartford, Conn. I follow:
In^our deliberations we have been im¬
pressed with two surprising conditions,
namely, the comparative sums paid by
church bodies for new edifices, new or¬
gans, and organists’ salaries, and the com¬
parative sums paid by church officials for
the upkeep of their organ and for the
salary of their organist. We find it no
uncommon thing for a church to spend
A Distinctive School for
six (6) figures for a new edifice, 5 fig¬
Serious Students
ures for a new organ and 3 figures for
the salary of the organist. For example,
Free Scholarships
a church in Philadelphia has recently
erected an edifice costing over $400,000,
Write for Catalog
installed a new organ costing over $15,000
17 East Eleventh St., N. Y.
and a prominent and capable organist
of this city was offered $600 per year to
take charge of the music. Furthermore,
if $750 per year were allowed for depre¬
ciation of the instrument, $900 per year
INSTRUCTION IN
allowed on the money invested therein and
$350 allowed for the yearly running ex¬
penses of this organ, we’ would find that
Practice Facilities. Special course for ->
$2000 is the amount costing the church for
pianists changing to organ.
Advanced pupils have the advantage of
the yearly upkeep of this instrument and
lessons before the screen under the
not one-third of this amount offered a man
same conditions as prevail in
any large theatre.
to play the instrument.
OUR PUPILS SUCCEED WHERE OTHER
If church music is to continue to be a
ORGANISTS FAIL
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did climaxes and take the tones through
the roof and on to the place where honor
dwelleth.
Mr. Moody used to say that many pray
ers never got beyond the church ceiling
because the pleas were not earnest enough
to carry farther. Perfunctory hymn play¬
ing is much the same, and there is a
mighty lot of it.

factor in the! work of the church, it is the
opinion of your committee that speedy
action must he taken by the American
Guild of Organists and similar organiza¬
tions to make the profession of church or¬
ganist, involving so much out-put of labor
and capital, attractive to talented men and
attractive enough to keep talented men.
This hardly seems possible in these days
without compensation sufficient to enable
one to do good work; and good work in
organizing and maintaining a choir and in
properly playing a church service on most
salaries paid today is almost impossible.
This committee, furthermore, feels that
the salary of minister and salary of organ¬
ist and choirmaster should be on a five (5)
to two (2) ratio as a minimum. For ex¬
ample, when a minister receives a salary of
$5000 per year the salary of the organist
and choirmaster should be $2000 per year.
Concerning the “free recital” this com¬
mittee believes that the day of the “free
recital” is past. What an organist sees fit
to do in his or her own church position
is a matter for him or her to decide, but,
for a recitalist to play elsewhere for noth¬
ing or even for expenses tends to cheapen
the profession and hold the profession up
to ridicule.
(Signed)
Committee—
Ralph Kinder, Chairman
Harry C. Banks, Jr.
Newell Robinson
William T. Thinnings
Edward R. Tourison, Jr.
(Additional copies of this report can be
obtained by addressing the Secretary of
the Penn. Chapter, James C. Warhurst,
Room 403, 1520 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.)

The Choral Organist

in 1640
2 the First Kil§en Orpan
& was built m an *
if
Old Time Abbey
N an ivy-clad abbey
that had seen Knight* hood flower and fade,
Sebastian Kilgen built
the first pipe organ
which bore his name.
That rare old instru¬
ment and its home are
now in ruins: but the
pride of craftsmanship
that went into it is still
preserved. <1 Genera¬
tion after generation
the Kilgen Family has
carried on this tradi¬
tional craft devotion
until now almost three
centuries it remains the
creed of the Kilgen Pipe
Organ Guild. <1 In great
auditoriums and houses
of worship, both im¬
pressive and modest,
millions of music lovers
are inspired by Kilgen
harmonious tones and
stately melodies. Our
interesting
brochure
No, 103 will be sent
on request,

<^eo. Mgen & ^>on, 3nc.
Jshttlbers:
Pipe #r gang
ST. LOUIS

By Walter Henry Hall
With this preparation, who will deny
Apparently the rarest gift possessed
by the average organist is the faculty of the added power of interpretation which
fully realizing the content of choral music. is given to those who with heart and mind
It is possible to adhere strictly to every and soul reverently enter into the atmos¬
mark of expression, and yet fail to grasp phere of inspired words and inspiredmusic? There will come revealings of
the inner meaning of certain anthems.
which we never dreamed. The musician
It is necessary to let ourselves absorb,
who in this way controls his feelings by
so to speak, all that we are capable of the judicious use of his reason, and yet
containing. This may seem fanciful, and who will not allow his reason to check
would be if we allowed our emotions to the legitimate flow of his emotions, has
rim riot. We must control these emo¬ made good progress in the interpretative
art.—The Diapason.
tions by the exercise of our judgment.
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IME-KEEPING is a difficulty that
all musicians have to overcome,
particularly violinists. The pian¬
ist’s left hand usually marks out a regular
rhythm of beats which serves to pin down
the right-hand melody; but the violinist
has no such assistance. Instead, however,
he has an unoccupied right-foot which
can give invaluable assistance.
Many people object to beating-time with
the foot. It is, they say, inelegant and
noisy. Actually it need be neither, for the
necessary movements should be so slight
as to be apparent only to the performer
himself.
It is doubtful if there is any profession
al orchestral man who has not some more
or less efficient system of beating time
Obviously, it is better to use the right
foot, for this is freer, whether the fiddler
be standing or sitting. Whilst practicing,
it is advisable to raise the front part of
the foot an inch or two from the floor and
to bring it down firmly. The heel acts
as a pivot for the movement, and is never
lifted from the ground.
Some musicians tap the foot downward
on every beat. This has the disadvan¬
tages of involving twice as much work as
is necessary and of giving no clue to one’s
whereabouts in' a bar.
Beat Directions
The proper movements are as follows:
Simple Duple time (as 2/4) down on
beat one, up on two.
Simple Triple time (as 3/4) down on
beat one, down on two, up on three.
Simple Quadruple time (as 4/4) down
on beat one, up on. two, down on three,
up on four.
Compound Duple time (as 6/8) down
on beat one, up on four—or this may be
treated as two complete simple triple
measures; that is, each beat tapped separ-.
ately. This is advisable in long or slow
measures.
t.
Compound Triple time (as 9/8) down
on beat one, down on four, up on seven—
or it may be considered as three simple
triple measures.
Compound Quadruple time (as 12/8)
down on beat one, up on four, down on
seven, up on ten—or it may be taken as
four simple triple measures.
It will be noticed that the foot falls on
the accented beats and is rasied on the
unaccented. This affords most valuable
help in keeping one's place.
This beating with the foot should first
be practiced with very simple, familiar
music. When some proficiency is gained
the movement may be reduced until the
foot moves so slightly as not to raise the
shoe from the floor at all.
Troublesome Time
Supposing a young violinst finds the
time of a piece of music very trouble¬
some and resolves to give particular at¬
tention to this one matter. He picks up
his instrument to play the awkward piece.
Instantly many things claim his attention
—the position of his violin, intonation,
quality of tone, position of bow, bow-grip,
the position of notes on the finger-board,
and so on. So many things get some share
of his attention that the matter of time!
can have only a scant measure of care.
What is clearly desirable is some meth¬
od of study by which absolute concentra¬
tion can be gained for this one point of
time-values. Fortunately there is such a
method—though comparatively few teach¬
ers seem aware of it. No instrument is
necessary, and pitch of notes counts for
nothing; the one thing taken into consid¬
eration is the duration of notes and rests.
One can sit in an easy chair, to practice
it, with a book of music open on the knees.
The right hand should lie on the musicpage, with the fingers held in readiness
for tapping—just as if they were to play
notes on the piano.
It is best to count aloud. For every
note, a finger taps down on to the book
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Edited by ROBERT BRAINE
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Time-Keeping Tips
By Sid G. Hedges
—preferably just under that particular
note; and the finger remains down for
precisely the duration of the note. Accents
should be marked by additional force in
the taps of the finger-tips. For groups
of fairly rapid notes it will be easier to
use several fingers than one only—just as
in real pianoforte playing.
Rests must be justly observed, by theraising of the fingers. In syncopated meas¬
ures, much help can be gained by giving a
sharp pressure to the finger which is hold¬
ing down the syncopated note, just as on
the otherwise unmarked beats.
Gradually more and more difficult music
may be tapped out in this way. Fifteen
minutes daily might be allotted to the
work, until one’s time-keeping ability
proves comfortably in advance of his prac¬
tical technic.
Mastering Groups
Groups of notes—three, four or six, on
single beats—give much trouble to the in¬
experienced student. Not that he does not
understand the necessary subdivision of a
beat;(but he cannot properly judge the
speed of the small notes so as to make
them exactly fit in. Nothing can so de¬
velop this capacity of accurate judgment
as finger-tapping, whilst counting aloud.
Constant repetition is the key; first with
threes and fours, then with larger num¬

bers and uneven or compound groups. A
five should be considered as a slightly slow
three, with a slightly fast two; a seven as
a three and a four.
The Thoughtless Composer
But the most efficient time-keeper and
sight-reader is sometimes in difficulties for
which the composer or arranger of music
is to blame.
Occasionally a composer's
musical notation is as faulty and unintel¬
ligible as an author’s handwriting. One
bad example is the first measure of Bach’s
Six Solo Sonatas for the Violin. This
would be tremendously simplified if it was
changed into four complete measures of
common time.
The thirty-second notes
would thus be readily comprehended as
eighths, and the last four notes clearly un¬
derstood as occupying one beat. It would
be necessary, besides, merely to alter Adagio
to, perhaps, Andantino. The composer’s
intentions would thus be undisturbed.
To play this measure, as it stands, one
is compelled to split it up into the four
parts; and this mental subdivision of awk¬
ward measures should always be practiced.
So, no violin student need long complain
of his inability to keep time. If he prac¬
tices the finger-tapping perseveringly, and
learns to beat time properly with the
right foot, such elementary difficulties will
rapidly disappear.

Cleaning the Violin
ANY INQUIRIES reach the
Violinists’ Etude as to the best
way to clean the violin. To use
a Hibernicism, the “best way to clean it
is not to get it dirty.” There is really
no necessity for getting a violin grimy.
If, after use, it is wiped off lightly with
a cloth to remove the rosin which flies
off the bow in playing, the varnish will
retain its pristine beauty for centuries.
Human nature is indolent, however, and
a large proportion of violin players will
not go even to the slight trouble of pre¬
serving the beauty and usefulness of the
varnish on their violins. Besides this, we
have a large number of violinists, usually
of the “country fiddler” type, who are
possessed with the notion that it is an
advantage to let the powdered rosin lie
on their violins until it becomes thickly
caked all round the bridge and, to some
extent, over the belly of the violin. Why
they should imagine that a thick cake of
rosin on the top of the violin should im¬
prove the tone is past comprehension. The
very opposite is true. Accumulated rosin
on the violin is a dirt catcher and at¬
tracts moisture. If there is a great deal
of it, it must to a certain extent interfere
with the free vibration of the belly.
Wipe the Fingerboard
p SPECIALLY is it important to wipe
' off the fingerboard when through play¬
ing, for, if left on the fingerboard, the
rosin will get on the player’s fingers mak¬
ing them sticky. It is impossible to play
neatly and correctly with sticky fingers.
The fact remains, however, that there
are an enormous number of dirty violins

ih the world. The problem is to clean
them and bring out the original lustre of
the varnish. People use all sorts of prep¬
arations to achieve this result, from soap
and water to furniture polish. To use
plain water on a string instrument for
any purpose whatever is one of the car¬
dinal . sins. Many good preparations for
cleaning violins are on the market and
can be bought in any music store. Some
of these are put up in tube form and can
handily be kept in one of the compart¬
ments of the violin case. In using most
of these preparations it is necessary only
to rub a small amount on the patches of
dirt and rosin and afterwards polish with
a clean dry cloth.
Rosin and Dirt
TJ ONEYMAN, English authority on the
_
violin, gives in his excellent work,
“The Violin and How to Master It,” the
following formula for cleaning the violin:
“Fine raw linseed oil, 7 parts; oil of tur¬
pentine, 1 part; water, 4 parts.” Any
druggist can prepare this, or the violinist
can get the ingredients and mix them him¬
self. When using, shake the bottle well,
pour some of the mixture on a cloth and
rub rapidly over the violin; then wipe off
every particle and rub with another soft
cloth.
It does sometimes happen that the rosin
and dirt, after a long period of years,
have become so caked on the violin that
ordinary preparations will not remove
them. In such cases raw linseed oil, to
which a small amount of powdered pumice
stone has been added, will often prove
efficacious. In using the latter, care must

be taken not to rub too vigorously, as
there is danger of injuring the varnish.
Occasionally a violin which was used
before the varnish had become perfectly
dry (badly made varnish does not dry
for a long time) presents a surface on
which the rosin is so mixed with the var¬
nish that it is really a part of it. There
is nothing to do then but to sandpaper the
old varnish off and re-varnish the violin.
A violin should never be used until the
varnish is dry and hard, for sticky varnish
catches rosin and dirt as fly-paper catches
flies.
A violin should be re-varnished, espe¬
cially in the case of a valuable old speci¬
men, only when the varnish is in ex¬
tremely bad condition.
Old Cremona
violins are much more valuable if the
original varnish is intact and in good con¬
dition.

Importance of the Chin Rest
Paganini’s contortions, which were so
mercilessly caricatured during the great
violinist’s lifetime, were not affected by
Paganini for the sake of appearances. In
my opinion they were caused principally by
an unsuitable chin rest. Absurd as this
statement may seem, I feel that I am justi¬
fied in making it. What, then, is the func¬
tion of the chin rest, and when did it come
into general use? Its function is not to
protect the varnish of the violin. The best
instruments of the' Cremona school were
finished long before chin rests were thought
of, or necessary. When violin music was
written in the first position, the chin rest
could be very well dispensed with. But as
soon as violinists began to move into the
higher positions on the modern long finger¬
board, they felt it more and more difficult
to hold the violin in place when they drew
their hands back from the higher positions
to the lower.
The German violinist and composer,
Ludwig Spohr, is generally credited with
the invention of the chin rest. His inven¬
tion consisted of a strip of wood along the
edge of the violin by means of whicn the
performer could prevent the instrument
from slipping away from him when draw¬
ing the hand back from the lower positions.
As Paganini was bom some three months
before Spohr, in the year 1784, it is not
rash to suppose that Paganini did all his
work as a student without any kind of
chin rest. He acquired the habits of a con¬
tortionist as a boy while attempting to do
his extraordinary feats without a chin rest
to help him hold the instrument. Every
violinist knows how exceedingly awkward
the violin feels without a chin rest.
Later in life Paganini made use of the
chin rest of the simple kind invented by
Spohr.
A modern violinist has many varieties of
chin rests at his disposal. They are of all
shapes and sizes. Yet I am of the opinion
that the importance of the chin rest is not
sufficiently considered by the student.
A violinist selects the shoes that fit his
feet, but he does not always select the chin
rest that fits his neck. It matters not how
comfortable the chin rest feels to the cheek
or jaw. Its enormously important function
is to fill the space between the collar bone
and the chin so well that the violinist is
not obliged to raise the left shoulder to
bring it forward. If the' violinist cannot
let his left arm hang absolutely relaxed
while he holds his violin in position with¬
out the support of the right hand, he must
give' serious attention to his chin rest
I believe that more violinists fail to
achieve a facile technic because of con¬
tracted muscles in the shoulder than from
any other cause. I have seen violinists suf¬
fer so much pain in the shoulder that they
were actually compelled to stop playing for
many minutes.
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A Block of Wood
I knew a violin student in Paris, an
American girl, who could not practice more
than half an hour without a cramp in her
shoulder and arm. She was very tall and
had a long neck. I fitted a narrow block
0f wood between her violin and the chin
°est, extending the chin rest about an inch.
To the amazement and delight of the young
]a(]y with the long neck, her aches and
pains immediately left her. She can play
hours at a stretch now, and her trills and
rapid passages are' lighter, more rapid, more
musical, simply because the contraction has
been removed from her muscles.
More recently still, a violinist of the
highest class, certainly one' of the finest
women violinists I ever heard, played three
concertos with orchestra, one evening in a
Paris concert hall. I attended the rehearsal
the day before the concert, and was present
at the concert as well. In the artists’ room
after the concert, the' violinist said to me:
“You have told me nothing about my play¬
ing. Is there anything wrong with it?”
“Yes,” I replied. “Tell me; what is wrong
with my playing?” “Your chin rest,” I
answered.
She almost dropped her violin, not so
much from surprise as from the conviction
that I was right. “Do you know,” said
she, “that I have consulted some of the
best nerve specialists of Berlin?' I have
had electric treatment, massage, liniments,
enforced idleness. You are the first to tell
me the cause of the ache in my shoulder.”
A chin rest half an inch higher cured this
superb artist of the contraction in her
shoulder. The forward and upward move¬
ment of the left shoulder which she was
compelled to make in order to hold her
violin in place, was very slight. Yet it
was enough to cause her suffering and
often great pain in concertos and other
movements' of length.

A Specialist
If this matter were purely a theory of
mine it would hardly be worth more than
a passing thought, as I am not a violinist
in any sense of the word. But during my
long experience as a conductor and a music
critic I have often heard violinists com¬
plain of the pains in their shoulders. I
have, therefore, given considerable thought
to this subject and on several occasions
have brought immediate relief to the suf¬
ferers.
I know a very eminent violinist who had
a plaster cast of his face made in order to
get a chin rest to fit his jaw. He did well
in selecting a rest that was comfortable
under his face. But if the chin rest did
not fill properly the space between the col¬
lar bone and the jaw bone, he was liable
to have an ache in his shoulder with arm
contractions which would get worse and
worse in proportion to the ache in the
shoulder. There is where the secret of
technical facility lies.
This matter of chin rests is especially
important to women for they play in pub¬
lic with bare shoulders, and consequently
must rely entirely on chin rests and
cushion to fill up the space. Let a male
violinist attempt to play his instrument in
his shirt sleeves, and without the lapel of
his coat to act as a pad. He will imme¬
diately feel how difficult it is to hold the
violin.
The female shoulder differs slightly from
the male, of course, and a woman’s muscles
are a little softer and less conscious of a
slight contraction, perhaps. But I am con¬
vinced that the female students of the vio¬
lin should give the greatest care' to the
selection of a chin rest and a cushion that
will compensate for the lack of the lapels
of the coat the male violinist wears.
In nearly every case it is the woman
violinist who has complained of the
shoulder pains. —Clarence Lucas, in the
New York Musical Courier.

Before Calling the ’Cello Doctor
By Caroline V. Wood
Does your ’cello rattle atrociously at
times? Perhaps you have some buttons on
the front of your clothes against which the
’cello rests when you play. Or the front
or back of your instrument may have be¬
come unglued at some spot. Again, the
small strip of wood over, which the strings
pass at the top of the fingerboard may
have become unglued.
Does the tone of your instrument seem
somewhat muffled? The sounding post
may have fallen down or slipped out of
place. Perhaps the wire wrapping on one
of your strings has broken in several
Places and the string is almost ready to
break. A new string will often help.
It may be that the bridge has slipped1.
Also bear in mind that the tone of a ’cello
>s improved if the bridge slants very
slightly backward. It should never slant
forward. Care, however, must be ex¬
ercised, in adjusting the bridge, to prevent
■Is falling; down.

Is there an unpleasant, unaccountable
twang on certain pizzicato notes? If this
persists after you have made sure that
you are stopping the strings firmly, the
twang is probably caused by an uneven¬
ness. in the fingerboard. Only a reliable
repair man should attempt to remedy this
defect.
Do any of your pegs slip, constantly get¬
ting the instrument out of tune? Remem¬
ber that a peg should be firmly pressed
into the hold while it is being turned. If
it still, slips after, this, precaution has been
taken, remove the peg and rub a little
chalk on it.
Undue tightness of a peg, rendering it
difficult to- tune the ’cello accurately, may
be overcome by removing the peg and
applying dry soap. A very little soap will
suffice, however; too. much will cause the
peg to slip uncontrollably.

The Price of Freedom
By Hope Stoddard
T§|.*fUm of the violinist should be to
relegate as many as possible of his move■Hents to the sub-conscious. At first he
must concentrate on holding his. violin
orjzontally, his bow at right angles to,
e strings, his fingers erect on the fingerard. Soon these acts are done uncon¬
sciously, Then he learns to make. the
. Aje 'ntr‘cate activities—the cool exact■ ude of executing gradual crescendos and
Crescendos,
firm placement of fin?ers m double-stopping phrases, the varyfissures of closed harmonics—purely
automatic.
...
...

At a Mischa Elman concert, one notices
the buoyancy, the seeming carelessness of
the great violinist. ’ Without the least
straining or uneasiness he plays the most
difficult passages. It is- a spectacle of ab¬
solute freedom.
But: cam you. not imagine the years of
ceaseless endeavor, of painstaking prac¬
tice, of humble- devotion, sacrificed before
this assurance was gained? Truly, free¬
dom is bought with a price—the price of
absolute and unqualified consecration to
art.
-

T
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VIOLIN OUTFITS

HERE is no one in the world who is better qualified to pass
judgment on the quality of a violin outfit than Leopold Auer,
the greatest living violin teacher.
Prof. Auer has personally selected and approved every article
included in the three violin outfits that bear his name and a certificate,
signed by the master, is furnished with every genuine Leopold Auer
Violin Outfit.
It is impossible for you to be disappointed in a Leopold Auer Violin Out¬
fit as our unusual guarantee positively assures permanent satisfaction. If you
will fill in the coupon and mail it to us we shall be glad to send you a special
folder which explains our guarantee and contains illustrations, descriptions
and prices of the three Leopold Auer Violin Outfits.

CARL FISCHER, inc.
New York: Cooper Square

CARL FISCHER. Inc.
E-227
Without obligation on my part, please send
me^your Leopold Auer Violin Outfit

BOSTON
252 Tremont Street
CHICAGO
430 S. Wabash Avenue

II your Music Loving Friends about
iding in their subscriptions. Ack Jo
THE ETUDE
1712 i

to give you the privilege of
”philadelphia. Pa.

— Vega
MASTER

REPRODUCTIONS

Vega Violins are finished with a Cremonese oil varnish in detailed
reproduction of every mark of use and age customary to a genuine
old master. . Each violin is subject to two years’ seasoning process,
then graduated and adjusted by experts.
Write for free catalog and trial offer
Manufacturers of the
famous Vegaphone
Banjos and Standard
Trumpets.

The Vega Co.
159-89
Columbus Avenue
Boston, Mass.

RARE VIOLINS by famous masters
within the reach of those of modest means

G

ITTELSON & HOWARD have adopted the policy of specializing
in violins by famous but lesser Italian masters, at moderate prices.

Mr. Howard has just returned from abroad with a widely
representative collection including Guadagnini, Grancino, Rocca,
Ceruti, Testore, Marchi, Costa, Floriani, Pedrinelli, and many other
fine examples of the Nineteenth Century.
A complete descriptive catalogue will be mailed on request

GITTELSON & HOWARD
33 WEST EIGHTH STREET

NEW YORK
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Violin Questions Answered

What Every Music Lover Should Know
About the Band

By MR. BRAINE

(Continued, from page 96)

radivarlua.

-s would be t—..examination. This would entail considerable
trouble and expense, and you would lie al¬
most certain to be disappointed.
Cheap Lessons Versus Good Lessons.
A. Y.—Five or six years of age is none too
early to start if you expect tjie child to become
a finished violinist. Choose a teacher who has
had a good education in violin playing him¬
self and much experience in violin teaching,
especially in teaching young children, and
who has turned out many fine pupils. Violin
teaching is an art in itself. Do not hunt for
cheap lessons, but good lessons.
Little-Known Violin Finns.
D. A. K.—I do not know the firm you name
and have never seen any of their violins. Pos¬
sibly some of the music stores in Omaha, Ne¬
braska, can furnish the information. There
are thousands of violin makers scattered all
over the world only a comparative few of
Whom are well known.
Tuning the Violin.
W. N.—At first the beginner
strings of
~ "
the piano
_
_||_
which give these tones. These four pipe_
fastened together and can be purchased for
about fifty cents in any music store. The ‘
is tuned .
lastly the
_
,
must learn to recognize, by ear, the interval
of a fifth, which is used in tuning the strings
of the violin, in order that he may tune the
violin without the* assistance of another In¬
strument. Any one with a musical ear can
learn to recognize* the interval of a fifth in
a very short time. Later on the pupil should
learn to tune by chords, first tuning the E
and A, then the D and A, then the G and D.
As the bow is drawn steadily - "

much interesting musical history* to be learned
(tom it and many good stories of musical
celebrities.
This work is unfortunately out of print at
present, but it is to be found in. many public
ieSj an(1 copies can 0ften: be1 purchased
n second-hand book shops.

lor C. N. Collin Mezin, jusepu
and Bernardel Pere. He also worked in New
York for several years. He was ait excellent
workman and received several medals for his
J. K. L.—There is an arrangement of The
Last Rose of Summer for violin and piano,
by Henry Farmer, which might answer your
purpose. It is of about the same grade of
difficulty as the well-known Singelee operatic
fantasias, and is suitable for a pupil who has
mastered the Kayser Studies.

done very carefully t<

d cutting tl

ig Supposed St rad.
■
l -—ii you will write to one of the firms
who deal in old violins and whp advertise in
the Etude, you can arrange, by the payment
of a fee, to have your supposed.Stradivarius
violin examined and appraised. Of course
you understand that the chanees that your
violin is a genuine Strad are very remote in¬
deed, as there are in existence millions of vio¬
lins which^have labels exactly like the one
Re-hairing the Bow.
J. M. P— It is best not to attempt the
vibrato until the student can play in renson-

'Tire’s how to be\
POPULAR

A comparison of the instrumentation of the orchestra and band

Instruments of the Orchestra

Corresponding Instruments in
the Band

Violins
Violas
Cellos
Double Bass (Bass Viol)

B-flat Clarinets
Altos, Alto Horn
Bass, Alto Saxophones
Tubas (Brass)
Baritone and Bass Saxophones
Bass Clarinets (wood, single¬
reed)

Flutes

Same, but in greater numbers

Oboes
English Horn

Same
Same
Cornets, as the Soprano Brass

Horns
Bassoons
Battery (Drums, Tympani
and other percussions)

Same
Same

One A-flat piccolo clarinet. (It was too shrieking.)
Three E-flat clarinets. (I use six flutes instead, because
of greatly superior tone quality.)
One contrabassoon.
(We have the better speaking saxo¬
phones.)
One E-flat cornet.
Two Flugel horns.
Two E-flat alto horns. (French horns take their place.)
Two B-flat tenor horns.
(Euphoniums now take their
place.)
Meanwhile, the saxophone is more in use. I use eight saxo¬
phones where Gilmore had four. I do not employ the soprano
Expert performers for the modern concert band are in
demand. In an organization such as the Sousa Band, every
performer has to be in the artist class—every one an expert.
(Continued on Next Page)
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JULES FALK
The Distinguished

VIOLINIST
SEASON 1927-28 NOW BOOKING

SUMMER MASTER CLASS
in VIOLIN STUDY at
ATLANTIC CITY, NEW JERSEY
June 1st to September 15th
Assistants for Lower Grades
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VIOLIN BOW TECHNIC
By Henry HoarS
Price, $1.50
An outstanding work dealing with this partic¬
ular phase of Violin artistry. Devoted exclu¬
sively to the problems surrounding the Bow and
die fundamental principles of its technic.
Available in all stages of violin playing.
It has received well merited praise from noted
violinists such as—
Arthur Hartmann
Louis Persinger
Jacques Gordon
Hugo Kortschak
Alexander Bloch
Paul Vernon
Otto Fessler
Adolf Weidig
Joseph H. Chapek

Same

In addition to these are a number of instruments, including
saxophone family, the flugel horn and the euphonium, rarely in
the orchestra.
The modern concert band has been most progressive. I
recently looked over the list of instruments employed by the
famous Patrick Sarsfield Gilmore in his excellent band of thirtyfive years ago. Gilmore used sixty-six instruments in his large
band, as contrasted with my concert band of eighty. Sixteen of
the instruments employed by Gilmore in that combination are
now obsolete in my band. They are:

G*’
,SUl= *—• C
audio; Hollywood Woman’s Club, 7

Harriet^Bacon SLwmSJ &53a!2JI
Juno,- Cleveland, Ohio, July; Fayetteville.
^ ^
Mrs. Kate D.M Marden, 61 N. 16th St., Portland, Oregon.
Mrs. Wesley Porter Mason, 6262 Oram Ave.. Dallas Texas

INFORMATION AND BOOKLET UPON REQUEST

Clayton F. Summy Co., Publishers
429 South Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

HUBU5T 1SEMUNDER 81 50N5
Makers of the World Famous

French horns and oboes are scarcer; in fact, there is plenty of
room at the top of the ladder for exceptionally fine players.
Many people make the great mistake of calling the band
a “brass band.” There is a vast difference between the concert
band and the brass band. There are numerous excellent brass
bands in England, such as the famous “Besses of the Birns.”
The brass band has excellent military value, but it would
not do for continuous concert purposes.
It lacks variety of
color. The ear craves a variety of tone—color.
I am often asked whether playing wind instruments is
injurious to the throat. On the contrary, I should say that it is
very beneficial. Wind instrument players are for the most part
in excellent health.
There are frequent discussions among wind instrument
players as to the relative merits of the trumpet and the cornet.
In general it may be said that their mode of employment in the
band and in the orchestra is quite different.
In the orchestra
they are often brought out with such abruptness and sharpness
that they have something of the effect of a percussion instru¬
ment. They have what some have called a “brassy blare,” and
orchestra composers apparently use them for such effects at
times. In the band, however, the perfectly played cornet has a
very lyric quality.
The trumpet, being in existence before the cornet, led the
masters, such as Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn and the others, to
write for the trumpet. At times their efforts with the trumpet
are not conducive to add to the gayety of nations. I am con¬
fident, if the comet as we know it had been in existence in those
days, many symphonies would have had cornet parts instead of
trumpet. Cecil Forsyth, in his admirable treatise on orchestra¬
tion, says that the feeling against the comet by some musicians
is caused by prejudice and ignorance, and I agree with him fully.
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melody or passage; or it may be such as of treating it.’’—The
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Telephone 1620 Riverside
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' by the greatest art
appreciated

VIOLIN Soloist
TEACHER

Faust School of Tuning
STANDARD OF AMERICA
ALUMNI OF 2000
Piano Tuning, Pipe and
Reed Organ and Player
Piano. Year Book Free
27-29 Gainsboro Street
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ENGRAVERS—LITHOGRAPHERS

GfomBrom HIMSELF
couldn’t be
more popular
There he is, popularity itself, and six weeks
ago he was a social no&ody. Now look at him I In¬
vited everywhere! Center of attraction! Charming
all the good times with his

Glme ^Tone

Saxophone

Where are you? Are you in the picture? Or out of
it? Do you long for attention? the admiration of
friends? gay parties? good times with those you like
best? All these things, and more, are yours if you
will earn your welcome-learn to play this most won¬
derful of all musical instruments.
You Can Do It, Easy
Within a week you can be playing tunes. 3 lessons
given on request with each new instrument explain
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The Violins With the Soulful Tone
A new illustrated catalog free
REAL AND RARE OLD VIOLINS
Illustrated catalog free
Finest Strings
Artistic Repairs
Violins sent for two weeks’ trial
Send for our chart and we will fit your individuality
125-127 West 42d Street, New York City

On
Credit
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What Music Lovers Should Know of the Band
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Isabel M. Tone, 626 S. Catalina St., Loa Angelea, Calif.
Mrs. H. R. Watkins, 124 East 11th St., Oklahoma City, Okla.

J

SDY new, easy methods you can learn to play
i) a Conn saxophone in a few short weeks.
Entertain yourself and your friends. Its zest¬
ful, cheering music makes you the life of the
party; you’re welcome everywhere.
Free Trial, Easy Payments on any Conn
instrument for band or orchestra. Exclusive,
I easy-playing features, yet Conns cost no more
k than others. Write today for free literature.
I, C. G. CONN, JCtd., 213 Conn Bldg.
u
Elkhart, Ind.
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NEW WORKS
Advance of Publication Offers
February, 1927
Album of Study Pieces in Thirds and
Sixths
.30
_ .
-«-»■—
-n
Beginners’
Method• for the Saxophone.
Beginner’s Voice Book—Proschowsky. .. .
Book of Part Songs for Boys With Chang¬
ing Voices .
Brehm’s FirBt Steps for Young Piano
Beginners .
Fifty Easy Melodious Studies for the 30
Pianoforte—Op. 7—Bidhl.
First Garland of Flowers—Violin and
Piano—Weiss .
Forty Negro Spirituals—White
Fundamental Studies in ViolonceP Technic—Schwartz ..
H. M. S. Pinafore—Sullivan.
Master Vocal Exercises—Connell.
Melodious Study Album for Young Play¬
ers—Sartorio. 30
New Collection of Favorite Songs and
Choruses for All Occasions.
New Easter Service'—Clark.
New First, and Third Position Album—
Violin and Piano.
50
New Organ Collection. .35
Pianist’s Daily Dozen, The—Macklin.... *“
Secular Two-Part Song Collection. 20
Seven Octave Studies—Kullak. 40
Twenty-four Caprices—Violin—Bode ....
Twenty-four Melodious and Progressive
Studies—Gurlitt . 30
Very FirBt Pieces Played on the Keyboard
—Wright .
Violin Method for Beginners—Hathaway. 40
The Teacher’s Advertising
Problem Solved
Many, many times have those who are
considered authorities in the educational
field of music been asked by members
of the teaching profession, “What can
I do to get more pupils?” No matter
how well gthe question may have heen
answered in the* past it was not solved,
because the teacher was told only what
to do but not given the materials with
which to carry out the suggestions.
The Etude Music Magazine evolved
a plan and produced a letter for the
plan, giving not only the answer to the
oft-asked question, but also the solution
of the means by which the plan might
be carried out. The whole idea of the
■ ' ■
plan has the same underlying
principles
utilized by various lines of business do¬
ing group advertising for the benefit of
thea, w.wxv.
entire business.
Just as big businesses have found it
necessary to spread propaganda in favor
of a thing before actually trying to make
a sale of it, so music teachers will find
it most profitable to educate parents to
realize the value of giving their sons and
daughters a musical education, before
actually asking parents to provide musical
instruction for their children. It is a
matter of great gratification to publishers
of The Etude Music Magazine that so
many teachers have enthused over the
letter that they have made available to
teachers at very nominal prices.
Thousands already have been sold to
teachers in all parts of the country and
the teacher, who wants' to do the same
amount of educational music work in his
community as progressive teachers elsewhere are doing, can do nothing better
than secure some of - these letters with
his name and address at the top of the
first page, sign them and send them out
as individual work on his part for the
promotion of the interest that parents
should take in the cultural and beneficial
education of their children.
This letter and plan is described more
fully in a display announcement in this

A Book of Part-Songs
For Boys With
Changing Voices
This book has been prepared espedally for youths in high schools, boys
clubs and at camps. Some of the num¬
bers are so arranged as to be sung either
in unison, in two, or in three parts.
Others are to be sung in three parts or in
four parts, but irt all cases, the compasses
of the voices are extremely limited.
Peculiar qualifications are required in
songs of this type, both as to text, music
and vocal range. There are five numbers
in this volume as follows: Gipsy Song,
Song of the Road, Swing-Along-Alo,
Evening Song, Nonsense Song. Popular
contemporary writers are represented.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid,
_
Melodious Study Album
por Young Players
g A SartOHO
'
The many teachers who have used so
successfully the various sets of studies
hy Mr. A. Sartorio, have been asking for
a book still easier than any of the series.
So, in response to this demand, Mr.
Sartorio has recently composed the Melodious Study Album for Young Players.
The short studies in this work are very
much like pieces, each having a distinctive
title, but, they also have educational merit,
tending to develop elementary technic as
well as musicianship. They begin in
Grade Two and progress towards Grade
Three.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is SO cents per copy,
postpaid,

_
Easter Music
In anticipation of the seasonal requests
for Easter Music, we have again assembled a complete assortment of vocal
solos, duets, part songs, anthems, cantatas
and services, also other material approP.riate
,this
which closely
rivals Christmas in its musical appeal.
With each passing year Easter is more
and more musically observed. Not even
the smallest choir need let the event go
by without a special program of Easter
Music. Publishers and composers have
provided ample material from which to
choose anything from the simplest to the
most elaborate, and between these extremes there is an almost inexhaustible
supply of really good music easily within
the reach of the average choir or soloist,
Selecting such music is a simple undertaking if recourse is had to our Selection
(or On Sale) Department.
Every request we receive for returnable samples of Easter Music has the
attention of trained and experienced
people who are familiar with choir needs.
This service is always at the command Violin Method For Beginners
of choir directors, organists or soloists. By Ann Hathaway
Easter Music sent for examination should
This violin instruction book is being
be returned as soon as convenient after
added to our catalog, not because it is
inspection.
merely good, but because it is an out¬
standing offering to aid the l;=cher of
Album of Study Pieces
violin beginners in obtaining very satis¬
In Thirds and Sixths
From the publication of the first vol¬ factory results with these beginners.
However, it
to carry
ume our series of “Albums of Study however
it does
aoes not
not attempt
attempt to
carry
Pieces for Special Purposes” has been ?he P"Pdout °f tbe ,flrst Pos;tK'n- 1^v“
most successful. These books are popular
^
with teachers and self-help students be- ^ tea^‘er, “
***** having
cause they assist in the development of Kiven a good foundatmn w.th the mater,al
technical facility in a most pleasant, yet
blithe way through, this instrucvery effective way. Instead of having to tion book shows the work of a clear thmkplod through a series of dry, uninteresting
'L “ln,ded *”1? exc£edlnffV
studies, as was formerly the case, the
“P?™1
if
student. In these books, covers the same vaI?fe-,0? Publication cash price of this
ground by means of tuneful piano comfor bePnners Is 40 cents a copy,
positions containing various examples of Puf>lPawlthe particular technical difficulty to which _
.
, ...
the volume is dedicated. Previous vol- Beginner S Voice Book
ames have covered Trills, Arpeggios, By FrantZ Proschowsky
Scales, and Octaves. This new volume,
Another number in our celebrated
now in preparation, will be devoted to series of Beginners’ Books. This will be
the playing of Double Notes, Thirds and one Qf tj,e first as wen as tpe
t
t,hs. The pieces are of intermediate plete. —
■
- —
■
Sixths
Beginners’
Voice
Book published.
the Third Grade. While this work
is being prepared for publication we are
booking orders forj copies of the first ediat the very low price of 30 cents.
The regular price of this book when
placed on the market will be the same as
previous volumes m the series,
cents.
, Method
Beginner b iVieinou
r Or saxophone
The saxophone has ceased to be a fad
or a novelty among musical instruments
but has settled down into a regular member of the band or orchestra. Beside this,
it is a very pleasant instrument for solo
playing at home. It is our aim to make
our series of Beginners’ Books as simple,
practical and understandable as possible.
Our new Saxophone Book should prove
to be one of the most popular of the
series. It is being prepared under the
personal supervision of Mr. H. Benne
Hen'ton, who is one of the greatest living players and authorities on this instrument. The book is a real beginners’ book,
starting right from the beginning and
working by gradual steps from the ground
up. The material is all very pleasing
and easily understood.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 40 cents per copy,

at uic ottiuc time, u carries on tne rudiments of music. The beginner is taught
musjcai notation, and so much of the
theoretical side as may be essential in the
cuitivation of sight-singing. Intervals
and scales> for insfance) are approached
in a manner both novel and Practical,
the aim being to develop vocal proficiency
and musical ability at one and the same
time.
The special introductory price in advance of publication is 60 cents per copv
postpaid.
r
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Song Collection
This is a book which will appeal espedally to those who direct school choruses
and to those who are organizing new
choruses of untrained material. The numbers are all of most pleasing character"
tuneful throughout and not containing anv
awkward intervals. They are also limited
as to compass, making no extraordinarv
demands upon the voice. Some of our
most successful easy two-part numbers
will be used in the make-up of this book
The special introductory price in ad'
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy

New Easter Service
For Sunday Schools
By F. A. Clark
The various festival services for Sun¬
day Schools, by Mr. F. A. Clark, have
proven among the most successful of all,
Mr. Clark has just completed a Neto
Easter Service for Sunday Schools,
This service includes some of the most
melodious numbers that wq have ever seen
from Mr. Clark’s pen. It is a very bright
service, cheerful throughout, and full of
“go.” The numbers are well contrasted
and the service is complete with readings,
recitations, etc.
The special introductory price in ad-'
vance of publication is 5 cents per copy}
postpaid.
Forty Negro Spirituals
By Clarence Cameron White
Everyone loves the Negro Spirituals.
They have an irresistible heart appeal,
as well as definite musical value and,
interest. Mr. Clarence Cameron White,
who is one of the most talented musicians’
of his race, has been engaged for some
time upon the compilation of a volume for
us. For this purpose he has selected the
best and most authentic of all the Negro
Spirituals, including of course all of the
favorite numbers, and newly arranged
them for voice with piano accompaniment.
While adhering strictly to the original
tunes, Mr. White has enhanced them
greatly by his skillful and colorful har¬
monies. This book will he gotten out in
elegant style and it will prove a real
addition to any musical library.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 75 cents per copy,
postpaid.
New Organ
Collection
This “New Organ Collection” will be
similar in style, size and scope to our
publication entitled, The Standard Or¬
ganist. This work has been on the market
for some years, and since its publication
we have accumulated a splendid lot of
material which is not to be found in any
other volume. The very cream of this
material will be incorporated into our
New Organ Collection. This work will
be printed from special large plates and
will include a very large number of pieces.
These are of various types, among them
being pieces well adapted for church use,
for recitals and picture playing. None
of the pieces will be beyond the inter¬
mediate grades.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Fundamental Studies in
Violoncello Technic
By G. F. Schwartz
The Cello is a fascinating instrument ,
for study, but it has always been con-.
sidered rather difficult. At any ra'te, it is’
well to master the rudiments of music
thoroughly before approaching this in¬
strument, and also, if possible, to make
a beginning at least on some other in¬
strument. When one has gone thus far,
the Studies by Mr. Schwartz may be
taken up to very great advantage. Mr.
Schwartz develops a very comprehensive
knowledge of Cello technic in a logical
and practical manner. One who is tak¬
ing up the Cello without a teacher wjll
find these studies to be particularly
valuable.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy,,
postpaid.
Master Vocal Exercises
By Horatio Connell
Mr. Horatio Connell’s Master Vocal.
Exercises are the ripe product of his long
experience as a student, singer and teach¬
er. These exercises have been tried and
tested by Mr. Connell in his own teaching
and his many pupils have so profited by
them, that there has been a universal de¬
mand for their appearance in printed
form. It is Mr. Connell’s intention to use
this book in his classes in the Curtis In- !
stitute.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy,
postpaid.
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Pianist’s Daily Dozen
£Charles B. Macklin

The

pver since piano playing began there
been a struggle to acquire independh
and control of the fingers. How
® „ch of time and study ambitious players
f the piano have expended on trying to
t rid of those cramps of the muscles
which hinder so much the attainment of
1st that freedom they so greatly covet.
Now it is .just these problems which
,, Macklin has had in mind in the
“Vtinff of this book and the outlining
W
g ’--s contained therein. Flexibility and independence of action of the
well as their ready response
to the dictates of the mind, have been
in mind from first to last.
No there was no idea that this one
small book would work as a wizard’s
potion to dissipate all the piano student’s
ills- but in it will be found the means of
making many a labor lighter. In it will
be found relief for many a perplexed
teacher with a pupil who has those ob¬
stinate finger and wrist muscles. The ad¬
vance of publication cash price is 30
cents per copy, postpaid.
Very First Pieces Played
On the Keyboard
By N. Louise Wright
These little pieces are just right to sup¬
plement any Beginners’ Method or In¬
struction Book. They will also prove
suitable for Kindergarten teaching. Each
little piece is appropriately named and
it has an accompanying text. Beginners
will be able to play these pieces just as
soon as their hands are shaped on the
keyboard and they have mastered the ru¬
diments of notation. In these days the
sooner the young student has something
to play, the better. We have gone past
the stage when one was forced to wade
through many dry and pedantic fingerexercises before getting a chance at a
real melody. Miss Wright has been ex¬
tremely successful with her teaching
material for the young.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
postpaid.
New First and Third Position
Album, Violin and Piano
Although we have such successful vio¬
lin and piano collections as Album of
Favorite First Position Pieces, Violin¬
ist’s Popular Repertoire, Standard Vio¬
linist, Selected Classics, and others on the
market, there are remaining in our cat¬
alogue a great many excellent numbers
not included in any of these published
collections. Our editors are now engaged
in selecting a group of such numbers and
they will be published in this New First
and Third Position Album. It will be
the type of collection that will furnish
the player with material for diversion,
or for use in public performances such
as are demanded from many violin players.
During the period that our editors are
deciding on the particular numbers that
will be included in this collection and our
mechanical department is preparing it
for publication copies may be ordered at
the special price of 50 cents each, postpaid.
Twenty-Four Caprices
Tor Violin Solo
By P. Rode
The Twenty-four Caprices for Violin
Sol°, by P. Rode, which will soon be
ready for publication, will be a very
valuable addition to the popular Presser
'collection. This fine work is used after
the Kreutzer studies and, in fact, is con¬
sidered one of the three indispensable
works of advanced violin technic, viz:
^teutzer, Rode, and Fiorillo. Our new
™‘tion is being edited by Mr. Otto
n cer’ tbe personal representative of
• seveik in this country. Mr. Meyer has
°ne the editing of a number of other
‘"'■fht works in the Presser Collection,
d we are sure that this new edition will
eet with the approval of the teacher who
licatio<*S t*>C *)CSt °n^ in educational Pub"
va?1® special introductory price in adPostpaid publication is 45 cents per copy,

New Collection of
Favorite Songs and Choruses
For All Occasions
We are pleased to report that this book
is now well under way. It is almost
ready for the press. Naturally, contain¬
ing such a large number of separate
pieces, and in such variety, it has en¬
tailed considerable labor in the engrav¬
ing. An engraved book, by the way, al¬
ways has a better appearance than one
set up in type, and it is far clearer when
printed. The book is divided into several
sections: secular songs, including many
old favorites together with some new
highly successful numbers; familiar hymns
and tunes; favorite operatic melodies;
humorous songs and “stunt numbers.”
We feel sure that none will be disap¬
pointed in this book.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 10 cents per copy,
postpaid.

This set of second grade studies is
well-known that it hardly requires a Aescription in. these columns. Every suc¬
cessful teacher knows that one cannot
have too many early grade studies avail¬
able for use with the various types of
pupils that come to them for instruction.
This work should have a place in the cur¬
riculum of every piano teacher.
The advance of publication cash price
is 30 cents a copy, postpaid.

Brehm’s First Steps
For Young Piano Beginners
The tendency these days is all away
from the bulky and extensive Piano In¬
structors. The prime need is for a book
which will convey the rudiments accept¬
ably and give sufficient exercises for set¬
ting the hand, developing the knowledge
of the clefs, etc. All this is done in an
agreeable and practical manner in the
book by Brehm. This is a book which
had considerable vogue when it was in
Twenty-four Melodious
the catalog of Brehm Bros., and we have
and Progressive Studies
in preparation a new edition which will
for the Pianoforte
be somewhat enlarged and enriched. This
book begins and continues for a short
By C. Gurlitt, Op. 131
time with both hands in the Treble Clef.
Last month we announced for the first
The special introductory price in ad¬
time the forth-coming addition of these vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
standard studies to the new Presser Col¬
postpaid.
lection. The response of the piano teach¬
ers was immediate and many orders were Seven Octave Studies—School
received for copies of the first printing,
thus justifying, in no unmistakable man¬ of Octave Playing—Part 2
ner our judgment in adding this impor¬ By Theo. Kullak
tant work to our catalog. Many teachers
The School of Octave Playing, by Theo.
make it a point to use these studies as Kullak is given a very high rating by
supplementary material in third grade all authorities on pianoforte playing.
work. They not only give the pupil The second book, called Seven Octave
plenty of technical practice but also aid Studies, is quite a favorite with teachers
in developing his musical understanding. of advanced students as the various
They appear as little pieces each bearing numbers are so melodious and attractive
a distinctive and characteristic title. The that they are frequently used for concert
special introductory price in advance of and recital pieces. We formerly pub¬
publication is 30 cents per copy, postpaid. lished these studies in another form, but
this new edition is to appear in the at¬
First Garland of Flowers
tractive garb of the Presser Collection.
As it is being carefully edited' and pre¬
Favorite Melodies in the
pared for publication, we are booking
First Position for Violin
orders for copies at the very low price
By Julius Weiss, Op. 38
of 40 cents each.
The First Garland of Flowers long has
been the standby of many violin teachers An Advance of Publication
in giving young pupils melodious pieces Offer Withdrawn
to play in the early stages of violin study.
The “New Easy Four Hand Album”
It seems to be the ambition of every
young beginner as soon as he can play a that we hdve been offering for some
note or two, to also play a real “piece;” months past now is ready. We have
and this little book is just the work for entitled it. Playing Together. It con¬
this. These little pieces are all in first tains twenty easy piano duets for two
position and have a piano accompaniment players at one piano whose playing
so that the young player may have early abilities are limited to numbers in grades
experience in ensemble work. Our new 1 and 2. A duet book of this, character
edition of this work will be edited with in the hands of young pupils is. an excel¬
the same care that has been shown in our lent practice! aid in the development,
other additions to the Presser Collection. obtained sb‘ delightfully, of accuracy,
At the special introductory cash price rhythm and sight-reading. The price of
in advance of publication of 35 cents a this volume is 75 cents.
copy there should be a great demand for Have You Renewed Your
this popular work.
Etude Subscription?
We are glad to say that nearly all
H. M. S. Pinafore
Etude subscriptions expiring with the
Comic Opera
December and January issues, have been
By Gilbert and Sullivan
renewed but there are still some few to
When II. M. S. Pinafore was first pro¬ be heard from. To prevent the lapse of
duced in this country, in the late ’70% it subscriptions and the loss of any num¬
ran like wildfire. Not only did the pro¬ bers through the edition becoming ex¬
fessional companies multiply, but church hausted, we have continued these names
choir companies and even juvenile com¬ on our list,’ extending to our subscribers
panies, were organized for its production. the courtesy of remitting later. If you
Now after the lapse of years, the mel¬ have not already done so, please favor
odies seem just as bright and fresh and us with your renewal so that we can ad¬
the verses and dialogue, as clever and just the subscription as a paid one for
witty as ever. As a vehicle for amateur the current year.
production, nothing better can be found.
Our new edition will be found superior Beware of Swindlers
We have so many complaints from
in all respects.
The special introductory price in ad¬ music lovers throughout the country that
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy, they have paid good money to fake mag¬
azine agents that we again warn our
postpaid.
musical friends to pay no money to
strangers. Look out for the so-called
Fifty Easy Melodious
“college student” trying to get points for
Studies for the Pianoforte
a scholarship, workers for charitable in¬
By A. Biehl, Op. 7
stitutions and “ex-soldiers” who were
never
near the front. The agent who is
That many teachers appreciate the ad¬
dition of these standard studies to the honest will be glad to have you send your
Presser Collection, is shown by the re¬ money direct to us, if you are not con¬
sponse to our advance of publication vinced of his sincerity. We will be glad
notices. It is only a matter of good bus¬ to pay any commission due him and if
iness for a teacher to obtain copies of he is on the square, he will not object.
these works while they are being offered
(Continued on page 162)
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PIANISTS!
3 Self Instructive Books on

THE ART OF MODERN

Jazz Piano Playing

By ART SHEFTE
THE GREATEST REVELATION ON THIS SUBJECT

Trk"t8RADIO ARTISTS
JAZZ BREAKS—Teaohe* 150 Jazz Bleaks, 50 sozppy
Price, $1.00
JAZZ BASS-The
;

Price, $1.00

KEYBOARD IIAKMONY—Tb

;.. 8”::?1:..^.1:4

s^sW
price, $1.00
COMPLETECOURSE^ $3.00

SHEFTE PUBLISHING CO. (Notinc.)
825 Lyon & Healy Bldg., Dept. C,
64 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

Send for FREE copy of the 28th ANNIVERSARY
EDITION ol our book, “Winning Independence.” Read
how students master TUNING with our Tune-A-Phones
and WHY our graduates head the profession in all parts
of the world. With Bryant’s patented devices, tools,
.harts, and lessons,.one^earns“^a|lb,'BACJ
tuition, easy terms. Diploma £
GUARANTY. 210 to $25 a

2054W. LAKE ST. CHICAGO ILL
FOR TEACHER AND PUPIL

WINN’S
(FOR PIANO)
How to Play Popular Music.
How to Play Ragtime.
How to Play Jazz and Blues.
How to Play Breaks and Endings.
Piano Technic Made Easy.
How to Rag and Jazz on the Sax.
How to Play Melody on the Uke.
How to Rag and Jazz on the Tenor
Banjo.
These up-to-the-minute books are used by hun¬
dreds of schools and teachers. They contain^all
in modern jazz and “hot’’ style. Descriptive

Winn School of Popular Music
44 W. 34th St.

New York
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The Presser Personnel

The Theodore Presser Co. adheres
to the policy of refraining from ex¬
travagances and useless expendi¬
tures so that reasonable prices and
every economy may be offered its
patrons, and quite a responsibility
rests upon the individual entrusted
with the task of securing the sup¬
plies and equipment necessary for
the conduct of the great mail order
service rendered by the Theodore
Presser Co. to music buyers.
This individual is Mr. Mark L. Dur¬
and. Mr. Durand’s first duties when
he came with our company in 1911
were as a bookkeeper, later becom¬
ing Credit Manager of our Whole¬
sale Department. About 1920 we
realized that the extent to which
our establishment had grown re¬
quired more of a centralization of
our buying than heretofore, and this
work was directed toward Mr. Dur¬
and, relieving busy executives who
had previously attended to various
buying details.
As the Purchasing Department
gradually was developed and fully
organized, Mr.' Durand was relieved
of the Wholesale Credit manage¬
ment and now his entire time is de¬
voted to the many important duties
that one readily can realize fall
upon the shoulders of a Purchasing
Agent for so large an establishment
as ours. Whether it be a pin, a
clip or a half a million envelopes,
or several tons of wrapping paper
require, It is.ot • Purchasing Agent
"" the department
has the needed working materials.

A Word to Music Lovers Who
Work for Etude Premiums
Hundreds of music teachers and stu¬
dents secure splendid gifts by obtaining
new subscriptions for Etude Music Mag¬
azine. Do not confuse the rewards of¬
fered by us with cheap merchandise.
Every article is standard and manu¬
factured by a house with a reputation.
We mention a few premiums below but
by all means send a post card for pre¬
mium catalog showing complete list of
premiums. Remember you can secure
any one or all of these without one penny
cash outlay and any music lover not
familiar with The Etude will be glad to
give you a subscription if you will show
him your copy.
Electric Flash Light.—Just the thing to
get into dark closets and into dim corners.
No risk of fire. Only two new sub¬
scriptions.
Clothes Brush—A fine ebony finish
brush, with 9 rows of stiff black bristles.
Two new subscriptions.
Cuff Buttons—Park Rodgers, jiffy,
especially designed for soft cuffs; just
snap them together, that’s all. Heavily
gold plated. One new subscription.
Banjo lThe—All wood, stained mahog¬
any. Three new subscriptions.
Vanity Electric Curling Iron-—Every
woman needs one—design is mechanically
perfect, sturdily built and will last years
with proper care. Only two new subscriptions.
Comb For Bobbed Hair—Every one of
the fair sex with bobbed hair should
carry one of these in her handbag; folds
up and is fitted in water proof case.
Only one new subscription.
Electric Toaster—A convenient wellmade toaster for hurry-up breakfast.
Only two new subscriptions.
Write to us for further information re¬
garding premiums.

mmmm

World of Music
(Continued from page 91)
The British National Opera Company
Competitions
lives up to its name and never prepares a
.
A Prize
of Three Thousand Dire is
repertoire for a tour without including in it offered
by the Alessandro Scarlatti Association
at leaBt one opera by a British composer.
-v—--"'"n~w
When American opera companies adopt a of Naples fc“ " "
sitiou
by
““
similar policy more good American operas
North America. The symphometta must
will be written. The prospect of a work, that ne for
an orchestra of eight to fifteen instru¬
has cost many months of hard work in its ments.
There is also a second prize of the
actual creation and transcribing, lying m.„
in¬ same amount
for
a
Sonata
Jor Flute and Piano.
definitely in musty oblivion is no incentiv;
for the composer to devote himself ‘ the The contest closes with March, 1927.
A Prize of Two Thousand tire^foiMiii
writing of works in this form of art, in some
. .appealing of all the musical
without chorus, is ’offered by the Conservatory
Giuseppe Verdi of Trieste. An interesting
n Kier rn. a Polish tenor, with “one of .he
trend of musical taste.
de-fight i
arkable natural organs of the
f $1500, for a suitable official
A Pri
n discovered at the Municipal
st is to be held
i Week to be
celebrated a
o be eligible, at
irths of the members of
. _
ization n
live on farms, and no orchestra
i--‘ ;n.aJ b® made «p entirely of
consolidated or high school pupils.
Hums Wessely, eminent violinist and
chief teacher of his instrument at the Royal
Acadamy of Music, London, on the staff of
which institution he had been since 1889, died
during a holiday at Innsbruck, on September
29. Born at Vienna on December 23. 1862,
and educated at the Vienna Conservatorium,
he made his British debut at the Crystal Pal“““ G-jjj
April 7, 1888 ; remained permnently in Lond
ities, founded what n..
string quartet of the
class resident in
that country.
_

_ H
„Jj( __a__
suitable for choral presentation; and a
iiar sum is offered by the National Federation
nf Music Club for a Symphonic Poem. Both
these competitions are under the auspices of
the Chautauqua Assembly of New York, and
Particulars may be had from H. Augustine
Smith, Boston University, Boston, Massachu_
female singer
standing-•*
lity. t

Bulletin of the Presser Home
, . ...
,
™ £
8®ason 6
the recently
Press?r
Home for Retired2fwhe-rerS1<Je?ts
Music Teachers0(were
opened by a recital of violin, vocal and piano
«... c.1:--1—i of Alan Hensel
music, under the

t Chairman,
E. H. Wilcox, National Con
Iowa City, Iowa.
Prizes Amounting to Three Hiundretl
and Ten Dollars, for the best unpublished
anthems are offered by the Lorenz Publishing
Company, of Dayton, Ohio, from whom all
details
may be had on application.. _ _
.
„
A “National Capitol Official Song”
Contest is tn he held under the auspices of

On the evening of November IZ ur. wimam
H. Moore gave another of his very interesting
describing the attractions of
the
the far West.
National Parks, to the _ life and to" forestry, and to the Esquimaux__
Alaska, with
allusions
ur customs and traditions.
On
, members of. the PhiladelIS
phia Music Club ,
rening entertainment of piano and ___
„„„
, imperid of
sonations. These informal recitals come' to
Home family as a pleasant
contact with the activities of the musical
worw-

*
- -~~—--rjgr
S,nd ful1 Particulars may be had from Miss
g?„aArVc5_-SJ „Go<^wto; Contest Chai^rma^ West Lenox Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland,
A Prize of One Thousand Dollars is
offered by the National Federation of Music
Clubs,_
---m—
an Americanposer, of the
rica.l. the
T Beautiful,”
bT Katharine^ Lee Bates, which has been
adopted jls the official hymn of this organizationl The offer will be
and compositions or lett<
information should be
Kellev. Oxford,
Oxford Ohio.
Stillman Kelley,

The
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“Every Number Permanently Valuable”
In March the Musical Season is at its very height—
therefore our March Issue will find THE ETUDE
rich in stimulating, instructive material.
splendid articles are:

Among many

“How to Play Bach Inventions'*
By GEORGE F. BOYLE
Distinguished Australian Piano Virtuoso. Composer and Teacher

“The Romance of Debussy"
By CAMIL VAN HULSE

“Making Children Like Music"
By MATHILDE BILBRO
Noted Expert in Children’s Music

‘‘THE ETUDE never disappoints," writes one friend; “There
is always a good slice of real meal in the sandwich."

MUSIC

STUDY EXALTS LIFE

Advertisement

Mr. C. E. Tucker
Mr. Tucker has been associated
with publishing businesses for nearly
twenty years, although he has been
with the Theodore 1’resser Co. only
about two and one-half years. He
came with us in the summer of
1924, but we were well acquainted
with Mr. Tucker for many years
prior to this.
It was our good fortune when the
Interstate Finance Corporation,
which Mr. Tucker served for thir¬
teen years in its handling of sub¬
scription accounts for various pub¬
lishers, closed its business and made
conditions possible for us to secure
Mr. Tucker for our Credit and Col¬
lection Department. Although with
us but a short time, Mr. Tucker
benefited by the expansion
ir business, and turning the Cred

tention to seeing thai
ost expert and capable individuals
i furnish music teachers and active
—usic workers with the material
they need, so we endeavor to have
-1 competent men and women
■’
the resultant details
.....
caring for business
done. It gives us great pleasure to
be able to introduce to our patrons
this month Mr. C. E. Tucker, who
is a capable accountant and execu¬
tive and well able to handle the ac¬
counting details that focus upon
him from our large Bookkeeping D
partment. His also is the task of
supervising the computation of roy¬
alties due composers on the sale of
publications issued by us under roy¬
alty arrangements.

High Glass Magazines
in Clubs at Reduced Prices
Note the advertisement on the third
cover page of this issue showing othei
high class magazines combined witt
Etude. Special arrangements made witt
other publishers enable us to save money
for our friends. Drop us a post card
which will bring our new 1927 Catalog
which is of special interest to any mag¬
azine buyer.
Mail Delays
Of course, the holiday crush in the post
office is now over. We hope that all of
our subscribers have received all copies
of The Etude which are due. If, how¬
ever, a number has gone astray, do not
hesitate to drop us a post card and we
will promptly duplicate. We are here to
serve you and we gladly accept con¬
structive criticisms of our service. It is
only through the aid of our friends that
we are able to improve our service.

ALBUM OF FAVORITE
FIRST POSITION PIECES
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
Price, $1.00
A volume of this kind is of great value
in the violin world. It gives the
beginner on the violin encouragement
through the excellent numbers it con¬
tains which are melodious and in¬
teresting yet at the same time easy
to play. There are twenty-two num¬
bers of real worth arranged in pro¬
gressive order. Teachers here have
an ideal volume for instructive pur¬
poses and beginning violinists will find
it just the volume to possess for their
recreation or recital needs.
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

February Anniversaries
Anniversaries of the following musicians
are celebrated this month (February).
Perhaps some of you can honor their days
by playing some of their compositions at
your February club meetings. You might
also look up interesting details from their
biographies.
February second, Giovanni Pierluigi
Palestrina, died in Rome, 1594.
February third, Felix MendelssohnBartholdy, was born in Hamburg, Ger¬
many, 1809.
February seventh, Ossip Gabrilowitsch
was born in Petrograd, Russia, 1878.
February twelfth, Hans von Billow died
in Germany, 1894.
February thirteenth, Richard Wagner
died in Venice, 1883.
February twentieth, Carl Czerny was
born in Vienna, 1791.
February twenty-second, Frederic Cho¬
pin was born in Poland, 1810.
February twenty-third, George Fried¬
rich Handel was born in Germany, 1685.
February twenty-fifth, Anton Arensky
(Russian) died in 1906.

Question Box
necessary in piam,
.
D. S. (Age 14), Oregon,
ils of the piano are very

Forgetful Mary’s Lesson
By Eugene F. Gluckert
“There, that’s done!” and Mary shut her Then the leader went down and collected
exercise book with a slam. Next she list¬ all the manuscripts. Putting these on the
lessly opened her book of pieces, began piano rack, he took a big Key of C out
playing loudly and on the wrong notes, of his pocket and opened the instrument.
then stopped and looked longingly out of Immediately a tiny fairy flew out. The
the window. You see Mary was very for¬ Half-Note girl called her Harmony. She
getful; and every lesson, when teacher played all the papers the Notemen had
told her to do this or that, Mary went written for her and wove them into a
straight home and did it her own way in¬ Melody. Then finishing, she clapped her
stead. Of course, Miss Nelson always hands and summoned another fairy, by the
had to give her the same old music. To¬ name of Expression. You’d be surprised
day her playing seemed a failure. Lower to see how she improved on that Melody!
“Hey there, girlies,” said one old Sixtyand lower sank her head until it rested
fourth Note, “see what good time they
on the keys and she was fast asleep.
Then she dreamed, and she and Dolly, keep. Can you play?”
Both Dolly and Mary nodded proudly. Of
her little playmate, were walking up a
steep mountainside. Finally, the road ter¬ course, everyone wanted to hear them, and
minated at a huge iron gate over which as the Sixty-fourth Note was rather short
and grumpy they didn’t dare refuse.
read “Music Land.”
“Oh, do let us go in,” gasped Mary, as
Dolly tried to poke her little head between
the rails.
“Hi there 1 What do you want! Wait a
minute, and I’ll open it for you,” said a
tiny voice; and presently they saw the
funniest little man come out. He was
black and round and looked just like a
quarter note.

For Very Little Folks
By Eutoka Hellier Nickelsen
Are you not pleased, little folks, when
your teacher has praised your lesson, and
are you not just awfully anxious to hurry
home and tell Mother and Daddy all about
it?
And sometimes have you not been just a
little lazy until next lesson-time; and did
you notice the worried look on your teach¬
er’s face as she marked your grades ? Was
there not almost a frown now and then?
Perhaps she did not mention her disap¬
pointment after having given you words of
praise at the previous lesson, but was think¬
ing, “I have two types of little folks. Class
A are worthy of words of praise and al¬
ways strive to please me; but Class B pupils
are lazy, and words of praise do not spur
them on to bigger and better things in
music.”
Little folks, will you not all try to please
your teacher and make her happy by be¬
ginning this very day to be one in Class
A?
^ „ MUSICAL

EEFINITIOlfS , -

work is
Deak Junior Etude :
I play in fast. Please tell me fiow to
overcome this fault.
N. L. T. (Age It). Texas.
Ana.—Knowing your own faults is some¬
times a great help toward correcting them,
pince you know you play too fast, play slowly.
However, this is easier said than done. If
you have a metronome, set it at 80, and play
your scales, finger exercises and pieces with
“flaying a quarter note to a tick. This

Sixty-fourth note
was short and grumpy.

Club Corner
v aic going to zen
tell y0U
you aooui
about uur
Crescendo Music Club. It was organized last
u?der the supervision of our teacher.
1:® llmit the club to sixteen members. The
in* are fivo ^nts and five cents fine for miss“!g a meeting. We meet every other week,
«rVi?e home of one of the members. We open
a 1)11 sin ess meeting, then have a musical
Program, then a luncheon.

'’e got up a Christmas basket for which
everyone donated something. This was given
to an aged lady.
From your friends,
Helen Nelson
Irene Knck
Mary Louise Voelber.
v „
South Dakota.
tho„i?'—TlK“ luncheon idea, as presented in
for Lbove letteI'- may be too elaborate a plan
baakS y clubs t0 try: but the Christmas
it
°r an Easter basket, is splendid and
ivKu„,be undertaken by a great many clubs,
sometmi gft °,ne UP at Easter, thus giving
havw
to charity, and at the same time
“arlng lots of fun doing It?
Etude :
DreVm c.lub started last May. We have a
is
and rice-president; and our teacher
duooCretary ana treasurer. We pay ten cents
everr
m°fith. We each play a piece
and 7n,In<(nth'' ,°ur colors are blue and gold,
3 we have club pins.
From your friend.

He was black and
round and looked just
like a quarter-note.
My, what a funny sight met their eyes
when they stood on the other side of the
gate. All the streets were paved with
music sheets, and the houses were made
mostly like tiny pianos, although quite a
few resembled violins and ’cellos. The in¬
habitants were notes, ranging from sixtyfourth to quarter notes. As the two girls
walked along hand in hand, all the Note
people came out to look at them.
In a short time they came to a big
building which was called “Tune Factory.”
A cute little Half Note girl offered to
show them about.
All around, seated in little desks writing
diligently were tiny Notemen. After a
long time a Metronome, which sat in a
corner, gave an extra loud tick and all the
men looked up, rose, and formed a line.

Dolly went first and played splendidly,
doing everything that her teacher had told
her to do. The Note-people applauded
loudly. And then came Mary’s turn. Nat¬
urally she was a bit nervous, for those
weeks of wrong practice had a firm grip;
and, try as she might, she always struck
wrong notes, her fingers got all tangled
because she didn’t use the right ones, and
the whole thing was very unpleasing.
When she finished everything was per¬
fectly quiet. She looked around tearfully,
and then gave a loud scream. All the
little Note-folks were lying around as if
dead, with their toes turned up.
“What have I done?” she sobbed on
Dolly’s shoulder. .
“There, there, girlie, don’t cry; they
have only fainted,” soothed Harmony.
“You see you played so awfully, and
cheated the poor Notes so terribly, not
even giving them their face values, that
they couldn’t stand the abuse any longer.
Poor things. If you had played Much you
probably would have killed them; but, as
it is, I think they will pull through. Now
you have learned a good lesson. You see
what harm forgetfulness causes. Always
(Continued on page 164)
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Vie do not count when they are pie'
But into next tones GRACE-NOTES St
Elizabeth Landis
A
Mary Black Jrtller
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OPERETTAS FOR JUVENILES

JUNIOR ETUDE—Continued

Select Now from this Attractive Material for Spring Production

m
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^

Junior Etude Contest
LET’S GO TRAVEL-

.-al

^

Puzzle Corner

# /a

Kt

and an-

^letter in a part of a ^ an.

IN '
CANDY

T

and address of s
Office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa
before the tenth of February. Names of

ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE CLUBS!
comply with
oj the above conditions will not be

”Ansvver to November Puzzle
} ^ Idaho

2 Carmen. mna,,,

3.

II Trovatore, ores. 4. La Tosca, scarce.
No. I may also be answered, Pina Ure,
Oregon, and No. 3 may also be answt red.

LOST, A COMET
A Musical Play for Young

THE GOLDEN
WHISTLE

MRS. R. R. FORMAN

THE ISLE OF
JEWELS
A Musical Play for

littei

GEO. L. SPAULDING
^The opportunities in

Charming musical

th^63^^1"6 operetta

DAY BEFORE
YESTERDAY
Juvenile Operetta

adding ^attractive °^little

StSsSS

placed ^S^tlsp^eSrw’th

ih€rlTa
SnachoTuts,aSo^r

material which will be

who^render *them!^ ^The

half hour.
Price, 60 cents

Theodore Presser Co.,

JSSL

Phila., Pa.

Or practice violin

Keyboa
“Only a dream,” ,
>Ut I’m going to r
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Starr.
PIANO

Stu it.

-little Starr Minum Upright, although only 3 feet 8'A inches in height, will
prove a revelation to every lover of good music because of its brilliance, beauty
and resonance of tone. Its tone is that of a much larger instrument. .. The growing
trend to conserve space and to condense the arrangement of house furnishings has created
a demand for the small piano. In meeting this need the Starr Piano Company has perfected
an instrument which, while of reduced dimensions, includes the full attributes of all StarrMade Pianos, the tonal qualities and responsiveness of which have been acknowledged
for over a half-century.

[C\

Starr

PIANOS

„

EXCEL*
Jf

Ohe difference
is in the 'UoneJ'

Hundreds of foremost educational institutions, musicians and music lovers have found
in the Starr the instrument in which the first requisites of a full appreciation of music are
incorporated—a rich, colorful tone and responsiveness to slightest touch. Therefore the
Starr Piano with its tonal brilliance, its grace and charm of contour and finish, together with
its durability which safeguards, under the most rigorous use, impairment of these funda¬
mental features, presents itself as ideally suited for serving the needs of
the student and lover of music.
The Starr Minum, although the smallest, is but one of
many Starr models. We welcome your inquiry and gladly
recommend the instrument best suited to your needs.

The Starr Piano Company
Established

1872
Factories: RICHMOND, INDIANA
Branches in
Birmingham. Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dayton, Detroit, Indianapolis,
Kansas City. Los Angeles, Nashville, New York, Portland. San Francisco

